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Introductions:

Participant introductions
- Name, where from

- Environmental assessment background

- Goal, or reason, for taking the SADA course

- Experience with SADA?
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Schedule (Part 1).

* 8:00 - 8:30 Introductions, Training Overview
* 8:30-9:30 Create SADA File
* 9:30-10:30 Initial Sample Designs
* 10:30-10:45 Break
. 10:45-11:30 Importing Data Into SADA

* 11:30-12:00 Exploration Tools/Statistics
* 12:00-1:00 Lunch
* 1:00-1:45 Human Health/Ecological Risk
* 1:45-2:00 Custom"Analysis
* 2:00-2:15 Break
* 2:15-2:45'Ba~ic Spatial Analysis
* 2:45-3:15 Advanced Spatial Analysis
* 3:15-3:45 Decision Analysis
* 3:45-4:15 Secondary Sampling Designs
* 4:15-4:45 3d Visualization
* 4:45-5:00 Wrapup
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Spatial Analysis and Decision
Assistance (SADA) Version 4

Overview

Environmental Assessment Methods in SADA
. University of Tennessee, Knoxville
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SADA General Information

Windows--based freeware designed to integrate scientific models
with decision and cost analysis frameworks in a seamless, easy to
use environment.

" Visualization/GIS

" Statistical Analysis
" Geospatial Interpolation

* Geospatial Uncertainty Analysis

Human Health Risk Assessment

* Ecological Risk Assessment

" Custom Analysis

" MARSSIM Module

" Area of Concern Frameworks

" Cost Benefit Analysis

" Sampling Designs

" Export to Arcview/Earthvision

SADA has been supported by DOE, EPA, and the NRC. SADA
Version 3.0 had about 11000 downloads. Version 4.0/4.1 has had
8000+ since January, 2005.

ADAC
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SADA General Information (cont.)

Free stand-alone package for Windows 98, 98SE, NT SP4 or higher, 2000, ME,
and XP.

Contact information, updates, documentation, and downloads are available on-
line at http://www.tiem.Utk.edu/-sada/S~..h 7

A SADA user's group, email, annual conferences, and on-site training.

A substantial help file is included.

Conduct "black and white box" testing internally as well as an external beta
release period.

Publish verification document on the website.
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Accomplishments In Version 4

• A More Friendly Interface with Interviews and Process Steps/Reduced User Fatigue

* Initial Sample Design Strategies

* Additional Secondary Sampling Strategies

* Geobayesian Modeling

• New Polygon Tools (circle, square, multiple polygons, 3d slicing)

* Better Vertical Layering Framework

I improved 3D Viewer

• MARSSIM Module

* Empty SADA Files

• Improved Statistics

* Improved Correlation Modeling

• Results Gallery

* ESRI Shape File Import

* Export to ESRI and EarthVision SAiDA, .
SF=:CvQ-A 2alys and A hi.m rAWi /(-10
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SADA Interface: Media Types

Steps Window Parameters Window

Rll-d. 5/11/2007
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SADA Interface: Data Labels
Anaysis Box Data Type BN-mBox I Layers Box

I ntriews
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SADA Interface: Vertical Layers
Analysis Box Data Type Box DtNae Box Lael Box Layers Box
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SADA Interface: Interview Processes
is Box Data Type Box Data:Name Box _Labels Box:Layers Box

Interviews
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SADA Interface: Input Parameters

~Iwe lws

- ",I= 1 ~(. Use only dietecredvaus
CUse most recent vale

C Use most recent de~ected value,

SUse maximum
C' Use avefage
SCUse minimum

f Non Detects----
Use zerot1- AUehlthe detection limit.

::Use thetfull detection Imint.

Steps Window, Parameters Window
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What exactly can you do in SADA?

Create initial sample designs

Import data

Plot data

Import GIS layers

Aggregate sections of the site

,Calculate statistics (univariate)

Model spatial correlation

Create contour maps

Create a kriging variance map

Perform traditional HH and Eco risk assessments

(tabular risk, screens, prgs, benchmarks)

Create a HH or Eco contoured risk map

Create a HH or Eco point risk map

Create a data screen map for HH, Eco, Custom

Create an eco point dose map

Create an contoured eco dose map

Create probability maps

Define areas of concern

Calculate cost vs cleanup

Draw a LISA Map

Develop secondary sample designs

Perform a MARSSIM data analysis

Detect and Define MARSSIM elevated area

Visualize results in 3d

Autodocument results

Create a geobayesian site conceptual model

Draw area of concern maps based on conceptual
model

Calculate cost vs cleanup based on conceptual mode

Update the site conceptual model

Export to ESRI or Earthvision or common window
applications
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Data Formats

* SADA can accept data in two formats: comma delimited files (csv) and Microsoft
- Access.

SADA requires the presence of certain fields in the data set.
- Easting
- Northing
- Depth
- Value
- Name

SADA can use other forms of information as well
- Media
- Detection
- Date
- CAS Number

* Any other form of meta data can be imported as well. User can plot and retrieve this
meta data during an analysis.

* SADA recognizes soil, sediment, surfacewater, groundwater, air, biota, and
background, and the "basic" media type. Basic is assigned to data that have no
media type.

SpdlADA- N4-W
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MARSSIM. Functionality
Calculate sample size based
on Sign Test and WRS Test

Develop initial sample design
incorporating DCGLS, Area
Factors, Instrument sensitivity 7
Post sampling analysis (A site -1

passes or fails)

Detecting and Defining

Elevated Areas

I
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Spatial Analysis

SDatial Uncertaintv
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Human Health and Ecological Risk

" SADA. implements EPA methods for conducting ecological and
human health risk assessments

" Calculation of site-specific preliminary remediation goals

" Benchmark database for contaminant effects on ecological receptors

" Exposure modeling for humans and over 20 other terrestrial species

" Contains IRIS/HEAST toxicity databases for calculating risk from
exposure

" Contains EPA default exposure parameters for the risk models.

" Tabular screening and risk results
" Point screens
" Risk and dose mapping

Spdai A•ryd, l L,,Jd A"-.

Human Health Risk
* For each media

-. Soil, Sediment, Surface Water, Groundwater

* Exposure Scenarios
- Residential, Industrial, Recreational,

Agricultural, Excavation

* Exposure Pathways
- Ingestion, Inhalation, Dermal Contact, Food

Chain (Beef, Milk, and Vegetable Ingestion)

* IRIS and HEAST Toxicity Databases for Carcinogenic
and Noncarcinogenic Effects

* Physical Parameters for Modeling

- Bioaccumulation Factors

- Volatilization, Particulate Emission Factors

- Permeability Constants, Absorption Factors

- Saturation Coefficients, Radionuclide Half-
Lives

Calculations

• - . A..y -. " - Am

00 -uh2007.Ui i ol All R-11- - -~~ 51 /2v
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Human Health Risk

PRG Calculation

* PRG Screens

Human Health Risk

I
-par= .,IIIIIA - Q X
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Spatial Implementation of Risk Assessment

Conventional Risk Assessment Limitations
- Typically regulatory exposure assessment guidance recommends a

summary statistic for the exposure concentration
- Spatial information is lost when a summary statistic is used in the RA-

exposure is assumed to be continuous in space and time
- Often this lost info not recovered in the rest of the remediation process

Reasons for incorporating spatial statistics into risk assessment
- Maximize the use of limited resources

* Efficiently collect data
* Retain collected spatial info in the risk assessment
* Use all types of available data, including expert judgment

- To more adequately characterize the exposure distribution-
* Extrapolate from known data to cover data gaps

Account for spatial processes related to exposure
• Better understand uncertainties in the exposure assessment

S
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0
Human Health Spatial Risk Maps

SADA calculates risk for each sampling
point or spatial estimate based on fl
contaminant and exposure scenario
Legend scale changes to risk

S&aA id, d d AAZ
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Ecological Risk Benchmark Screening

Ecological Risk Benchmarks.
" Suitable for screening ERAs J

* Compilation of ecological •. ... )•,,"

benchmarks for surface water, •,
soil, and sediment
Benchmarks a function of :
environmental variables where
appropriate

U onvn 1 007. ni- tv a ain-- Rý,hls R- W. 5/1112(9 7
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Ecological Dose Exposures
SADA calculates dose ,
(mg/kg BW d) from food /

ingestion, soil ingestion,
dermal contact, and
inhalation for terrestrial
exposures

SSL, Female, Male, or
Juvenile

Over 20 different species 1 /A

Custom Criteria

* View or Edit Criteria

* Data Screens

SADA~.
Corn,,~t 21107. Uni-,,ly fCT~,n-s~ All Rrnhl Re-vd. 5/l 1/211117
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Decision Analysis

" Spatial Screens

" Sampling Strati

I E5Spatial Risk

- Area of Concern

•i i ;;:i• •:•{ :::::z:;:i:•::::i;# ::•~;••;i::::::::•. C o st B e ne fit
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Sample Designs

SADA has a number of sample design strategies in Version 4.0. These
strategies include initial and secondary designs. Some are based on
data alone while others are based on modeling results. With the
exception of a couple of exclusively 2d designs all are available in 3d
dimensions.

Initial Sample Designs Secondary Sample Designs

* Judgmental Threshold Radial

* Simple Random Adaptive Fill

* Simple Grid High Value

* Simple Unaligned Grid - (soft, simulated & unsimulated)

* Standard Grid High Variance

* Standard Unaligned Grid - (soft, simulated & unsimulated)

* MARSSIM Design Extreme Value
2 - (soft, simulated & unsimulated)* 2d and 3d Hot Spot search designs AraoCncnBudayDsg

•Area of Concern Boundary Design

- (soft, simulated & unsimulated)
* Minimize/Maximize Area of Concern
* LISA Designs F L

- (Ripley's KMoran's ,,GeryFs C)

17 Co,,vL~ht 200(7. Unuv-lv ofTfm-scc. All Riahts Rmecd. 5/1 1/200(7

Some Example Initial Designs

SJudgmental

OY

5 -W

@

o - Grids

* a I h g n e:

o~ riGrids

-Random
:::i:::::::::::::: B k::::o

)ýU I IuLSJULth
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Some Example Secondary Designs
Threshold Radial Hih Value Dein

**. 00 < [U
*.o O*e i*04 0 ~ -5

0o"*5 ; . . . , (:I::

•o " . .... .

: * . Si :: iii.:: ..... .I..... . . t •
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SADA Overview: Autodocumentation

" Provides transparency in the modeling process and facilitates
reproducibility of results.

" SADA automatically analyzes any current result and determines what
the "ingredients" of that result are. These ingredients are presented to
the user, who can choose the level of documentation to create.

" Self-documentation of all parameters, models, and other relevant
information.
- Exposure concentrations
- Risk models
- Exposure variables
- Geospatial parameters
- Toxicity data
- Images as bitmaps

" HTML format, can be exported to popular word processors

00 C - h 2(9)7 UJiv-1yo ffv Tims cc. All R 010 0 It d 5 1)1/21
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SADA Overview: Autodocumentation

" Area of concern map

" Based on HH Risk

* Utilized inverse distance
as geospatial model

" Block based area of 0

concern framework. 0

I n2 C.,v-Jgh 20017. Ucrr ohoc.All R -WoRcn~. 5/I /11207

SADA Overview: Autodocumentation
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Step , Analysis of Model
Elements
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Results Gallery -

* Users can now save "static"
results to the results gallery

* Users can view them,
format them, and change
various viewing properties

" Prevents users from having
to regenerate a picture each
time they want to see it

" Version 5.0 will allow
dynamic results to be saved

* for further modeling

r, Con-ATh 20017. Unvi-Ianm AllI R;0,t, Re,-vd. 5/1 1/2(H) . .

Comprehensive Help File
" 14 MB help file

" Close to 400 different help file topics

* Number of external links for benchmark
sources, etc.

" Help file topics online:

http://www.tiem.utk.edu/-sada/helpv4/

" Context-sensitive help on all forms and
functions in SADA (press F1 or Help
button) . ...

I Hmýjw- SAM.X-ýi 4,1.fho

* ____ ,/

I
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SADA Users
Guide

- 320 page user guide available from:

http://www.tiem.utk.edu/-sada/SADA 4 1 Usersguide.pdf

:.7A
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Educational Use of SADA

* SADA used by many
universities in computer
laboratories for teaching .. :.
undergraduate ___ ."
environmental sciences
courses -

* Actively creating curriculum...
for use by instructors for
teaching both GIS and
environmental assessment • :.IA-=
concepts .. : .. _._

* Developing an education
resource web site for
SADA: EY r .:

htnp://www.tiem.utk.edu/--sada/education ' :: ....-- "C.: " • • i: • :: :;.. •:' i'[

/ . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .: .. .. . .> . . : .: .. , .. > < . ; > ; ; ; ; : .: _ . : .. .. . . . . . -. .. . . . .. .
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Goals of Training

Know how to "get around" in SADA.
- How is the interface organized?
- What are all those buttons for?
- How do I switch between contaminants?
- Learn about auto-documentation
- Why are some things disabled at times and available at other times?
- How do I get information out of SADA?

* Be able to import data into a SADA file.

• Be able to perform a geospatial analysis.

" Use the decision analysis and cost benefit frameworks.

* Understand and use the sample design strategies.

* Setup and perform human health, ecological, and custom analysis.

* Integrate human health, ecological, and custom analysis
with geospatial analysis, decision frameworks, and sample ,
design. ADA MLJF

.Spdad A-id-~ nd D•:dd-nAw--
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Training Format

We will divide training sessions into two components:

"Follow the leader"

Proceed through each section of SADA from front to back with an example
data set. At each major point we'll provide some background information, show
you how to use the tool, and then give you a chance to check it out for
yourself.

Practice Session
Provide a second example data set for you to work through from scratch.

•SADAZN
• S•:,•2 a]/ayd. f ,4 Dc•:Oio As11anc
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Questions?

Comments?

4D Convrrhl MIT17 Unierl, olT -snc -~c All Rwhis R ý.W~. 5/1 1/20017
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Spatial Analysis and Decision
Assistance (SADA) Version 4

Create SADA File

Environmental Assessment Methods in SADA

University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Spatial ,nyds and Dddm c Ad -2,

General Flow of SADA

(and the Training Course)

Spatial AnAyds ad Ded-AW-e

C kopiruea P . Un ymity of Tm-- All Riiýwg Rý- vd 5 11/20(7
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Empty SADA Files

An empty SADA file contains no sampled data values. It is created for the
purpose of laying out a site and deriving an initial sample design.

With an empty SADA file you can set horizontal and vertical extents of your
site.

You can overlay the site with ArcGIS Shape Files (.shp) or Datat eXchange

Files (.dxf).

You can refine the boundaries of your site with the polygon tools.

You can develop an initial sample design that can be exported and submitted
to the sampling team.

2,J A.~- NdA
07 Co-&01 2007. 11--,ves Mf T.--ooc All R01hl, Rooood. 5/11/200(7

SADA File Setup

To begin the creation sequence, open SADA, select File, and from the menu bar choose
New. The following window will appear..

Press Next >> to continue. The following window will appear.

SADAciooat.aed,

Select the second option and press OK. (We'll see how to create SADA files when you
have data later.) - rm

SpdhAy1 , m A ,4:

C-O 207 )Jt iT n,-AlRei - d /120
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Create an Empty SADA File

At the file selection window., enter the ,°, h,, .
name of the SADA File. (Note: the ,
second line is disabled since there is
no data to import.) ___ .... _ ..... _

Then press Next >>, and SADA will
open a blank graphics window. i

:1.:

Spd Ndd, d N4- "-
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GIS Layers
- SADA permits users to incorporate Geographic Information System (GIS)

layers. GIS tools dynamically map and permit spatial queries to visualize and
summarize various features about their area of interest. Larger commercial
GIS systems include

- ESRI's ArcGis
- Maplnfo
- AutoCad

• GIS layers are mapped objects with a common theme. For example, one layer
may show all roads and another may show all buildings. Users can control
which layers are turned on and what color they are drawn with.

SADA can import Shape files and Data Exchange Formats (.shp, dxf). Data
exchange formats (DXFs) are the text files of GIS systems. Originally
developed by AutoCad, most GIS systems can export to DXF format. Shape
files are generated by ARCGIS.
SADA does not allow users to edit or query the GIS layers within SADA. They
serve strictly as maps to provide reference. Work in improving this area is
ongoing. ,

9pd.1 Miy -d4 DNddoAd-n
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Import GIS Overlays i

To add an overlay to your data or modeling
results, select Set GIS Overlays from the
Steps Window. The GIS Layers box will G. A

appear in the Parameters Window. G... ... .....

Select Add to add a layer. SADA can :
import Data eXchange Format (.dxf) or Arc
View Shape (.shp) files. To make a layer .
visible, check the box next to the name
under the Show, column. To change the To view your changes, press the Apply
layer color, click the corresponding Color button. To turn off the GIS overlay system,
box and choose a color from the palette click in the box next to Hide Layers.
window.

Note that if your GIS layer does not cover
*the current extent of your site, SADA will
warn you. If you choose -to continue, SADA
will give you the option of using the extent of
the layer as your site extents.

• ::.:f••. .. :::=..':::.A C

::i: :; = ==============n=A= =

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : A.Ayd:: W:.:ii.:
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Zooming, Shifting, Restoring
Zoom In Zoom Out

Zooming In
Click the Zoom In button to magnify the
site. Using the left mouse button, select
the region to zoom in on. Releasing the
mouse button produces the zoom.

Shift PictureZooming Out
Click the Zoom Out button to reduce Restore
the magnification. Select the zoom area
with the mouse, and the portion of the
image that is visible is placed in the
zoom box to cause the zoom out effect.

Zoom Box

- --------------

Shifting
Click Shift Picture to shift the view. After selecting this option, click your mouse at any
point in the picture and pull the mouse in the direction you wish to move the image. A
line will appear demonstrating how far the picture will move. Release the mouse button
and the picture will redraw.

Restoring
Click the Restore button to return the. picture to its original °
scaling and position. S,•.1 A ,aD =

0Co,,,ht 2(9117 Unt-vel 0II,,,,11 Ml All R,11h11 R-ovd. 5/1 1/2(K1)7
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Adjust Area Boundaries
When an empty SADA file is created,
SADA sets default min and max values
for easting, northing. To adjust these
boundaries, select Setup the Site on the
Steps Window. The site boundary frame
allows one to determine the boundaries of
the site.

Manually enter values and click the Apply
button or click the Draw button and use
the mouse to select an area on the
graphics map. All data points outside of
the boundary will be eliminated from
future analyses.

The site boundary is always denoted by a
brown box on the GIS map.

Note: If GIS layers were imported, SADA
will ask the user if boundaries should be
adjusted to incorporate the layers during
their import. These boundaries may then
be further adjusted.

Mj H_

FO~T "~r

Set Vertical Layers

Select the Setup the site step from the
Steps window. The second frame is the
Set Vertical Layers frame.

In the middle of the Parameters window,
the vertical layers dropdown list contains all
available Layer designs. Use the drop-down
menu to select a design from the list. The
definition of each layer in the current layer
design will then be visible in the box below.

To add a layer design,. press the Add
button. In the next window, enter a name for
the new Layering design. (The new layering
design can be based on a previously
developed layering design, the default, or a
new design.) Press Create.

-SetVed0u Lýye-

AAd

Spt-c N_ SToe
CAh~o t1In ,,d1

4,H L-
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Vertical Layers: Dividing the Subsurface

0-.5

0.5-2

2-8

8-12

Sp.d.1 Aýiyd-d Dýda-Aý-.
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Vertical Layers: Dividing the Subsurface

~Active

0-.5

0.5-2

Inactive

2-8

81 7'Inactive

8-12

&T

V/ C-~v~ht 200(7. Uli-v1 f oT.-eIm. All Rat,'hsRse 5/11/2007
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Set Vertical Layers.

Enter values in the From and To columns to ....
define each layer depth. Press Add Layer to R
add a blank layer to the layer scheme. If
polygons have already been created, select
the applicable polygon layer to display in each
vertical layer. If you would like the data ! 15 JIY J
included in a layer to be used when creating a 24* -

Geospatial Model, select Yes for the Fsat s.J] -
interpolation option (default). To exclude a N

layer from a Geospatial Model, set this option ,
to No.

Note: All layers must be contiguous and non
overlapping. A layer can be a single value. r

To delete a layer, select that layer and press
Delete. jo sort the layers by depth, press 'y~i 7

Sort Design. To cancel the layering scheme,
press Cancel. Otherwise, once all the layers
are entered, press OK.

Spad.I A0.4yd, -xd D1d.n- A-inasno

0 Convpsht 2007, UnivcrW o f T--ncssc, All Rmllhts R-c dl. 5/1112(KI7

Subsetting the site: Polygons

Polygons allow you to zero in on sub areas of interest or
to better refine your site boundary when you have
irregular boundary lines. Anything .inside a polygon is
included in the analysis. Everything outside the polygon is
no longer considered.*

Polygon

* The exception is geospatial modeling which gives the user the option to
allow points outside the polygon to influence modeling inside the polygon

St'ial Anayi, and eDedA.asn

07 Cov-ooht 21017. tjsiveo t oT.=noým All Right., R-Wo,~ 5/1 /111007
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0
Create Polygons

SADA allows users to subset an area or define
a specific space by enclosing it in a polygon.

To create a polygon, select Setup the Site on
the Steps Window. The user can create 'and
modify polygon designs in the Current Layers
Polygon Frame.

Polygon layers will appear in the Parameters
Window. Click Add to create a new polygon
collection or Draw to modify an existing

'L* Coodto Vao Pr-0

O~ ý= T

collection.

Enter the name for the new polygon collection and select, if
applicable, what prior collection to base them on.

Select that collection in the Parameters window and press
Draw. Use the activated polygon buttons on the main
toolbar to create polygons for this collection. After all
polygons have been created, select Done.

Spal A-1yd, -od Dd-An,4dO-e

T3CrO-'h 62(9)7. tUni- 01~t oT-Mm~ All Ri ehis R-A.nn S/ 11/2(N)7

Cookie Cutter Polygons
SADA asks if you would like to apply the polygon layer to every
vertical layer. If yes, then the polygon "cookie cuts" through every
layer above and below the current layer.

Spda noU.1 a nd D~dd Am~~c
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Polygons Varying by Layer

By varying the polygons for each layer you can trap three
dimensional events that vary as a function of depth.

*dA Aniyd, -d Ndg- AM~

05 Co-h 2(1(7ý U,,-eI .1 T---coeo All RiOIl/ R1o1ov1o. 5/11/20017

Edit Existing Polygons

Multiple polygons are allowed at a time. In 3d Space, polygons can slice through all
layers or only selected layers.

Pd,~

UPO.,oo~ ID

,
0

d~~ U.

----o -------------------- --

L!i

To edit existing polygons, left click on. a
polygon to highlight vertices. Then:

" Left click inside a vertex to move or
delete that vertex. The polygon will turn
blue.

- Left click anywhere on the polygon to
add a new vertex.

" Right click inside any vertex to move or
delete the entire polygon. The polygon
will turn red.

" Right click anywhere on the polygon to
copy the polygon.

Sai nlcs a Niý-s-
02 C(n,Pmoli 200(7. UnivcrsLv of Tm-ooomo All Ri,ol/ R -O~La 5111/21X)l7
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Questions?

Comments?

SA A.
Spa~iA Amny#. mn4 Dcd Ap
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Spatial Analysis and Decision
Assistance (SADA) Version 4

Initial Sample Design

Environmental Assessment Methods in SADA

University of Tennessee, Knoxville

*d Aya - L -A -
U fT All.. ....... ni-ý o m-sm. -- --. ----

Initial Sample Designs

* Judgmental

* Simple Random

* Simple Grid

* Simple Unaligned Grid

* Standard Grid

* Standard Unaligned Grid

* MARSSIM Grid

* Hotspot: Minimize Sample Size By Cost

" Hotspot: Minimize Sample Size By Hot Spot Definition
" Hotspot: Unknown Hotspot

" Hotspot: Calculate Probability

- 3D Hot Spot Search

Spv*al Aa9yd-W NdOA M

0Cp-,rnh MRJ U.-i Fs~oT--e~s~ All il-hls R-dv~. 5/11/20017
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0
Optimizing Sample Design

" Last step in Data Quality Objectives Process (DQOP)
" DQOP is a systematic planning approach for data collection that is

based on the scientific method that defines the purpose for the data
collection, clarify the kind of data needed, and specify the limits on
the decision errors needed for the study. Source: "Guidance for the
Data Quality Objective Process, EPA QA/G-4, Washington DC 2000" (pdf
included on the training CD)

" More references: "Guidance on choosing a Sampling Design for
Environmental Data collection, EPA QA/G-5S, Washington DC 2002" (pdf
included on the training CD), also Swedish document in preparation
"Provtagningsstrategier f6r f6rorenad mark: Inventering av strategiverktyg
f6r provtagning av jord, SNV 2005 - utkast"

Sý.da ,.Ayd-d Decdd Aýt .

3 Types of Sample Designs:
2d, 3d, and 3d Core

With all designs, SADA first identifies the location of the sample. Then, based
on whether there are multiple layers and whether the user wishes to core, the
following broad scenarios are possible for a single sample.

2dI~I7

3dp

In a 2d application, the sample is
placed on a single layer.

In a 3d application, the sample is
placed on a single layer at the depth
required.

In a core application, the sample is
placed on a single layer at the depth
required. Then all layers above and
below are also sampled subject to
polygon definitions.

•Srdga PnA-1yA. -nd Ded•iA- AA-c~e

Core

0Co'rnhl 200U7. Um-ivýt off.-- All Ridhi, R-ed.e 5/l12(K)7
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Determining Number of Samples

You Pick
User enters number of samples based on some outside
decision.

Sign Test
* Sample size is determined using the non-parametric Sign

test, user inputs a decision criterion, lower bound of a gray
region, and acceptable Type I and II error rates

Wilcoxon Rank Sum
* Sample size is determined using the non-parametric

Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, user inputs a decision criterion, a
lower bound of a gray region, and acceptable Type I and II
error rates

SADA,
Spada~] Anld and DddmoAd-nc

Determining Number of Samples -Sign Test

-User inputs a decision
criterion, a lower bound of a
gray region, and acceptable
Type I and 11 erro

ropriate for grid designs

and simple random sampling

*Used when no background

is available
-Use wh 

n no ba 
kgr 

und

ZADA~.
Spnada A.Ay., and Dda-~, A.~ann
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Determining Number of Samples -
Wilcoxon Rank Sum

-User inputs a decision "- '* ,.:/e
criterion, a lower bound of a
gray region, and acceptable
Type I and II error rates

-Appropriate for grid designs
and simple random sampling

-Used when no background is ...

available

Spd A-1yds-~d D~ddmAW -

t0 Cppnht 2W7I. Upnverm. ofTmnmme All Ripht.s Ro~m'Wp 5/1 1/20017

Judgmental Sampling

Description
• Selection of sample locations based .

on expert knowledge or professional
judgment

Pros
" Easy to implement
* more efficient (when correct)

Cons
* Introduces bias
* Cannot reliably estimate precision Of

estimates nor use statistical analyses
to draw conclusions

SADAD.
Spaa.) AnAyd •d DedAlA.A.,-o

IS C-0,n11 2W47. Ulnilyc~I of TOOSICOS All Rohlot Rcoovso. 5/11/20017 -------
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Judgmental
With Judgmental, the user determines the location of
the new samples.

Select Judgmental from the drop down list under
Sample Design. Then press Show the Results.

SADA will ask for a name. After entering.your name
use the mouse to select sample locations on the
Results window. Press Done when through and
SADA will prompt for a name for the sample design.
The design will now appear in the drop down box
under Custom Designs on the Parameters
Window.

7-5i N'

A.Dspa ml po
7~ Shoe go.ýt -g 01 r f-e .. oIor1e. f-by.

Nustm.q.

Sp.d±.J AMilv. -d Ded A"--nc

Simple Random

Description

* Samples are, distributed randomly across X 0

the site.

Pros

- Random sample designs are underlying
assumption in most statistical tests.

Cons

0e

'0

* ::.::::.T : ::.

- Samples may miss areas of interest and
can occassionaly be clustered.

0

. Spid. Ae-lyd. .dn D~edi A'.m-e
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0
Simple Random

Simple random is an initial sample design that relies
on the generation of coordinate values to create the .....
new samples.

Select Simple Random from the drop down list under
Sample Design. Then enter the desired number of .D
new sam ples. ....d. ..I. ........

Press Show the Results and SADA will randomly

Sselect your new sample locations.

Peshwh l And SAI :Awl and

C Conoht 2007. Univcr, t pl T),)nesm All Ristlits Rý d 5/1112007

Systematic Aligned Grids

Description

- By specifying a distance between 'sample -.

points one can generate either a square or
triangular grid.Triangular grids provide ' '
more information spatially than rectangular • ..--
grids...

Pros * :. .

" Better spatial representation than a random
placement. Trenches

" Supports a geospatial analysis

Cons

Miss features in a regularized pattern such
as piping or ditches.

-Lack of truly random design may have an
unknown impact on determining precision
of simple statistical values or tests. tiangular ,

Triagula -.3AED)•,/adD.tmA13Ma

C/ Corht 21(H)?. Univmmyoffmnc,,~,ssoo All Rhiam R,ýýr-xl 5/11/20017
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Simple Grid
Simple grid is an initial sample design that relies on
grid style, site boundaries, and number of new
samples to generate new samples.

Select Simple Grid from the drop down list under
Sample Design. Then enter the desired number of
new samples. Select a square or triangular grid style.

C. S 5-*

F1-ýaa

R-5-

' 91,0M."O"2 S:: 'P 0, it,
3:

S. Sh-
G. 1-4 -W d-
7 F- 1 pý,.

A.. d..-,.

Press Show the Results and SADA will select
your new sample locations based on the grid
selection and place the samples in the center of
each grid.

Epdl A>yd, ad NDUA Aad-

>2 Copv,,>l, 200(7. Uni-t .lof T-sm~. All Rinh~s R-Wne. 5/1 1/2007

Standard Grid
Standard grid is an initial sample design that relies on
a grid definition and depth classifications to generate
new samples.

Select Standard Grid from the drop down list under
Sample Design. Then enter the grid design. Each
sample will be placed in the center of the grid block.

Co- rý.P..>S1ý dng

E--, Nonla

re N -nbo 1,Z - f'
I S- O01 FO2 5a2

, V1 nII.0 . n

Press Show the Results and SADA will select
your new sample locations based on the grid
definition.

S.ani Andyod ad Dedim Aodow

>2 Con-hin 200/7. Un~voi-t of Tanonn. All Rielits R-erod. 5/I11/20072
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Systematic Unaligned Grids

Description

- The same as a standard or simple grid
but rather than sampling the center of
each cell, we choose a random . e.
location in the cell. ;- -

Pros - _

* This approach can help overcome the •i .
problem of missing features by ,
randomizing within the cell. This e_.
increases the random element of the . * .. \e- .. •
design while enforcing a regular "-I i
distribution across the site.

Cons
* Lack of truly random design may have

an unknown impact on determining
precision of simple statistical values or .
tests.

S5ad.1 Anayd, rW] IDdd- AM -t

Simple Unaligned Grid
Simple unaligned grid is an initial sample design that
relies on a square grid definition and number of new
samples to generate new samples.

Select Simple Unaligned Grid from the drop down S, .,..,...
list under Sample Design. Then enter the desired r'D..,
number of new samples.

Press Show the Results and SADA will select
your new sample locations based on the grid

ýJ selection and place the samples randomly in each
:T, • grid.LIA

Sp. Ai*" .dDei-Aw

II ......... I'T ......
U fT1111- ... ' -, " -ý. ty.
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Standard Unaligned Grid

Standard unaligned grid is an initial sample design: i
that relies on a grid definition and depth
classifications to generate new samples. -----

Select Standard Unaligned Grid from the drop down. . .. •
list udder Sample Design. Then enter the grid /.R•s--
design. Each sample will be placed randomly inside:L"-IoSed

theIf o e d ,d gribko SADAe -hthe grid block • • ...:... .• o , ,= o o .... ...... ..............

I S5rý Gnd efd, ; e.e,

E.g M

C- S ~ l a~ - 7l -O

Press Show the Results and SADA will select
your new sample locations based on the grid
definition.

L- - SI /11/2007

Hot Spot Sampling

Hot spot sampling is a 2d initial Ellipgrid model that was originally encoded as
Ellipgrid PC by Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

The goals of 2d hot spot sampling are to calculate:
- the probability of hitting or, conversely, missing an elliptical hot spot of a

defined size
- The maximum size of a hot spot that would, with a defined probability, be

hot by a sample grid definition

- A grid of samples based on finding a hot spot of a defined .size with a
distinct probability

- A grid of samples based on the cost to sample, the sample area
definition, and a limited budget.

Spdata An , d-d D~idsnAý -c

12 C-67,12 2007. Uni2,,1,w (ATuýS A1t12,PAht R1,-td7. 5/11/212/0
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Two Dimensional Hot Spot Searches

Description

2D Ellipgrid calculates the relationship between hotspot size, grid
density, cost, and probability for a variety of circumstances.

" Calculates grid size given
desired probability and hot spot -

size.

" Calculates probability of missing :o: . .... : :
a hot spot of known size with
specified grid.

Calculates smallest hot spot
that can be detected with a given
probability and grid size.

* Minimize sample design by cost.

0C-0,1ob 20017. Ui-iw,~ I Tm,,,ncyc All Rilghis Rýýd 5/1 1/20017
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Two Dimensional Hot Spot Searches

Pros

Useful in determing tradeoffs between cost, size of
hot spot, and cost to implement.

Cons

For most applications, sample designs are fairly
dense grids and too expensive for many sampling
budgets.

Spdg• M]An•yd. and Dedd-r•Ad--••

V/ Co-Nvb 20017. U -wcs~vp 7T.-onin- All Ri~ls Rc-vWl 5/1 W00117

Hot Spot: Minimize Sample Size by Cost

With Hot Spot: Minimize Sample Size by Cost, the
user defines the grid style and cost parameters. This .
combination yields a possible sample number..... . ..

Select Hot Spot: Minimize Sample Size by Cost :
from the drop down list under Sample Design. Select FS- J
a square, triangle, or rectangle grid style and enter .n
the cost parameters. . .

Press Show the Results and SADA will determine
Sthe number of new samples and select their

- locations based on the grid style.

E:~ SADANý
0 C 20 17Or"MM . -M ' .' A 1 Main,; 5/1112(H)7
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Hot Spot: Minimize Sample Size by Hot Spot
Definition

With Hot Spot: Min Sample Size by Hot Spot Definition, " -..

the user defines the grid style and the probability of hitting .
a hot spot of a given size, shape, and orientation. SADA :
returns the size of each grid cell. GM-

Select Hot Spot: Minimize Sample Size by Hot Spot F--.;; I
Definition from the drop down list under Sample Design. L. : :::::::::: ::::::::::
Select a square, triangle, or rectangle grid style and enter .
the hot spot parameters.

40*i . ... :. . . .. :.:. .. . S . : D-

....... Press Show the Results i.:

,:; :, . ...... ., and SADA will determine ,.: .

, ****,*, the length between ....... ......... .
_ T samples, the number of new

samples for your given area,... ~ I:~KN.9jR, and produce the map.
Aflflcc

0
Hot Spot: Unknown Hot Spot

With Hot Spot: Unknown Hot Spot, the user defines the
grid style and size, the hot spot shape and orientation, and
the probability of detecting a hot spot. SADA determines
the hot spot you could detect with the specificed
probability level.

Select Hot Spot: Unknown Hot Spot from the drop down F.
list under Sample Design. Select a square, triangle, or . .'
rectangle grid style and enter the applicable parameters. X. L.4011dY4.

__ _ _ _ __ _ _.___ _ _ _ 4.4: S...-...!-..:::.. .. :.:•::,!

Press Show the Results ot . . .
.1/ -, - and SADA will determine.

the number of new Ilor :
samples for your site , ~

* ~determine their locations
and report the size of the -

hotspot you could detect at 5c3,\
the specified probability A A

• •, - value. Sp A, i, =Ay D4-d d ,,A" .

CoC pyh t 21)07. UnIvcrý tv 0 Tfo -m•c.ec All R101his ResoWro . 5/I 21112W7
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Hot Spot: Calculate Probability
With Hot Spot: Calculate Probability, the user defines the
grid and the hot spot size, shape and orientation. SADA
returns the probabiitiy of hitting such a hotspot with the
given grid.

Select Hot Spot: Calculate Probability from the drop
down list under Sample Design. Select a square,
triangle, or rectangle grid style and enter the applicable
parameters. -

... .. .. ....

CMA p-trd,,., 4 ht-. ,..

,,d ~

L.F hdd 1.,hY -- =1 F .I

cm

Press Show the Results
and SADA will determinj,..1,,,.,'. i
the number of ne,........__
samples, determine theif:-. •ds. ¶
locations, and report the
probability of hitting a
hotspot of the specified
size.

-,d D~dd- Aý-.,Spýdl Aa.Ayd

, Res.d 5/I11200(7

Three Dimensional Hot Spot Searches

Description

* The concept of hot spot searches in two dimensions can easily be extended
into the third dimension through the use of simulation. A grid is specified in
three dimensions, and the location of ellipsoids are simulated across the
site. The likelihood of hitting such a hot spot is simply the ratio of simulated
hits to total simulations.

Pros

Provides an estimate of how
effective a sampling grid will be
at finding hot spots in
subsurface.

Cons

* As with two dimensional hot
spot searches, the grids can be
too dense for practical sampling ' Ajp
budgets.

Sýud al A, i yd D-i m An

"or-Wit 0 )". --- . .. "- khi., RýýVff,. 5/11/21KI7
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3D Hot Spot Search
3D Hot Spot Search is a 3d initial sample design
that calculates the probability of hitting or S.,Psok D ,
missing an elliptical area of interest.

Select 3D Hot Spot Search from the drop down TV.- d.

list under Sample Design. Enter the hot spot _ R__

search parameters, number of simulations, and iO,-0 --
grid design. . l:k, a s

S- So ~.d e,01
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Press Show the Results and SADA will determine
the probability of hitting the ellipsoid and average
number of hits and display the resulting sample
design. <<

SptalBO A~n ytl and D'od a n Asaaamnn.
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Questions?

Comments?
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Practice Session
Creating Files and

Setting Up Initial Sample Designs

The objective of this lesson is to be able to create an empty SADA file
and then use it to set up a number of initial sample designs.

Spdia An~yd, znd Ndi mAA-m

C)Con-J,~it 2007. Uu-vr f T-m-es A]ll Riobs R-Wve. 5/11/2()77

Practice Session: Creating Files and

Setting Up Initial Sample Designs

1. Create an empty SADA file called "Lesson 1.sda".

2. Go to the "Develop a Sample Design" interview.

3. Set up five vertical layers.
a. 0-1
b. 1-3
c. 3-10
d. 10-30
e. 30-61

4. Set the boundaries of the site.
a. Easting minimum = 26990
b. Easting maximum = 28324
c. Northing minimum = 22152
d. Northing maximum = 23263 :-

Spl.lAi", -o4.dooAsAo

77 CwnVýhl 207.7) l01ve-N of Tm--7co. All Right., R. W 5/I11/20777
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Practice Session: Creating Files and
Setting Up Initial Sample Designs

5. Add two GIS layers (Roads.dxf, Water.dxf). Change the color of the
water.dxf layer to blue.

6. Add a polygon design called "Parking Lot Area". Make this polygon
roughly follow the boundaries of the parking lot in the Roads.dxf
layer.

Spal Ayids md D•dmAsia

14 Com',th 2(4)7. Un~~si~ oifThnnlse. All Rizh~s Rcý,d..5f1 1/2)14)7

Practice Session: Creating Files and
Setting Up Initial Sample Designs

7. Create a judgmental sample design. Make sure to add core hole
locations and place your new core holes inside the parking lot. Call
the design "MyDesign".

8. Export your sample design to "Lessonl.csv". Open this file in
Excel.

9. Open another document in Word. Copy the sample design image
into word.

10. Create a simple random core design. You only can afford 10 new
samples, and leave the random seed value blank. Try this multiple
times. Then, try it multiple times with a random seed = 1.

14 C-Onv t 2007). Uni-ty 14off-,,csee. All Rights RýcrýW. 5/11/20017
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Practice Session: Creating Files and
Setting Up Initial Sample Designs

11.Create a simple grid design with 10 new samples. Repeat this for
simple unaligned grid.

12. Create a standard grid design. Set the grid to 20x20. Remove the
polygon and reapply the grid.

13. With the polygon still turned off, try an unaligned standard grid.

14. Now suppose you are searching for a potential hotspot at the
surface. You have $20,000 available for new samples. Planning
*and validation will cost about $5000, the cost per sample to collect
it averages about $200, and the cost to analyze it will be $400. Use
minimize sample size by cost.to calculate the number of samples
you can afford and place them in a square grid.

02 C.-,Shl 2(1M. Un-vc,) off-sm~e. All Righis R-d 5/I11/20017

Practice Session: Creating Files and
Setting Up Initial Sample Designs

15.Suppose now that you want to clean up a site. Regulations
stipulate that you cannot leave a contiguous hot spot or elevated
area behind greater than 50 feet in diameter (7853 sq feet) on the
surface. (This happens often in radiological. assessment.) Let's
assume that there does exist at least one such hot spot on the site.
Use Minimize sample design by hot spot definition to lay out a
sample design that will find a hot area 50. feet in size with a
probability of 90%.

16. Based on available resources, you plan to lay out a 100 foot grid
design. What size hot spot would you have a 90% chance of
finding on the surface if you use your current grid? Use the Hot
spot: Unknown hot spot sample design to find out.

Sp)i .y nd Ddd -
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Practice Session: Creating Files and
-Setting Up Initial Sample Designs

17. Suppose now that you are not permitted to leave behind a hotspot
of 50 feet in diameter on the surface. You are proposing to use a
100 foot grid design. What is the probability you would find one if
one exists? Use the Hot.Spot: Calculate Probability sample design.

18. Now suppose that you are dealing with a 3d problem across the
entire site. (Turn off your polygon.) You cannot leave behind an
area greater than 60 feet across and 60 feet deep (elliptically
shaped). You propose to look for this area by using a 20x20. grid
and sampling at every layer (0-1, 1-3, 3-10, etc). What is the
chance you will find such an object with your grid. design? Use 3d
Hot. spot search.

£0 Cmogh, 2007, Un-vW of Tmmnesm All Riahl, R~W 5/1 1/21H)7
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Spatial Analysis and Decision
Assistance (SADA) Version 4

Import Data

Environmental Assessment Methods in SADA
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

A. -

Data Formats

* SADA can accept data in two formats: comma delimited files (csv) and Microsoft
Access.

* SADA requires the presence of certain numeric fields in the data set (non-numerical
values are not permitted for these fields).

- Easting- Northing
- Depth - .... • - ' -.

- , Soil, Sedirment, and Bit / gk for nonradionuclid .pCi/ r radionuclides

i-Surface/Groundwater: nj•-fonradionuclides, pCiQ adionuclides-

Also quire a name field, which usually correspon s o e nant being

- Name

* SADA can use other forms of information as well
- Media field required to set up risk assessment (Soil, Sediment, Groundwater,

Surface water, Air, Biota. and Background)
- Detect (1 = detect, 0 = non-detect
- Date (mo/da/year)
- CAS Number (treated as a number and stripped of dashes)

* Any other form of meta data can be imported as well. User can plot and retrieve this
auxiliary information during an analysis.

Sp~a k.~••••DeinAd=c

O1Cv,,zht 2111 I,,W ,l1f1,,ýe All R,11Ill R- W,~ SM/12(117
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sadatemplate.xls

Ealting Noothing Depth ContanmlnantNama Value Casnumber Detected Media Date

-Cut and paste data into Excel file

*Save as... csv (Comma delimited file)

Sptia.l Anid- and Dýd-n Am~a
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Sample Laboratory Data

Il-40P..~!~/3-4lPO 4I659018 8W/JO, :QHSSWI : 0/1/22I 10/3/-002 10/7/222020A162603AId-inB 0110,:E482 :,: 001A

1.l/-84 SINK/'I.OLS:.!/I969.013 8W/JO 1: H 001 " " :10/108202 :'10/2/2002" 10/7/28222 ]2A102803 o-OHC 0Lnal' : 82/< 8.( 0 .88: :: E4 m/1 :0' ~A:':
.4I0a-4 S.INK/HOLE4 A,9.013 B81JO HSSw20 10/1,822 1003/2X2 1/7,/2822 02dA1•82W.8L13 h 000 88.82 n5og 0C81A

I-0/-8/SI/00L 08038WJ BI W 1//2 10Oi2/002 ~ 1 17/,/ 02 H A1 C84 00 00 005 1/ 8061A

,I40011 SINKOE a0803 8W/JO HSOOW T l0/I/24 10/2/2822 1I0/7/00202 A 1,8I44-I008 0 00010 5E050 ng/1 D1A-
/0185SIN//HOLE 40369013 8W/JO HSSW1 ]0/I1,002 1 002 10SO r.CG232ýZE3 918611C 3lOT 00010 5E0518 9 0AEDA

1 ý.4 NK/OLE :'C/ 013 BW/JO HSSW•W:: : :..: 10•/•2/28 0107r%22 02 A1&2-8,a 4n4 D 0E10 001 D I o goo 9•IA'14/80SINjKHOLE 496901338WJ BI 0001 I J f10//2G2 10/2/0092 10,7, 200`202 Ali8282738nA DoslID < O001 ]"l0 /05/ 8061A
i1.40/1.84SINKH-OLE 94E080.1W/'JO 1100081 10/1/20%0 10I 10I2 I0/72 20AIQ6034nDT 4lnI 00001U0, 001 9WI001A
1"0-40640 SINKHOLE.:4%-1/013 8W/JO /5001 G1r0/1/82 10/2/2822 10I CQ 20A1803 D03Edos" 0011 OLD000 000 ngIl V = A

1.4•.A-1-..SIN/H.OLE'.08.013/BWJO HISI• . 10/1/_2822 10/2/•L:." 002 :f2.I//!822 8•0 d .n 0 "0010 00. nSA .t 8[16A
140/1-4 SIN0K1HOLE 4909 013 8W/JO HOSSW; 10i 1.0//22 1r00 2/ 1"2 l07r202 02"AI• 2 E d, s u n IIn:[ < 0,00010 0001 nCM ,q 0A1.O4/11.40S1NK/HOLE A439001ý33W/JO. 100081' G10/1/2822 10/3fDX2 10/I 002AlO_28828ndos~aine Sulat, 10D 000 COO; mg 00 A
140/1.84 SINK//O1(LE 4%E0 B511W/JO IHOWI 1(ll0/12 10/2/002 I~l22

0
2-A18282

2
II,.d/Io,,.. 00 o 0 00 9EAn~/ E01A

11.4/ SINKI/OLE: 96ý.0 /3 8/10 102/02HSS.I I W 0 3017 11002 OAl828fl:e:ho•no //•od: < 0•00RI:. 00001 n:gl :0381A
1418 SINKHOLE 4969013 OW/Jn HSSW1 10,1,2002 10/2/2012 10/71200 02 1 -S. - El Kwn.. C : I 0021. 01• /gI..:: 01 A

I1114W5640 SNKHOLE 49,q8.133 WIJO. HS .W : 1031/2:: 12 ::I0/3/28I22 .10,/2202;A18 Baru :::.-1 : 000:: 00. 0 0 n l 0"2

18/18 S• WHOOLE 40 8001 3W/O0 HW, 1 10312 1012 1/?/0 202 A1263Hp1,or E122 n 5 A.000n

tk1G481145SINK//OLE 4969013 8W/JO 80 HS1 IW 10/2D32 10/3/2012, 1M042202 TzA1828203M-,,y1o, 1240 00120 0 0008 nA ý0021
1.40/1.840 SINKHOLE 4%,-9013 fW/JO HOSWI 10/1ý 10/2/202 10,0CO02 A1682633Iaco 1284- 0 005[04 008 /Dq 0802

=14/88SINK//OLE 4%9,013 BW/J /10000 1 20/102 10/a2/0 2 10000202,02 A1625M IA, Chlo, d . <0 00CODES 01-05 qA4 0 21
1.404640 SNK//PLE 49690013 8W/J HSSW1 10/1/'320 I On/02 10,E/002102 Al82503Aoe,cl,11 00008I 082 DOD /Iq 80610

,1.40/14WS NWHOLE 4%900138EW/JO 110008 G0/1 -W'19'00082 I0/S/02 02 A162SC0an],,o2n 0( 0015 Ing 8X5q 210

S D .
I-AOl 640n4 andKH Deoan A7105 ,

02C-n6QWh 287. Un/VlOInof Tonnoo All R,051, 80R/nd. 5/11/2/X)7
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Pre-Processing Data for SADA
Title row required.
Construct media field. SADA
recognizes soil (SO), sediment (SD),
surface water (SW), groundwater
(GW), air (AIR), biota (BIO), and
background (Background), and the
"basic" media type. Basic is assigned to
data that have no media type.
Create a value field that is always
numeric, often involves removing "<" or
entering detection limits for non-
detected data.
Evaluate laboratory flags for detect
field, assign 1 for detects and 0 for non-
detects.

* Ensure that contaminant names are
consistently spelled.

• Check that unique sample locations
have the exact same x,y,z coordinates
when coming from different data
sets/sampled at different times.
Resolve any QA duplicate issues
before importing data.

B

Rejected No

Blanks Treat as
contaminated non-detect

Estimated Yes, treat as
detect

Estimated non- Yes, treat as
detect non-detect

Biased high Yes, treat as
detect

Biased low Yes, treat as
detect

Non-detect Yes, treat as
non-detect

Spada] A Myds DNdoim g-

01 Co-ahdt 2M07. Uni t Wof Tmnncsm All Riahts R~nmed. 5/11/200)7

Pre-Processing Data for SADA

" Choose regional settings that . .
use a period as the decimal • :./1
symbol instead of a comma . /g0

(e.g., 1265.034 instead of
1265,034). The comma is the
default in a number of 1A .L:t

Continental European settings. _

" When using comma-delimited i
files, save fields with a comma in N•.l2n

them as text fields, (e.g., "1,2- 1G2 :l07

Dichloroethane" instead of 1,2-
Dichloroethane) .

SADA Import Data 3



Access or csv File Format

* With pre-processed excel file

f; ................. • : T• ......... ...... ...... ..... • ; T• •i • • • •
.!. T.... 2. ........... . - .... ................ . .SO.-..... ..... 2

5:iC 455 SO 1111200619; 3 23. . .As 23 : . 1O0

* Convert to Access file: go to
Data, Convert to Access,
choose New database

* Convert to Comma-delimited
file: go to

- File,
- Save As
- Select Save As Type: CSV

(Comma-delimited)(*.csv)

2' 0 <SI ~ 4N,4 C,.2. 0.12. 5.1.42.4 M.d.. 2.1, S,,~MC ~. . . .-.

0l426~SISO225 IS ISO loll I I

Old. 142020

Sb *

0 I4~I0s?20 SO ISO - 3020004 II 2
0 110502 32 ISO *SSOnflb 10 2
0 bed Oaa, 0(1 ISO 02721004 II 4
0 be, S..... MI I Sd SOIlS 0 0

0 C,,,so6I2M57. U.-vowt ofT.-oo. All Rooho Rmcd,-oo 5/111/20(97

SADA File Setup- Create File With Data

To begin the creation sequence, open SADA, select File, and from the menu
bar choose New. The following window will appear.

SADA R ough a•n•: ' 1 ,i

Press Next >> to continue.. The following window will appear.

If you do not have data to import, select the first option and press OK.

SADa
ConvP 200 7.(l I of lns. All Rills Ross. I5)111/20•
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Import Data into Empty File

Data may be imported into an empty file or a file that contains Geobayesian model data.

Select Import Sampled Data from the Steps
window. At the Data Import. window, select the --- - --: -L ,
file to import and press OK. OK t ,

If your input file is an Access database, the following window will appear.

Select the appropriate table from the left pane and press OK " - %A
Spoaa Arid s -d N As c

10 C-6v,,,, 20017. Uor-rN, flT--,s All Ri&,1l R-,ed. 5 /2111207

S

Importing Data Into SADA
The next step is to match the columns of information in the ascii data file to information
categories thatare required or may be useful in SADA.

Required information categories are followed by an (*) and must be assigned to a
column in the ascii data file. A category is not assigned if the (none) option is selected
in the drop down box. The Depth category is required only when data exist at varying
depths. If the Detect Qualifier is not assigned, the data are assumed to be all detects.

7 L ... ... If Media ID, which denotes the type of media
..... . the contaminants are sampled in (e.g. soil or

groundwater) is not assigned, SADA adds an
W-*. oCaY 1c 4-> :• . artificial media column titled 'Basic' and the

A______ .......... __ human health risk' and/or ecological risk
-: modules cannot be setup later.

' "/ After the columns have been set, press
Next>>. SADA begins the conversion

loV,;- process and presents the data as it will be
• imported into the Data Editor..

NS4dW A11j1 dH* DII~

n C t 2W7 U fT All R R 1 2ý_- , .- I. ýýhl, 1/ 007
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0
Data Editor

The Data Editor provides a chance to identify errors in the data set and correct them
during the import process. It may also be accessed from the Tools Menu at any time
later for data corrections Or additions.

SADA highlights cells with red if they contain an unacceptable value. To determine the
exact error, place the mouse over the red cell and the yellow text box near the top
explains the problem. Once there are no red cells, the process continues.

p~iEI -.

Z.:- :......: ..

It is recommended that the
Automatic Error Checking
box remain checked so SADA
looks for mistakes as you type.
When the user is entering or
pasting large amounts of data.
and does not wish the process
to be slowed, however, it may
be preferable to uncheck the
Automatic Error Checking
box and check errors later with
the Check Errors button.

* ,di aiy d Ddi-n A"-e .I

t• Conwn 
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SADA Interface: Contaminants
Analysis Box Data Type Box DNameox Labels Layer

SADA Import Data 8



SADA Interface: Vertical Layers
[Analysis Box Dataype Box ]Dta Name BoxBox

I Interviews

I Tw.mcr, all -- , 2f"12007

0

0

SADA Interface: Interview Processes
[Analysis Box, •]I Data Type Box L ta-e Lbl x Layers Box.

0ConvrJhl 200(7, 1Uciv-,fT --r,ie. All Rights Rmd 5/1(1 20(17
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SADA Interface: Interview. Steps
An Box Data Type Box at Nam ox B L.esBox _Lay B

I ntriews

i7 Cov,-ht 2(W. l,~,p ~n,~r All Rl,jhls R~,s'W 5111/20017

Interview Methods Available with Data

" Plot my data 'Z S. 1

" Draw a data screen map/
" Model spatial correlation A. 1.

" Interpolate my data -------

" Draw a variance map
" Draw a probability map
" Draw an area of concern map ---- :-

* Calculate cost versus cleanup
" Draw a LISA map __

" Develop sample design

SA
07 C/I/V//A 2H)17. U//I/rIV I'I/I/I/ All R71,/ Roe'Id, 5/1112117K7
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Drop-down Menu Items Available with Data

" Show histogram

" View 3-D data

* Setup human health risk,
ecological risk, or custom
analysis

Manage autodocumentation
reports

* View univariate statistics

* Find number of samples using
Sign Test or WRS test

* Query data set

* Add or remove contaminants

* Edit data set

07 Convru 20107. t/ni-tv of Taincs All M1 R,,h0( . 511 1/20(X7

Questions?

Comments?

SAD-A.
0 C.r,-,oI,t 2/0)7. U-my N oT0(,nm/c. All R,,0(Is R-W.v 5/1 U2(007 11
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Spatial Analysis and Decision
Assistance (SADA) Version 4

Data Exploration

Environmental Assessment Methods in SADA

University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Sp,•A Aiyd- aNd.-cimAM -
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Query By Date.
The See the Data also permits users to parse the data set by date and perform SADA
functions on a portion of the data set (if the date field was specified during data import).

At the top of the Parameters Window under Data
Query are two radio buttons: All and Interval. (All is
the default option.) Select 'All' in order to use all
points for a given contaminant. In order to parse the

. odata, select the interval option.

5 lTo add date intervals, press the Add button and add

as many date ranges as necessary in the format
mm/dd/yy.

5The Results window will only display the data points

'DaaQuy for the specified date range and all SADA functions
,a At ::_____:__ will be performed on those points only..

0SAA 1

*. . .AA M.Iy an Idn d

Duplicate Resolution

Duplicates in SADA are multiple analyses for a
contaminant. They may be collected for QA
purposes

When data is imported, SADA checks for

duplicate values. Duplicate values are resolved , ,

based on the criteria defined on the zDoy
Parameters Window when you select See the
Data from the Steps Window. Add

The first four radio buttons under Duplicate ,7:u.a=wo-
Data determine what type-of duplicates will be 'C UC'-A -
used. (Some of the buttons may be disabled r-,mo,' d

depending on the data imported.) .. C

Three more radio buttons further define the e,.--------

duplicate resolution. If more than onepoint still
exists, SADA will use the Maximum, Minimum,
or Average value, depending on the user's I
selection.

I

CCA.Ah AM7 llKA;, AA,,A,, All Ri.flpAAN~ R-Mll 111AA
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Proxy Values for Non-detects

* The Data Query window also has

non-detect options.

Data reported as non-detect can have
different statistical techniques applied n' LAI

to account for .the uncertainty in the 5i ._._:_= =
concentration (between 0 and the
detection limit). -k,• D..

:r Us, slok-s
EPA often recommends using half , Llosdsk"s

the detection limit as the proxy value. .Usmdted.v.*..

- Other methods are possible, such as
regression techniques or bootstrapping, Non- -
but must be implemented before
importing data. ._____ :______ :______:__ :_:

Spasia An s md flmt Asd-
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Zooming, Shifting, .Restoring
Zoom In Zoom Out

Zooming In
Click the Zoom In button to magnify the
site. Using the left mouse button, select
the region to zoom in on. Releasing the
mouse button produces the zoom.

Zooming Out
Click the Zoom Out button to reduce
the magnification. Select the zoom area
with the mouse, and the portion of the
image that is visible is placed in the
zoom box to cause the zoom out effect.

Shift Picture

Zoom Box
I

Restore

Shifting
Click Shift Picture to shift the view. After selecting this option, click your mouse at any
point in the picture and pull the mouse in the direction you wish to move the image. A
line will appear demonstrating how far the picture will move. Release the mouse button
and the picture will redraw.

Restoring
Click the Restore button to return the picture to its original SAD A,.,
scaling and position. sp ,, and Dd.- ,"-

I C IM,.%h , lyTm".,jw fT,.,,,.,,, All Rt;.- R.,,t l t'~

0
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Formatting

To format the picture, select Format Picture
on the Steps Window. Formatting options
appear in the Parameters Window. 1

Select the portion of the picture you wish to Fe-

format under Object. The current formatting 1o.

scheme will appear under Format.

After making all the changes, press the Apply H

button. 
V-:.

Press the Edit button next to Legend to ,.'
access the Legend Manager. Fi

F --;- - 7:. i: i 'i:.:!••:l:i~i• ii :i, ! :i :: : i :..i:

,x: ~ 4 TM>::x .:xx , .x~.:<> :x xx:x:x

Managing Legends

SADA allows users to modify the legends that control the color range of data and result
output. Two types of legends are permitted.

Continuous
An unbroken color band that ranges
from dark purple through a spectrum
to bright red. Continuous legends can
be customized by manually stretching
or compressing a subset of the color
band. In

Categorical-

Categorical legends permit the
user to break the legend into a
series of ranges or categories
with set names and colors.

To modify a legend or create a new legend,
simply right mouse click over the legend itself or
choose Legend-Manager from the View menu.

You can choose from the list of available legend
types or build a new one of your own. See the
Help File for moredetails.

SAD,~
TWýj-rTm-, AIIRih1,R- -1-7
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Formatting Numbers on the Legend

Number Format
A number of different
numbering formats are
available for the legend.

Click on the Format Picture
step, then select Legend from
the- Object frame, and select
from Currency, Scientific,
Percent, etc. formats.

F V ':::"

P.., -- - :

r' H-ooo4k!0

H•.,-t•:: A- - .. :•

01LV-rd E&S
L ýý E

. or: . -.: P0., ,. . ..N, ,,:

F o:':.::::: o.d !t• :::::::::::::: :::

• ii;:iiii!•
•z• •1•

x ,+:,>:

SAD/k.
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Pooling. Data

Pooling data provides a way for users to apply modeling and summarization applications
to all contaminants within a particular data type at once..

Select Pooled Data from the Data Name box. The data plot demonstrates the
distribution of information locations across space. Pooled data sources may extend over
rads and nonrads and may be modeled with varying interpolation schemes.

L 2A :::
Ar : : : :

Atwr•,Ba n::'.::": 'L :: i:::::::::'":.• :: ::: ':!:' :

To include or exclude contaminants from the pooled data results,
see the Contaminant Manager. -,oos J~is &o oonl~O~
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Contaminant Manager

At any time, you may remove a contaminant from the analysis (or add it back) with the
contaminant manager. This is useful for removing non-COOs from further analysis.

To access the manager, select Contaminant Manager from the Tools Menu.

Select contaminants to remove from the analysis and press the >> button. Similarly,
choose contaminants that have been excluded and press the << button.

'S ,

I 1-- 1-1 1 -- I-

Adding a New Contaminant

To add a new contaminant to an existing SADA file, select Add a New Contaminant
from the Tool Menu.

At the New Contaminant window,
enter the name of. the new
contaminant'and the CAS number
and select the media. Press OK for
SADA to present the Data Editor.

C-S Nb o-.O 7~2

OK.LŽ>~ .

Enter the applicable sample values
and press Submit.

Note: to add new data for an
existing contaminant, use the Data
Editor from the Tools Menu.

SADA
Sp aAn~yd.sd D~dimAA.,A,

.1
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Getting Information

There are several ways to get basic information from SADA.

Steps Window Information

Click on a data point to retrieve all available information about that
data point from the SADA file on the Steps Window.

h

O

O O

O

Spd1 Ai - Nda9.a Aad--

Getting Information

Basic Information

Use the Information button to retrieve all available information on every data point (or
modeled value). When a polygon tool is on, this will return only those points found in
the polygon.

, B_, . ,. 74223 275_21 045 140
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Viewing Duplicates

* Duplicate values can be accessed -7=• 17 "1. 1,-;.

from the data query table or from
the map.

- OpenTI
twodimensionalwithduplicates.sda ~

- Blue lines in the data query
window indicate duplicates at that - "• .... 20

location. Click on it to bring up a
table of the duplicate values and
how it was resolved.

• Change the data label to "detect" -,Tý
and click on the "Dup" location to .o.o.. .....

view the information in the lower - 21i U

left of the screen.

Spid.1 Any•Ny i -aood D• Ad-n-

Questions?

Comments?

SADA.
•I~ Aody• .. nd Dea4.ooAomooo•

1 .1
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Spatial Analysis and Decision
Assistance (SADA) Version 4

Statistics

Environmental Assessment Methods in SADA
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

SADA.

Data Quality Objectives

The DQO Process is a seven-step planning approach to develop sampling designs
for data collection activities that support decision making. This process uses .
systematic planning and statistical hypothesis testing to differentiate between two or
more clearly defined alternatives.

USEPA 2006. Guidance on Systematic Planning Using the Data Quality Objectives
Process. EPA QAIG-4.

http://www.epa.jgov/qualitv/qs-docs/g4-final.pdf

Data Quality Assessment
DQA is the scientific and statistical evaluation of data to determine if data obtained
from environmental data operations are of the right type, quality, and quantity to
support their intended use.

USEPA 2006. Data Quality Assessment: Statistical Methods for Practitioners. EPA
QA/G-9S.

http://www.epa.gov/quality/qs-docs/g9s-final.1df

SAEDAm
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View Histogram
A histogram. is a graphical display of tabulated
frequencies., It groups data into bins and plots the • ._>•<
number of members for each bin. i:

Shtw O~F
Select the Show Histogram drop down menu item statr: ::::ests
under Statistics to view a histogram for the selected
contaminants.

SADA.
SpdA A..yz. -d4 DdOwA".ise

Ranked Data Plot- Cumulative Distribution Function

A ranked data plot is a plot of the data ranked from
smallest to largest plotted along the concentration . •o:r:w
axis.

5ktoisbcaI Tests

Select the Show CDF drop down menu item under
Statistics to view a cumulative distribution function for
the selected contaminants. . 21i: j

Line Query

Click the Line Query button to
pul specific cumulative

frequencies off the plot for
given concentrations.

SADA Statistics



Univariate Statistics

Statistics

Use the Statistics button to calculate univariate statistics on on every data point (or
modeled value). When a polygon tool is on, this feature will return only those points
found in the polygon.

Spaii Aniyd, md Ndim A.ýd-

Univariate Statistics- Detects

- Detections- the number of total samples that were-
detected

* N- the number of samples collected
- Minimum Detect- the lowest detect value found in

the dataset
Maximum Detect- the highest detected value found
in the dataset

* Minimum Non-detect- the lowest detect value found
in the dataset

Maximum Non-detect- the highest detected value
found in the dataset
Minimum Overall- the lowest detect value found in
the dataset

- Maximum Overall- the highest detected value found
in the dataset

0

SADA Statistics 3



Univariate Statistics- Central Tendency

* Mean- the sum of the values of a variable divided by the number of
values, affected by each value in the data set, including extreme
values

1

* Geometric Mean- exponential of the arithmetic mean of the
logarithm transformed values, used for lognormally distributed data

SY~

Univariate Statistics- Central Tendency

Median- the middle value in an ordered array of numbers, the value
below which 50% of the data values fall

odd n X X
([17+ 1]1/2)

even n -. (,i12

Unaffected by very large or very small values

SpW A. y,- d-

0

0
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Univariate Statistics- Measures. of Spread

Variance- a parameter that measures how dispersed a random
variable's probability distribution is, the mean of the squares of the
differences between the samples and their mean

Standard Deviation- the positive square root of the variance

• Spd•l A..iyd. .nd Ddd Am -an

+.2

Univariate Statistics- Coefficient of Variance
* Coefficient of Variance (CV)- the ratio of the standard deviation over
• the mean

CV sx=

CV test for normal distribution:
-There is a simple test based on the CV that can be used to reject the

assumption that the data is normally distributed. If the CV > 1, then
you can *conclude that the *data are not normally distributed.
Otherwise, the test is inconclusive.

SADAk.

:!:i: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ pd Aiy;: :W :D:diýi :An-i :::~::~i: !?::::::: ?: :=================:::
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Univariate Statistics- Measures of Spread

" Range- the difference between the lowest and highest values.
Influenced by extreme values.

R =maximu m:i.:.nimum

" Interquartile Range- the central portion of a distribution, calculated
as the difference between the third .quartile and the first quartile; this
range includes about one-half of the observations in the set. Less
influenced by extremes than the overall range.

IQR= yV(75D) -Y(25)

4 'A DAý.

Univariate Statistics- Measures of Spread

* Mean Absolute Deviation- the mean of the absolute values of the
differences between the respective samples and their mean

M. A. D. = Z X -I
N

SADAkN
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Univariate Statistics- Measures of Skew

Skewness- is a measure of symmetry, skewness for a normal
distribution is zero, and any symmetric data should have a skewness
near zero.

* If S < 0, the distribution is neqatively skewed (skewed to the left).

* If S = 0, the distribution is symmetric (not skewed).

* If S > 0, the distribution is positively skewed (skewed to the right).

Negz~tzveiy Symmutetric osii n ely
Skewed (Not Skewed) IeLI SALYA

Univariate Statistics- Measures of Skew

Kurtosis- Kurtosis is a measure of whether the data are peaked or
flat relative to a normal distribution.

- Leptokurtic: high and thin (high kurtosis values)
- Mesokurtic: normal in shape
- Platykurtic: flat and spread out (low kurtosis values)

FPlaItykwticý

1JACDA.

0
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0
Univariate Statistics- Confidence Limits

" Upper confidence limits primarily used as an exposure concentration
for human health and ecological risk assessments

" SADA allows for confidence limits based on normal and lognormal
distributions

0 5 10 15 20 25

" Normal distribution- UCL95- upper 95% confidence limit on the
mean concentration of a normal distribution.

" Lognormal distribution- Geometric UCL95- upper 95% confidence
limit on the mean concentration of a lognormal distribution

Statistical Tests
A statistical test is a procedure for deciding whether a hypothesis about
a quantitative feature of a population is true or false.

It is used to determine the statistical significance of a result. Statistical
tests separate significant effects from mere luck or random chance.

All hypothesis tests have unavoidable, but quantifiable, risks of making
the wrong conclusion. Two main types of error can occur:

1. A type I error occurs when a true hypothesis is rejected (a false
negative in terms of the null hypothesis).
2. A type II error occurs when afalse hypothesis is accepted (a
false positive in terms of the null hypothesis).

Dccis•imiB, •• is++••• ,;•, edo nini ~e ti ii
DBcjsn.Bido:D:snII Tn': Coidho tr eis ie

Decide baseinic i, truc (orc ~io Dcso.ro Fah~e Acce'ptanceý)

:De idc -orratv fist Reu

Guidance for the Data Quality Objectives Process USEPA 2000 Q/G-5, EPAN600/R-96/055 Spae4 Anyi n~d-da.6iA..no
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Statistical Hypotheses

A null hypothesis is a statistical hypothesis that is tested for possible
rejection under the assumption that it is true (usually that observations
are the result of chance).

The alternative hypothesis is the hypothesis contrary to the null
hypothesis.

The Null Hypothesis, is tested by:
- drawing a random sample from the population
- making a measurement of the feature
- calculating an appropriate function of the data
- comparing this statistic to a critical level

SpdAi A.y-dNd.

Non-parametric Tests

A parametric test makes an assumption about the underlying
distribution of observed data. A non-parametric test makes no such
assumption.

Non-parametric tests:
-Do not assume Normal distributions
-Can handle non-detects
-Not sensitive to outliers
-Work nearly as well as parametric tests when data are normal

SADA currently implements two non-parametric tests used by the DQO
and MARSSIM processes: the Sign Test and the Wilcoxon Rank Sum
Test.

SADA Statistics 9



One-sided v Two-sided Tests

A two sided hypothesis states that there is a difference
between the two groups being tested, but does not specify
in advance what direction you think this difference will be.

A one sided hypothesis states a specific direction (e.g., the
site concentrations are greater than the reference site
concentrations).

Simple Sign Test Example

SADA implements a one-sided Sign Test for a
contaminant data set versus a decision criterion
(human health PRG, DCGL, ecological risk
benchmark, custom value).

The Sign Test is a simple to implement test that makes
the basic assumption that there is information only
in the signs of the differences between paired
observations, not in the magnitudes of the
differences.

Arsenic

Site Data

12

28

8

42

16

23

45

31

Delta for
criterion = 10

+2

+18

-2

+32

+6

+13

+35

+21

1) Take.the paired observations, calculate the
differences, and count the number of positive
differences. This is the test statistic B.

2) A critical value for a given alpha level or a p-value
is derived based on the binomial distribution or
simply pulled from a table.

3) Null hypothesis is either accepted or rejected.

*For N=8 and B=7:

p-value = 0.0352

critical value = 7 for
alpha =0.05

Null is rejected

Ek1 aiW n+myi-oad •.•4Ao,-•m.
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Paired Statistics: Sign Test
-Conducts a one-sided Sign Test for
a contaminant data set versus a
decision criterion (human health
PRG, DCGL, ecological risk
benchmark, custom value)

T..~ 141

she" wt"

Nu,.ý- Of 5ý0ý I WkpxTRm*ýý Tý

SpadA AnAyda zid Nddm Ad-

Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test.

SADA implements a one-sided and a two-sided Wilcoxon Rank Sum
Test (aka Mann-Whitney) for a contaminant data set versus
another contaminant data set.

The Wilcoxon Rank Sum test uses a sum of ranks comparison to
determine if the two data sets have different means

1 Combine data sets and order from lowest to highest.
2. Sum the ranks for the two different populations.
3. Compute the Wrs test statistic (different forms depending on if

there is ties)
4. Compare to critical value for m and n sample sizes
5. Null hypothesis is either accepted or rejected.

S• •,- :/
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Paired Statistics: Wilcoxon Rank Sum

-Conducts a Wilcoxon. Rank Sum Test " _ -__
(Mann-Whitney) for a contaminant data .. ....
set versus a background data set (or
some other data set of your choosing)

__:._..:_..._: ..:.::. .. . :.:: .- , Ž! .... 2 2

1-71____ -J
:_____: _____: _____ -:: N'07 • • fl.:, ::::7:...

___________..............................

0~•,m I? lC:7,>t'= .:,F

.i • ,7 A ,%F !• :.0.1.;4,ii • i •I ......r - ....
• ,• z• ,017; 7.7 t................

b :.:.: .: : I: :::: t'•'-••:y,"•,"..,:•'fl.

Determining Number of Samples

You Pick,

* User enters number of samples
decision.

Sign Test

* Sample size is determined using
test, user inputs decision criterion,
and II error rates

based on some outside

.the non-parametric Sign
LBGR, acceptable Type I

Wilcoxon Rank Sum

* Sample size is determined using the •non-parametric
Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, user inputs decision criterion,
LBGR, acceptable Type I and II error rates

Sp.d2 A20Ayd, 02nd D.-IiO0A2d-07
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Determining Number of Samples
Sign TestUse if contamination is not

present in background and
measurements are
radionuclide-specific or use if
background levels are a small
fraction of the decision
criterion

Evaluates whether the
median of the data is above
or below the decision criterion

Survey reference area is not
necessary

Compare contaminant levels
with decision criterion values

Each measurement below the
decision criterion contributes
evidence that. the survey unit
is clean and the null
hypothesis should be rejected

Determining Number of Samples
Wilcoxon Rank Sum'r•.

Evaluates whether the difference .
between the median of the data in the
the survey unit and the median in the
reference area is above or below the
decision criterion

Each survey unit measurement below
an adjusted reference area
measurement contributes evidence
that the survey unit is clean and the
null hvoothesis should be reiected

SADA Statistics 13



0
MARSSIM Functionality in SADA 4

• Calculate sample size based on Sign Test and WRS
Test; incorporating DCGLs, decision variables, area
factors, instrument sensitivity

* Develop initial sample design (MARSSIM grid or simple
random)

* Post sampling analysis (A site passes or fails)
* Detecting and Defining Elevated Areas

SADA
SPys md~ D~eoJ A~mie
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Ripley's K

* Ripley's K- sampling intensity with
each window

* Users must first specify a LISA
Search Radius &
Quantifies the spatial pattern 6t,

intensity of points for various sizes of 40 .
a circular search window .. O.:,:

* Computes the overall mean number :.,:.
of points located within a search .
window of radius t:

fori•j i ; i and f g>
Sy is point intensity (n/A), 1, is an . '.. . ".: '.

indicator of whether inside search
window
There is an edge correction effect for
grid areas on the fringe

Spdt A.4y4ý -,d Dedd-o Aý-

Producing LISA Maps
J 0 . • a U S A M w :
Mlodel goebal =~e~i•:: m ::

-- -- ~~ ~~lit~rpo e , iW dalý •i ::':•)

Select Draw a LISA Map l,.opdaPfled4
D.es a 1..sea ca :.n :

from interview menu
- Click Set LISA Parameters

Step
* Select a Local Index

.Approach
4.

7.
0-
9.

1:, ph* diesd.

Se g ids ecs

Sh- the,-lt.
Famat picture
Auto-docume
Add 1-0.03 gallwy

.1

" Enter a Circular ,
Radius for the r
window

" Click Show the Results

Search
noving

Loalnd Wax O Sparaý casrinUSAI

c: p, ý

~;s7 ~ SADYAf
Spsd.1 An~d,d..d Odn,.oAsdss
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Moran's I

* Moran's I- measure of correlation :. *.*... . `..
between all points in each window

* Users must first specify a LISA search
radius "

* Computes the degree of correlation
between the values of a variable as a ,. . .
function of spatial lags

* Similar to Pearson's correlation .
coefficient, ranges from -1 (-tip :i
correlation) to 1 (+ correlation),
expected value close to 0

Zw;, (d) (X; -Y)7 1 4.?)T)

I V(d) _,

* wi(d) indicates whether pairs are in the
same distance class, w(d) is the sum
of wij(d)

S1D
.padl AnaydomdDd~mAýn

Geary's C

Geary's . C- semivariance
calculation (average dissimilarity)
between points within each
window

Needs pretty high sampling
densities to be informative

* Users must first specify a LISA
Search Radius

* Measures the semivariance
(average dissimilarity) among
values of a variable at nearby
locations

IZ'w id(xi - -j

c(d) -2 d

SA 4Ds*A.oo

.,....... d D ds A A
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Future Statistics for SADA

" Hypotheses testing (t-test, Wilcoxon Signed Rank test, Quantile test)
" Distribution Fitting (Shapiro-Wilks,

* Bivariate Statistics (Pearson and correlation coefficients, scatter
plots, regression)

* ProUCL

" Additional methods for determining sample size

" Improved histogram and other data plots (ranked data, quantile)

- Cluster (spatial stats, autocorrelation, tests)

" Trend testing (time plots, Mann-Kendall)

T "ests for outliers

SpI ny- Ldw AW
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Practice Session
Importing Data, Exploration, Statistics

The objective of this lesson is to be able to create a SADA file from a
comma-delimited file, then use the SADA interface to explore the data
sets and generate basic statistics.

SADAC
A*~gR- M20

Practice Session: Importing Data,. Exploration,
Statistics

1-40/1-640 Site

1q ju,, Dr A
Spýdi A-I". d Dzia-Ad-

. "Cou'"uh; W, I
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Practice Session: Importing Data, Exploration,
Statistics

1. Knoxville, TN
2. Disposal (fluorescent lig

ballasts)
3I Metals, PCBs, Pesticides

SADA~.

t

tý Cpnvti,h 21010 niv,rivfcne R1iphiResv "Il I/'M,
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Practice Session: Importing Data, Exploration,
Statistics

1. Create a new SADA file called "Lesson2.sda" using the comma-
delimited file lesson2.csv. Match headers to the appropriate
categories:
a. Easting-Easting
b. Northing-Northing
c. Depth-Depth
d. CAS Number- CAS #
e. Contaminant Name - ANALYTE
f. Values - Value
g. Detect Qualifier - detect
h. Media ID - Media
i. Date - DATE COLLECTED

2. Check for errors and submit, then save your SADA file

3. Add the GIS layer called SITE MAP2.dxf A f'..
Sp=Wa A.A•yds -d Nd~i-n AW

0C-wN~I 2007 1Ties~ ofTeý AUR t0 e-d 5/11P007

Practice Session: Importing Data, Exploration,
Statistics

4. Set Contaminants to Pooled Data to see all data locations.

5. Right-click on the map to zoom in on the sinkhole, then restore full
view.

6. Press the information button to see how and where duplicates were
resolved (blue font in table).

7. Under Step 1. See the Data- change duplicate resolution from Use
Only Detected Values to Use All Values. Change Use Maximum
value to Use Average Value. For non-detects, change Use half the
detection limit to Use the full detection limit.

8. Select Aroclor-1248 and customize the legend using a categorical
legend scale.

SW Ay.WD;i- AW
- :,- ubt fl,07 TT6 6vs Wl W 0,07
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Practice Session: Importing Data, Exploration,
Statistics

9. Set the Data Labels to "Value" to show the Aroclor-1248 location with a
concentration of 29.14. Find the coordinates and sample collected data of
this point by clicking on it and viewing the small table on the lower left of
the screen.
Northing
Easting
Date Collected

10. Remove Calcium, Magnesium, Potassium, and Sodium.from the analysis
using the Contaminant Manager.

11. Select Pooled Data and run the Univariate Statistics function. Record the
detection frequency and standard deviation for Aroclor-1248
Detection Frequency
Standard Deviation

SJ DI\

~ (n,,~,l0 2007 I lnn'~,,il~ ~ All RIO,, Rcer~c& 0/I 12007

Practice Session: Importing Data, Exploration,
Statistics

10. Run the Sign Test Sample Size and Power and set the Criterion to 21,
LBGR to 14, alpha to 0.1, beta to 0.1, and the sigma to the value you
recorded for the Univariate Statistics in #11. Check the number of
samples you have versus what this test shows that you need. Do you
have a sufficient sample size to achieve the desired power?

11. Run the one-sided Sign Test with alpha = 0.05 for Aroclor-1248 versus a
criterion of 21. Is the null hypothesis (the data does not exceed 21)
accepted or rejected?

12. Draw a LISA Ripley's K map with a search radius of 25 to view areas of

high and low sampling density.

.13. Save file- we will use this file again for practice session 5.

SADA
ICp,,,,,l, '007 t0,~~~ W Oen, All Riehis R-eneC i/I UAW00
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Spatial Analysis and Decision
Assistance (SADA) Version 4

Basic Spatial Analysis

Environmental Assessment Methods in SADA
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

O7Conv-dh21117. in-i-,v f Ton-,~ Ali R,ohI, R-Woc. 5/11/200(7

Basic Spatial Analysis Tools

"All models are wrong; some models are useful."
George Box, Professor Emeritus, University of Wisconsin

.d MA,. .d DAcmo A.,i-

07 C-dit~ 2007.T Unt-,eoi o ff -sm~oe All Rahis R,.orod -5/I1/2(H1/7

0
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Basic Spatial Analysis Tools

Spatial interpolation is used to predict values between sampled
locations.

The methods discussed throughout this text estimate the
unsampled location as a weighted linear combination:

Where uo is the estimate, uL are the sampled data and w. are the
weights assigned to the data values. SAiDweightsassigdned.Ad

07 Couhl 2(X17.(nC/ fTnvc All MOT., Rc,,v. 5/11/21H)7

Basic Spatial Analysis Tools

An easy illustration of how one could use such a system is to
assume that all the weights are equal to 1/N. In this scenario, the
value at the unsampled point is simply equal to the average of all
the samples surrounding it.

G 0
Sample Data (U2)

Unsampled Point (u0)G ED

The difference between the methods is how they arrive at the
weights for each sampled point. . I,

4.d.1 AdyV,1d Dnoii-A"--o

17 C.-Jo,i 2(K)7. U.,,nmvofT,,,onnc All r Lhtn Rcv,mvn 5111/2(K)7
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Determining Weights

All of the methods presented here generally work on the principle that data
points closer are more alike than data points farther away. This plays a key role
in all of the approaches to weighting sample values.

More Alike

<Th

VC Co(,rht 20107. 01n-M~, nf Tmimsm All Ro,a(t R-aovd. 5/1 1/2(H)7

Spatial Anisotropy

One example
scenario.

of spatial correlation would occur with a plume or deposition

L

Deposition

NAore Plume

Spa .AA dNd n

11) CýuxLwht 2007ý U. -- w fT...,,q
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0
Grid Definition

Rather than estimate values at only a single point, we wish to estimate them at
a number of points in order to fill in the picture of contamination. All spatial
interpolators in SADA depend on a grid definition to function. A grid definition
simply describes the number, size, and location of a uniform set of blocks.
These blocks will be the focus of the interpolation schemes. SADA's
interpolation schemes will estimate the concentration value at the center of each
block. From the interview list choose Interpolate My Data. Select Set Grid
Specs from the Steps Window to define the grid. Press Show Grid to see your

Spdýl A.Jyd, -d Ndi.AA-

V, -.- ...... 1. ... --- i i ---. - K-A, R--W. 5/111,00,

Nearest Neighbor

This is the simplest of all interpolants in SADA. Any unsampled point is simply equal to
the data point closest to it. In our previous notation we would describe Nearest Neighbor
as

uo wu where w, = 1ff u,ist;e nearest value and Oothervicse.
i-1

* Choose Interpolation methods and then select Nearest Neighbor from the list of
available interpolants.

* Press Show The Results to see the map.

,!tlAy. d.A1
l~ C~,v~bl2ii~7. ofTh~o~oo Al Rhl,t R-Odrcl S/1 =1/41)07
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Natural Neighbor

In natural neighbor we allow more than the nearest neighbor to influence the
estimation. When data points are distributed in space they are inherently
representing a certain area around them. Sample points in sparsely sampled
regions must represent a higher region than those in more densely sampled
areas. These regions are called area of influence and it is possible to draw
simple geometries that bound them.

In natural neighbor, the areas of influence
are calculated first. Then the area of
influence for the point we wish to estimate
is overlaid creating regions of overlapping
areas of influence. For any given sample
point, the portion of the overlap becomes
the weight assigned to that sample point.

: 1 1: i

Where A is the area of influence for u0 and
ai is the area of overlap between' uo and ui. .j

*,I.J A-Iydý -d Nd.- AM-

117 Con-,Jht 20)07. Uni-iev nfFrruc.sv All Riphts R-A.vc 5/111(20017

Natural Ne

Press Interpolation methods and then
available interpolants.
Press Show The Results to see the map.

ighbor

select Natural Neighbor from the list of

Sp-d-l AnJd --f• a d l A c
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0
Inverse Distance.

The estimated value V, at an unsampled location is estimated as the weighted
average of nearby values.

• @ Search Neighborhood

T-0

0

Unsampled Point

Inverse Distance .
.6 is the weight for the ij neighbor

______________ 3 ~ s the distance of the ttjl neighbor
IV Ipis the powe r

,d~ N is the numboer of neighbors "thin the:d: d search neighborhood:: .....
' • ' ' • '.".. '. "' • "' " • "SpadzJ.A-n y, -=d Ni - Ad-c, e.z~

C Convnilil 200i7. Uni-tcv oir ,ncm AllI Righis ResJv. 51110007

Search Neighborhoods

Inverse distance requires a neighborhood definition . for estimating
concentration values at a point. A neighborhood is defined as an area around
the point in which data values will be used to estimate the concentration value.
.Data values outside the neighborhood will be excluded.

The neighborhood is always defined
by a search ellipse that can be
manipulated. in shape and size to
include or exclude various data. The
parameters which control the shape
and size of the search ellipse are
entered on the Parameters Window
when Search Neighborhood is
selected from the Steps Window.

M~ -id A 11 -7 XY A,1961 10
M .iP ad&- 1 151 375 Z Ange WTTT
VRauius %1Ti- Fo -1

MeeDet 2 Podi 1

TIM
Sp.d.IA.Jyd-d NdA-Aw-

07 C- 20017. Univcrsy ol T-L-M.c All R,,its Rc,,ed. 511/ii2007
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Search Neighborhoods

The parameters Major Radius, Minor Radiis, and XY Angle control the size and shape
of the search ellipse.

Major Radius ;71
The long radius of the ellipse. • i

Minor Radius'
The short radius of the ellipse. ,

XY Angle
The angle or direction the long radius points. •' !
This angle is measured clockwise from the
positive Y axis (0 deg is North). The minor
elliptical axis is perpendicular to the major axis.

Spatial Analyd, m Dtddm A

a Co~n-la 200U7.L-t .1 oT---,s Ai Ro'hlo Ro~-d.o 5/11/21H)7

Search Neighborhoods

For three-dimensional data, the ellipse becomes an ellipsoid. The following parameters,
in addition to those listed above, describe the search ellipsoid in 3D space.

Z Angle

The angle or dip below the XY plane at the point of
estimation. This angle is measured as negative
degrees below the plane.

V Radius
Also referred to as Z minor radius, it is the radius of
the ellipse in the vertical direction.

Rotation

The parameters described to this point fully form the
body of the ellipsoid in 3D space. The rotation
parameter then rotates this ellipsdid about the major
axis the specified number of degrees.

.~ ~K
/~ N~v
0/' ~

Spatial A.Ayd. W D-d-Assi-

2 X 7 1 R,onmaJit I niv-1yofT- sm Al g Is R- W. 5/1112(917
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Search Neighborhoods

The following view shows the effect of the rotation parameter on the ellipsoid body. This
view is along the major elliptical axis.' The rotation angle rotates two orthogonal
directions clockwise relative to the major elliptical axis when looking toward the origin.
The following parameters define the search criteria within the search ellipse.

Min Data
The minimum number of data required before
estimating the concentration. If the minimum is
not met, SADA returns an unestimated value.ý.
These values become empty spaces in the
plot.

Max Data
The maximum number of data to use in
estimating a point.

Octant
The ellipsoid is divided into quadrants, four if
two- dimensional, eight if three-dimensional. If
the Octant value is greater than zero and there
are fewer data points than the octant value in
each quadrant, then the point will not be
estimated.
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Search Neighborhoods

Neighborhoods allow the user to search for a single unsampled point..

27+1 Grd vrlyBE1
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Inverse Distance in SADA

* Press Interpolation methods and then select Inverse Distance from the
list of available interpolants.

* Setup an appropriate search neighborhood and specify the power
parameters after selecting Search Neighborhood.
Press Show The Results to see the map.

Inverse Distance
Estimates Map

+d P-y,- NdAd
17 Con-Jitf 200T7 1Jsi-erstyfT cMoee. All irights Rýýed. 5/11/20/07

Extreme Value Effects

Interpolations can be "smeared" by extreme valued points causing an inaccurate
elevation of interpolated values for great distances.

~Spd1/ A.4yd. -d Deli-oAn -~o
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Extreme Value Effects

Extreme values can have unwanted effects on the interpolation model
particularly for those that use search neighborhoods. These extreme values
can cause high value "smears" or other artifacts in the result.

O 0.Search
/ - - O - Neighborhood

o 0

Spta I -- A Ai-.- --

C) C-61~hl2007. Uni-M1lvoF T1,,em. All l(,phis R-esvd. 5111/2(007

Extreme Value Effects

Sometimes smearing can go unnoticed because of the designation of the legend. Linear
continuous legends tend to mask smearing. Categorical legends often better reveal
smearing effects.

1 1 r ( II

Here we have exactly the same interpolation results .
displayed in two different ways: with a smooth linear legend
and a categorical legend. -Notice how the smearing is Say,, .d Dd.mAW-

highlighted in the later plot. ,

7C-,,vioh 20/I7. IUni-v~o of Tgines,i All Riahts R-es/o . S~/ 1/12007
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Addressing Extreme Value Effects

Smearing effects can be dealt with in various ways. In inverse distance, the power
value (p) may be increased. By increasing the value of.p, data points have very small
influences over even short distances. Other. methods include decreasing the search
radius.

Power 2 Power 7

d Ai~y4. W*4 N~od- An. --

SialAry , ,- dd d

C 7 U i - I T I R d /11/2op_-Wit2110 . nv No - smAl Rub, - .5 007

Cross Validation

Cross validation is the process of determining how well our modeling is reflecting
reality.
The truth is that we will almost never know how well it is performing since we will
likely never have samples at every point we estimate. If we did we could simply
compare them and evaluate the model performance.
As an approximation to this approach, we. can cross validate by removing one at a
time each sample that we do have and allow the model to predict its value based on
the remaining data
We can then compare this estimate with the real value and make comparative
statements between the different models.
It is important to remember that cross validation provides evidence (rather than
proof) of how a model is performing since in each estimation we have N-1 samples
rathe- than N.

J To cross validate click on cross validation and choose a method.
- Plot Error (Simple subtraction of estimated and real values)
- Plot Absolute Error (Absolute value of the difference in real and estimated values)
- Plot Percentage Error (Absolute difference/Real value *100)

)A.

SC-&.ýh 2G11 (HM *~v f~ All Rml Km WSnl 120(Y

0
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Cross Validation

SADA produces a summary of the model's performance. This can be compared
across models as form of performance assessment.
- Mean of errors
- Absolute mean error
- Mean squared errorM E- 1 1,Slz42 A5

- Number of unestimated points M s14z•145&4

Pressing Ok SADA will show the graphical result. These results can understanding
about model performances in regions of the site.

Sp'd A~ikd,.d -A-
OC -,vhI 21107. Univ Cv oT..--s All F,d,tv - 111 /20017

Questions?

Comments?

DA,
Slo9.i Aiyd,.d Nd AW4-,

--- -- -- --
(9/- t 07 Ui 1 ofa g Al Migt R M .5/1112007
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Practice Session
Basic Spatial Analysis Tools

The objective of this lesson is to practice setting up and using Nearest
Neighbor,. Natural Neighbor, and Inverse Distance to create contour
maps. Also, each method's performance is compared via cross
validation techniques.

Sp.,.y- ~-A s

al Corn,,hi 200(7. U.-a,s' ofT,,nm-c All RuhNs R,,-vul 5/I1(11207

Practice Session: Basic Spatial Analysis Tools

1. Open up "Lesson3.sda". Choose the "Interpolate My Data"
interview and turn on the polygon "Boundary".

2. Select set grid specs and view it. Notice the part outside the
polygon turns grey. This part of the grid is not used in the analysis.

3. Use the Nearest Neighbor method to contour the area inside the
polygon.

4. Add this to the results gallery as "Nearest Neighbor".

A-D i

47 C -nsht 2(X)17. U-s,vsl orT--,-,c. All R,1hts Resuve 5/11/21(N(7
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Practice Session: Basic Spatial Analysis Tools

5. Cross validate the Nearest Neighbor method. Add the results here.
Mean Error
Absolute Mean Error _

Mean Squared Error
Add the graphical result to the results gallery as "Nearest Validate".

6.. Use the Natural Neighbor method to contour the .area inside the
polygon. Add this to the results gallery as "Natural Neighbor".

7. Cross validate the Natural Neighbor method. Add the results here.
Mean Error
Absolute Mean Error
Mean Squared Error_
Add the graphical result to the results gallery as "Natural Validate".

SpdlA yd,.
n Co-&,ol 2(0(1. Ui-Wv,'t of m--cio All Riahts RcsAss 5/I11/200(7

Practice Session: Basic Spatial Analysis Tools

8. Use the Inverse Distance method to contour the area inside the
polygon. Notice now that you need to fill in the Search
Neighborhood parameters. Initially, try a major and minor radius of
150. Set the V radius to 1. Min data should be 1, and max data
should be 20. For now, xy angle, z angle, rotation, and octant
should all be 0. Set the power to 2.

9. Try changing the power to 4. Notice the affect on the map.

10.Try-changing the minor radius to 75. What happens? Leaving the
minor radius as 75, change the xy angle to 135 and reapply. Notice
how preference is now given to the 135 degree angle. The
contours now stretch along this 135 line.

SAuA -
RICoSV,0b2(X17. Qn-tvo(WfTmn-=SC. All Riahl. R-W.e 5111/200(7
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Practice Session: Basic Spatial Analysis Tools

11. Try changing other parameters and see how they affect the final
outcome.

12. Now change the parameters back to those found in step 8.
Reapply and add, it to the results gallery as "Inverse Distance".

13. Cross validate the Inverse Distance method. Add the results here.
Mean Error
Absolute Mean Error
Mean Squared Error -
Add, the graphical result to your. results gallery as "Inverse
Validate".

SADX
01 Co- 20)07. tuy-y~'~of T-- All Rifthis Rmoovc. 5fI121)1207

Practice Session: Basic Spatial Analysis Tools

14.Switch from Soil to Results Gallery and review your results. Which
one is doing better? Think about what kinds of criteria could be
used for determining which one performs better.

15.Copy these images into PowerPoint or Word, where you can see
them side by side.

"Spadal A.9y.. -=d DNd. - A =im

02 C--r~ht 20017. ~ fTeo.All Rbohis P-omedl 5/11/2(X)7
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Spatial Analysis and Decision
Assistance (SADA) Version 4

Advanced Spatial Tools

Environmental Assessment Methods in SADA
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Sp...al A..yd .. .nd D.m A
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Part 7: Advanced Spatial Tools
(Geostatistics)

With basic spatial analysis tools, each interpolant produced a single estimate for each
unsampled point. With a geostatistical approach, a distribution of possible values is
constructed and used as a model for the actual unsamp!ed value. Both an estimate and
a model of uncertainty can.be now obtained. From this distribution of points, a central
moment, such as the mean or media, is chosen as a single estimate for contouring
purposes.

Example: Single Estimate = MeanSerhNeighborhood

: : : Q: 2: 2 1'.:: 0: C :: : : : : : '::. :.

0. : : :
D ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p . A.A.., A !iiiii A" -.iiii:: !:iii •i!ii::::!ii::i~

0. Conv,-ht 2(W17111.er. 0--w iesee All Riehl., Rcsvd. 5/11/20017

Geostatistics

SADA provides two kriging (geostatistical) models: Ordinary and Indicator
kriging. Ordinary kriging assumes a normal or lognormal distribution for the
data. Indicator kriging is a non parametric approach that does not assume any
distribution.

Like the methods discussed.in Basic Spatial Analysis Tools, both methods are
based on a weighted combination of . nearby samples. However, the
development and expression of these weights is quite complex and beyond
the scope of this training guide.

It may be helpful to think of kriging as an advanced form of the inverse
distance method. Recall that the inverse distance method weights sampled
values by their distance from the unsampled location.

Kriging approaches the problem in much the same way. However, rather than
distance (d), the weights are based on the amount of spatial correlation or
spatial covariance that samples exhibit at varying distances C(d).

2.2 C-dl~lsl 2194)7.Uro'Wofoione All iOhIs Renove 51/11/211917
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Spatial Correlation

If data are spatially correlated, then on average, sample points that are close to
each other are more alike than sample points further away. (More complex
spatial correlations exist but this type is the most common).

More Alike.

.SAl
l0 C-Mth 2(9)7. U--~r~ .1 .n,- All Riýl,t, R-~~'d. 5/11/20017

Spatial Anisotropy

One example
scenario.

of spatial correlation would occur with a plume or deposition

'Deposition
Plume

Mcre pq,,,

Sp.dal An
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0
Spatial Correlation

*The degree to which data are more or less "alike" for any given distance can be
calculated. SADA uses the semi-variogram method, which returns a measure of
variance for any given distance of separation. This measure is defined as half
of the average squared difference between values separated by distance h.
The term h is referred to as the lag or lag distance.

1 -1N
2Nhli (X y

where N(h) is the number of pairs separated
by distance h, xi is the starting sample point
(tail), and' yi is the ending sample point
(head).

0 Y (Tail)

X (Tail)
Spadi Aiyd. mn Deddm sd

(0 C,,,vrth 2Ml7. Uniety ol Tmneýsty All Riehis R- d 5/111200l7

Spatial Correlation

Rarely in practice, will you ever have any sample points separated by exactly a
lag distance h. Therefore, a lag tolerance centered about the lag distance will
permit a capture of more data points in the calculation of y(h). In the figure
below, all data points within the blue shaded area will be used.

So if we are interested in the variance of all data
points separated by 10 feet and we permit a lag

G tolerance of 2 feet. We will actually be
calculating the variance of all pairs of data
between 9 and 11 feet apart. -

Y (Tail Region)

X (Tail)

SADAL
0 C-61,~h 21W.7 U--vev4T..--, All R, bts 11 c. 5/111200~7
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Spatial Correlation

Although assigning a lag tolerance helps, most cases will never have enough
samples separated by a lag - tol/2 to lag + tol/2 along a straight line to calculate
the semivariogram value. Therefore, an angle tolerance, 0, is also introduced to
expand the region and to include more points in the calculation of the
semivariogram value for the specified lag distance. In the figure below, all data
points within the blue shaded area will be used.

0
CJ

!o " Y (Head Region)

%... !•:~•-, E) =

0 0 .
Angle Tolerance

SADA.X (Tail)

I'T 111200n-wo mn-----

Spatial Correlation

If we repeat this operation for a number of lag
distances, we would generate a cone shaped t-
object expanding outward from the point of ," :
interest. This cone would be partitioned by lag , -
groups centered about our lag distances. "

= Angle Tolerance

SADA.
M -Movu~I2(1(7. Uniyý,t YOfT-.1 All Rgoh(, R.ýcd, 5/11/20(97
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Spatial Correlation

As the cone stretches farther out, it opens up
increasingly wide, capturing more and more
data points as it moves away. In practice,
geostatisticians will often apply a constraint
called the bandwidth. This bandwidth limits
the expansion of the cone to a certain width.
If you do not wish to constrain the cone's
expansion', specify a very large bandwidth.,

Bandwidth

e = Angle Tolerance

SADA.
0i C-hlU~ 2(X)7. LUhivc,~ty of Ta,,ooss All RMohis R-ored. 5/11/200/7

Spatial Correlation

Our final parameter is the angle. The angle
specifies in what direction you will be calculating /
the semi-variogram values. This is sometimes
referred to. as the angle of anisotropy. Now we are
constraining our semi-variogram values to a
certain direction.

North T = Angle

Advanced Spatial Analysis 6



Spatial

O C-gm~hl 2007. Uni-ty of oTwn-s. AllI ights kmcvd, 5/1 112(X)7

Correlation

The semi-variogram calculation is
performed for every sampled point.

Spdl A,,""-*d, .•A A-
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Spatial Correlation

- The semi-variogram calculation is
. performed for every sampled point.

* 2

* uoL.

Spatial Correlation

9 The semi-variogram calculation is
performed for every sampled point.

, .a A, .yA. . . ..... • . . 9

- ! ,4 tii i ii
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Spatial Correlation

The semi-variogram values are then plotted.

:.La : Distance Vahe

:9 * . . -3 C-,@: .:.:98::i 8.9::::: :::::

Sm-vatlogram Plot
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Spatial Correlation

Note though, by specifying. an angle a,, we are excluding all those data points
located outside of the cone from a - 0 degrees to a + 0 degrees. In other
words, we are exploring how data are correlated in a particular direction. If we
find that data are more correlated in one direction than another, the data are
said to be anisotropic. This means that data in the direction a are more alike
than in other directions.

Si
Spd.1 A.Ay.. W Ndi- A"--

0Cwov6l21(K17. Uo~oe'CO off---e, All R,.h1, Ros-vo. 5/1112(H)7
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Spatial Correlation
In fact, if anisotropic conditions exist, the direction of highest correlation is
considered the major direction of anisotropy. The perpendicular direction is
referred to as the minor direction of anisotropy. The major direction of
correlation will exhibit semi-variogram values that increase at a slower rate
than any other direction.

Major

*~3 93 8.9

Minor

sunce Vii i

3 98 9
*123 96G

" ~ ::''!'':::S ~ :::i.::::ii :::::::: ::::::: : :::: =t ::::" ::S :::•: ':

~lCn1,lhi 200)7. U-l N .1rv TO"ncloo All ir.PJlJSR,ýso,~ SHOW/111

Spatial Correlation

Theoretically, the semi-variogram values will continue to rise until they reach
the sill value. The sill is the point at which the data are now far enough apartto
be independent. The sill value should be roughly equivalent to the variance of
the data set. A semi-vaniogram plot is useful in detecting -the sill value and
location.

-5enfi-vatiogiain plot

Lag Major (30) Minor (120) 6 -
1 056 0.6 Sill
2 0965 3,4
3 2,3 4,56
4 3,2 4.8 E *M or(0

5 4.3 6 N, *Mm&l(120)
6 4 7 5 2

7 4,9 6
8 5 4 96
9 5.01 505 0 1 _____________

10 4.99: 5 60 2 48 1

In the above example, we see a major direction at 30 degrees and the
corresponding minor direction at 120 degrees. A sill value of approximately 5
is detected around 6 feet of separation.

a1 C -,v~hl 200)7. Uni-v 10 Ilvof All Rinhis Rcnvnod, 5/I11/200176
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Isotropic Variograms

In order to calculate an isotropic or omni-directional variogram, simply set the
angle tolerance to 90 degrees and make the bandwidth significantly larger
than the site. This will force the cone to consider the entire spectrum of data
points.

0- 90, egrees
(angie oierance

Band~t

Spadal A ad d•=•=; •;i:•:; !; ~ LtV.:i 2l~

Tl=•••:'=! ;I ri

Spatial Correlation

What about in the opposite direction?
It is assumed that correlation is symmetrical. If data are varying a certain
amount at 30 degrees, then they are varying the same amount at 120 degrees.

Why don't we include those sample points in the 120 degrees direction to
improve our semi-variogram calculation?
We do. Our current point of interest will be captured by the cone of those points
behind it.

•* • MAi Tr•d •

0 Co - li 201.-nt- r o, TaiT T All *jhis R - ed. 5/11/20017
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Three-Dimensional Variography

Three-dimensional semi-variogram calculation is the same approach as in the
two-dimensional case. In addition to the previously defined parameters, a z
angle (dip), z tolerance, and z bandwidth must be specified.

Z Angle (Dip) - The angle below the horizontal plane that the cone should dip.

Z Tolerance - The tolerance on this dip angle.

Z Bandwidth - The maximum distance the vertical component of the cone is
permitted to go.

::i~~~~~i~~ii•.~~~ "gle•i.••.•:!!!,!•••••.• :•: •.• •. 1•~ ii::: i~•• ~ i i:::.•:~i•• i:
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Semi-variogram Behaviors

Semi-variograms often do not conform to the well behaved
monotonic increasing variogram structures seen in text book
examples.

c•"

Distance Distance
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Semi-variogram Behaviors

Semi-variograms often do not conform to the well behaved
monotonic increasing variogram structures seen in text book
examples. I

0

0

0

U
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0_ _ __
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S
0

Distance
Distance :0

Samples have spatial 0 •. 0
oscillating distribution.

Spadal ,Anmd's and LN~ddnAlý,-ta

A high sample occurs
close to a small value.
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Semi-variogram Behaviors

Sometimes the variability is really short range and you have your lags set
too large. This blurs the true spatial structure and can result in bizarre cases
especially as the cone distance increases. In the case of indicator kriging
below we can see this effect. I

Lag Dist= 5

,it_______:::):I:I:!o,, ~&',• i: ! •? i:

Lag Dist = 2
SAD$A
SpatlalAn~ly -d Ieeim A" -n

OCon01A200T7 Un-tycr alv S All RChts R.C-vd 5(I It2f7. I
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0
Semi-variogram Behaviors

In 3d dimensional applications DIP can be very important.

L'Yi!:I •;[!ILi:i:i•i+i

Dip = 0 Lag Dist = 2
SADA.

Setting Variography Model

To calculate semivariogram values, select Correlation Modeling from the
Steps Window and enter the appropriate information on the Parameters
Window. The results of two separate cones are viewed at once to provide.
visual comparison and check for anisotropic correlation. Press Show Me.

• . . .:.-:: :
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Rose Diagrams

Rather than viewing only on angle at a time, users can view semivadogram
values in all directions at once* They can then choose an angle of interest by
clicking on the rose diagram map. SADA will show the semivariogram values for
that direction.

9'14595-

7y 1056 14.4 18915 21'81 2
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Indicator Variograms

To this point, all variograms we have calculated have been on the actual data
points. This type of variography is necessary for ordinary kriging. Indicator
kriging requires vanography be calculated on the indicator transformed values.
When performing an indicator transform, you need a threshold value t. All
sample values greater than t become equal to 1, and all values less than t are
0. We can write the indicator transform of the data as follows

I(Ui) if for afl

If we plot the transformed data values, they would look something like this.

00

0o o 0=1
• 0=-0

00

0
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Indicator Variog rams

The following. example shows Arsenic data that has been indicator transformed at a
threshold of 30 mg/kg.

Raw Data Indicator Transformed
(graph not seen in SADA)

- 0

Calculations of the variogram of the indicator transformed data then proceed exactly as in
the case of the untransformed data.

Sp,. -y-dN d ý -
02 C--hlA, 2007.7I~~A fan o All Ridits Ro-W,v, 5/11/2007

Spatial Covariance

When the kriging models are used, they will require that the semi-variogram
values are known for any distance h. At this point, we only have these values
for a few discrete distances. Therefore, we need to fit a model to the data so
that a semi-variogram value is available for every distance.

0 0 0

* 0

0 CI 1 2100 25000 3?- I r. Ma 6z 0

.,n4
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Spatial Covariance

SADA provides 3 standard correlation models that provide a great deal of
flexibility in semi-variogram data: Spherical, Exponential, and Gaussian.

7-

Spd]Anld D~dA"-
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Spatial Covariance

All three models require the same set of parameters. Most of these
parameters were encountered while specifying a search neighborhood.

2D and 3D
* Major Range - distance to sill or correlation length along the major

anisotropic axis.
* Minor Range -distance to sill or correlation length along the minor

anisotropic axis.
* Angle - the angle of anisotropy

3D
* Z Angle - the angle of anisotropy in the Z plane (equal to the Dip parameter

in experimental variography).
Z Range - a value describing how anisotropy behaves in the z minor
direction, relative to major axis.

* Rotation - how the anisotropic ellipsoid is rotated about its major axis.
* Contribution - The model's contribution to the sill (maximal model value)

* Nugget - where the model should cross the y axis (white noise)

Sp A. n
0 CnPX..Wit 2(HI7, Un va-Tv o --. A I R,. 1, -yW. 5/1112(9)7
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Setting Correlation Model

To fit a correlation model to the semivariogram results, enter appropriate
values in the second table on the Parameters Window. SADA provides three
standard models: Spherical, Exponential, and Gaussian. In addition to these
three models, a nugget effect is also available. Press Show Me.

Y .• . ' N. / !. . . ,i :: :, h,.:Y-
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Estimating the Correlation Model

SADA can estimate the model and associated parameters to use for a given
set of semi-variogram values. Press the Autofit button and select the models
and whether a nested model is needed. Typically, users will only choose a
single structure and choose from spherical or exponential'. Estimation quality
can vary from variogram set to variogram set and results should only be used
as a basis for adjusting the correlation model parameters.
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Search Neighborhoods

Inverse distance requires a neighborhood definition for estimating
concentration values at a point. A neighborhood is defined as an area around
the point in which data values will be used to estimate the concentration value.
Data values outside the neighborhood will be excluded.

The neighborhood is always defined by a search ellipse that can be
manipulated in -shape and size to include or exclude various data. The
parameters which control the shape and size of the search ellipse are entered
on the Parameters Window when Search Neighborhood is selected from the
Steps Window.

Geospaial Model Paam er ,.,-.,.:
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Search Neighborhoods

The Major Radius, Minor Radius, and XY Angle parameters control the size
and shape of the search ellipse.

Major Radius
The long radius of the ellipse.

Minor Radius
The short radius of the ellipse.

XY Angle
The angle or direction the long radius
points. This angle is measured clockwise
from the positive Y axis (0 deg is North).
The minor elliptical axis is perpendicular to
the major axis.

ADA..
12 Conhl 20017. U.J-1,so UIT..-..~ All Rkohl/I R-,od. 5/I1/11207
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Search Neighborhoods

For three-dimensional data, the ellipse becomes an ellipsoid. The following
parameters, in addition to those listed before, describe the search ellipsoid in
3D space.

Z Angle

The angle or dip below the XY plane at the
point of estimation. This angle is measured as
negative degrees below the plane.

V Radius

Also referred to as Z minor radius, it is the
radius of the ellipse in the vertical direction.

Rotation

The parameters described to this point fully
form the body of the ellipsoid in 3D space.
The rotation parameter then rotates this
ellipsoid about the major axis the specified
number of degrees.

$ADA.

Spa Aid wdDd A>~
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Search Neighborhoods

The following view shows the effect of the rotation parameter on the ellipsoid body
along the major elliptical axis. The rotation angle rotates two orthogonal directions
clockwise relative to the major elliptical axis when looking toward the origin. The
following parameters define the search criteria, within the search ellipse.

Min Data
The minimum number of data required for
estimating the concentration. If the minimum
is not met, SADA returns un-estimated values
that become empty spaces in the plot.

Max Data
The maximum number of data to use in
estimating a point.

Octant
The ellipsoid is divided into quadrants, four if
two- dimensional, eight if three-dimensional. If
the Octant value is greater than zero and
there are fewer data points than the octant
value in each quadrant, the point will not be
estimated. SpdaI Any and Dedim Ast-o

07 Conooi~l 21107. Univ-1oy of To,,noo All r~ehlls Rcoýooo. 1/11/20017
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Search Neighborhoods

Neighborhoods allow the user to search for a single unsampled point.

0 co-v~ht 2WX7. Uniý, W.1 T,,,n-e Ail R6n~ eovd / /21/X17

.Ordinary Kriging in SADA

" Select the analysis, data type and data
name of interest

" Select Interpolate. My Data from the
Interview list (or any other spatial model
map)
Define a grid by selecting Set Grid
Specs.

* Press Interpolation methods, and then
select Ordinary Kriging from the list of
available interpolants.

* Select Correlation Modeling and set
variography and correlation models.

* Setup an appropriate search
neighborhood and specify the power
parameters after selecting Search
.Neighborhood.
Press Show The Results to see the
map.

Vi -H-deki0

Th W nI ýnbgb

v~~kh- -1dope

Tb Uo b - o/nb . &yk~s

4:3 No 211117. Un.vro/T ffm -on All R,.l yR n .n 5/1 1/21)?
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Indicator Kriging in SADA

* Select the analysis, data type and
data name of interest

* Select Interpolate My Data from the
Interview list (or any other spatial.
model map)

* Define a grid by selecting Set Grid
Specs.

* Press Interpolation methods and
then select Indicator Kriging from the
list of available interpolants.

Select Correlation Modeling and set
variography and correlation models
for a range of threshold values.

Setup an appropriate search
neighborhood and specify the power
parameters after selecting Search
Neighborhood.

Press Show The Results to see the
map.

FO 5

F- 11'. A ~~ hde

I0 C-01~h 2W17. UnVei-ýty Uf T.mm.s All Pohls Rosod. 5/1 U/2007

Plotting Percentile Maps
* Allows one to be conservative (e.g. percentiles > .5)

* Allows one to spatially ascertain the difference between an "optimistic,
realistic, and pessimistic" (e.g. 25th,.50th, and 75th) maps.

* Helps identify regions that could benefit from further sampling.

"optimistic ".realistic .. pessimistic"

P=.25 P=.5 P=.75

Sd A 1 D) oA?- oo

0 (oo,,ht 2(W.7 U f ovoT-,-~ All R,61,~ Ro-Wl 5/)1/12007
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Ripley's K

* Ripley's K- sampling intensity with i:i::d.x!o<.x.:.:.::.:o. •
each window.
Users must first specify a LISA
Search Radius

* Quantifies the spatial pattern • ;
intensity of points for various sizes of :
a circular search window

* Computes the overall mean number .
of points located within a search ...
window of radius t: . :o :"o: ' "'

K(r)

Ifor i a nd r > 0
y ;" is point intensity (n/A), It is an . ., : ,
indicator of whether inside search
window

* There is an edge correction effect for
grid areas on the fringe

SADA .
)0l ACoyido Di2i A,

0 Coov&ol 20017. Un-owofr, ,Tnnm,o~~ All Ri0(os R~so',o 5/1 11200)7
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Producing LISA Maps

" Select Draw a LISA Map
from interview menu

" Click Set LISA Parameters
Step

* Select a Local
Approach

* Enter a
Radius
window

Circular
for the

Search
moving

L:o: :, l :, d :s'l11i : ob os::5:L <:S ::2:- Click Show the Result!
(•• Mo ,,,I:

S..= = ==RC leey, SAA k
Sd.J Aa.4yd, aNd Ddian .ni

I 0 ConV-bil 2(1W7. Univgm•yilY f Tannm-,, All Rtdlts Rltrvoe. 5111/2)1W)7

Moran's I

* Moran's I- measure of correlation
between all points in each window

* Users must first specify a LISA search
radius :. .
C Computes the degree of correlation
between the values of a variable as a

-function of spatial lags : .0.0
Similar to Pearson's correlation 00.L:,

coefficient, ranges from -1 (- JO> : -i•A:0
correlation) to 1 (+ correlation), :::-0
expected value close to 0 .:.... ":::

WWd)

*w11(d) indicates whether pairs are in the
same distance class, w(d) is the sum
of w11(d)

AIL d":.:and Dndaa: Aano.

.............. .... .... .... .. ...... .... ............... .:2 • • S ..da ::: :•:iyi- d~ i ýi: A u-•X ;.•••: :

1 Copnvrnot 2007. Untvm't•y WtTeon,-,eo. All Rtehts Res•o 5/1 •/ 1/2007 .
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Geary's C

* Geary's C- semivariance.
calculation (average dissimilarity)
between points within each
window

* Needs pretty high sampling
densities to be informative

* Users must first specify a LISA
Search Radius

* Measures the semivariance
(average dissimilarity) among
values of a variable at nearby
locations

Ctd) 
1
Wid)-*.. .,**

Sga4aI Ar~y4snd Deim

0 Co,,vhl 20(H7. Uflli1ý-VfTmn-m1e All !7/Il/s R -s/d. 5/11/200(7

Geospatial References

" Applied Geostatistics, Isaaks and Srivastava

" Geostatistical Software Library (GSLIB), Deutsch and Journel

. Geostatistics for Natural Resources Evaluation, Pierre Goovaerts

Geostatistics in Five Easy Lessons, Journel

* Spatial Data, Cressie

A 12.
Spada Aeidy0.,, Deddm/Avl-,

0Com'dt 21W. //le/ Of Tsenv/s.,m All Ridhll Rcsvd. 5/11/211207
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Questions?

Comments?

LA.
4-) Co-,n MR. 21)n117 Uety of Tmnmms All Ri~hts R-W.vo 5/I 112507
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Practice Session
Advanced Spatial Analysis Tools

The objective of this lesson is to practice setup and use of the Ordinary
Kriging method. Cross validation techniques are also used.

S A-.,
0 ({7 Co vioTn AlRsesed /1112(K)7

Practice Session: Advanced Spatial Analysis Tools

1. Open up "Lesson4.sda". Choose the "Interpolate My Data" interview- and
turn on the polygon "Boundary".

2. Choose set grid specs and draw. Notice the part outside the polygon turns
grey.

3. Click on Correlation Modeling. Try the following omni-directional
parameters. Type these in for both Major and -Minor.
a. Caption = Major or Minor b. Lag Number = 8
c. Lag Distance = 25 d. Lag Tol = 25-
e. Angle= 0
f. Tol = 90 Note this makes the lag calculations omni directional in the horizontal

plane.

g. Band = 1000
h. Dip=0
i. ZToI = 90 Note this makes the lag calculations omni directional in vertical

plane.

j. Zband = 1.000

9p. ~o. D d A.
07 Convmshl, 2(917. U.~r,,rv nCT..m- All Rm~his Rýd S/I [/Z(1(17
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Practice Session: Advanced Spatial Analysis Tools

4. Choose to plot the major direction only for now and press the Show
Me button in the lower right hand corner (note: do not press the
Show The Results button in the blue area on the left). This is an
omni directional variogram out to 200 feet.

5. Now, we want to see correlation behavior in all directions at once.
Press the Rose button. Note that the semivariogram values are
now represented by color from lowest (purple) to highest (red).
Also note that they are the same in all directions. This is how an
omni directional variogram should appear - the same in all
directions.

-SADA.
0 a-t2(H)7. UmmilyovfT~mo-,e All R,.bm R-s~d. 5/1 U2007S

Practice Session: Advanced Spatial Analysis Tools

6. Now, we'll try an anisotropic view of the semivariogram values.
Under the major and minor direction, choose.45 for the Tol value.
This restricts our tolerances to half the field of view. for any
direction we may be looking at. Note how the rose. diagram
changes dramatically. Note also that the rose diagram only looks at
the values in the major direction. We changed both to 45 for
consistency.

7. Now we see a fairly clear line of anisotropic behavior at an angle
from about 32 to 42 degrees (measured from due north) and
different behavior perpendicular to this direction. Click on the map
to obtain the raw variogram values. This direction becomes our
major direction of anisotropy. Our minor direction of .anisotropy
should be exactly perpendicular to this major direction. Let's
choose 35. degrees for our major direction and 125 degrees
(35+90=125) for our minor. Type these values into the Angle
parameter boxes respectively. Press Show Me. -•S

0

00 -M207 Un-t of -csm AllIRt R - d 5/11/2(/7
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Practice Session: Advanced Spatial Analysis Tools

8. Now we want to fit a model tothese values. Try a major range and
minor range of about 250, angle of 35, contribution of 3800,zangle
= 0, zband = 1000, rotation = 0, nugget = 0.

9. Now plot only the minor, direction. Press Show Me. Change the
Minor range to be 50. Press Show Me. The green line is the minor
direction model. Does this seem like a reasonable fit? One can use
cross, validation to check sensitivity and accuracy later.

10. Now turn on both major and minor directions. The blue line follows
the major direction while the green follows the minor. It can look
messy with all the points involved.

01
Spi idij d-A -

0Co,-vMh 2007. Un-e--I f T.-.,~e. All R,.ht, Resloo. 5/I11120017

Practice Session: Advanced Spatial Analysis Tools

11. Press the save button.

11. Choose ordinary kriging to be the interpolant. For the search
neighborhood,we want the major and minor directions to mirror our
correlation model findings. Use 200 and 75 for major and minor,
respectively. Use an angle of 35 for our XY angle.

12. Press the Show the Results button. Save the results to the result
gallery as "Ordinary Kriging".

Sr'•, "nyd -d Ddi A.
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Practice Session: Advanced Spatial Analysis Tools

14. Perform Cross validation. Enter the results here.
Mean Error
Absolute Mean Error
Mean Squared Error_

15. Compare these results to the more basic interpolants, such as
inverse distance and natural neighbor. Now try inverse distance
again with the new major, minor, and xy angle values, derived
during correlation modeling. How does the cross validation
compare with the previous result in Lesson 3?

Soi 3 Aiyd, d D d.- A"--
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Spatial Analysis and Decision
Assistance (SADA) Version 4

3-D Visualization

Environmental Assessment Methods in SADA
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

SADik.

0 Conme,,hlt 2(9)7. Un-N~f' offmn-,~e All flObis R-d:,~ 5/I11/2007

3d Modeling and Visualization

* Spatial modeling in SADA is the same in 2d and 3d, with the
exception of 3 additional terms that appear both in the correlation
modeling and in'the search neighborhood. In both, we must specify
a .z angle, a z width (or vertical radius), and a rotation value. These
concepts have been previously covered.

* Viewing in 3d can be done in two ways in SADA: single layer or
• volume view.

- The single layer view is the default. It is the usual view-one-layer-at-a-
time approach.

- The volume view requires the use of SADA's three dimensional
visualization module.

R .. yd, a DedsmAa

C -- hi 2 X 7. Ur, -vt-,-Tmr-qý. All Richm Rýývvd. 5/111 X7
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3d Modeling and Visualization

Layer View (1st layer) 3d View

SAD~tk,
47 Cmnwehl 20027. Unvei-CoofT4,4eme All Riobt4 ResWv 5/1/2 1K()7

3d Viewer

" Open Threedimensional.sda. This file ...........
contains 3d chlordane data. Switch to
the Interpolate my data interview.

" You can view both data and modeled
results in the 3d viewer.

" To use the 3d viewer choose Graphics
-4 View 3d. The 3d viewer appears in
the place of the 2d view. Depending on -

the speed of your computer, it may take
some time to render the 3d view.

" This training will focus on only the most
frequently used features of the 3d
viewer. Refer to the help file for more
detailed information.

~00Alf".
47coo~ahf, 2(H27, Uosve,.fv0T--m.se All 24,474, cd 5111/l2/2X2)7
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3d Viewer Commonly Used Features

View options---_

3d View

Apply button

,, 1ký
. US

Type of view

Isosurface value

-Z Scale.

-Legend

SADA.
Spatial A.Aiyd, -d Ndd-lnAd-r -'

"aCp,, V XIT 2U mv7 . t of T - .~c Alt R~htR,-W,11rZ157

3d Viewer: Z Scale

" The initial view shows the data
values as they appear normally.

" Usually, the view is quite fiat,
because the horizontal extents
are usually larger than the
vertical.

* In the Z-Scale box, enter a
value of 10 and press the Apply
button.

0Co,,',hi NOT1.l1,v All R,ý71)5 R-1~,o 5/1 1/2X)57
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3d Viewer: Remove Axis Marks

" The default view shows all
the axis tick marks. This can
make the view somewhat
cluttered.

" The easiest way to turn off
the axis tick marks is to right
mouse click on each axis to
toggle the tick marks on and -
off.

* You can also turn them off
using the options button
(discussed later)

Spdd A.,iyd,-d Ddi-Ad-

CD C -~vhi 200(7. U, rsvt-Tmn15ssm All Rib~ts RL~med, 5/11/2W17

3d Viewer: Zooming

" You can control how close or I "
far the 3d view appears to you.

" Simply. press the Zoom buttons
(+ and -) until the view is
where you want it.

" Remember that each press of
the zoom button generates a
new view. You might have to
wait a second for each press to
update the view.

SADA.
02 Co,,v-hI 2(17. Univmlv ofTcomM15 All Rights R-.~cd. 5/11/21/9l7
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3d Viewer: Rotating the view

" To rotate the view around, left I• 1! : :::..;.-

mouse click on the picture. While
holding the mouse button down,
move the mouse around.

" The picture rotates accordingly.

" The view will actually rotate faster
if you turn off the Surface/Points
and Map options under When
moving, draw option.

Remember if you turn these off to
press the Apply button again to
render your picture after each
rotation. C AFN A

Sj.d.] Mi"," Ndi. A"-

3d Viewer: Viewing the model:

" With Interpolate my data IIg . : :
interview selected, press the Show
me the results button.

" The file Threedimensional.sda has

been set up for you to run ordinary , __

kriging in 3d.

" Any time the view appears not to
be fully rendered after the status
bar reports it complete, simply
press the Apply button again.

" SADA should respond by showing
you an isosurface map of your
inverse distance results. SADA.

Sý,dl Andyi• -z Ddl~nA-A.-
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3d Viewer: Setting the isosurface

The isosurface level is the
value above which all volume is
plotted.

For example, if the isosurface
is .1 mg/kg, SADA will plot all
regions of the volume that are
greater than .1 mg/kg.

Change the IsoLevel parameter
to .1 and press Enter.

SpdAA.ydDd.A1 d.
17 COIvnhl 2(H)17.lov,~ iY, All R,0,1,h R-W.vo 5111/2(1117

3d Viewe'r: Using the options button

Some additional features are
found with the Options, button.
Press this button now to get the
options window.

17C-61o, 2(1)7. U.-,orv oI'T.-mo~. All R~ohts Rfxýd 5/1112W117
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3d Viewer: Manipulating Data Points

• The most commonly used
feature of the points tab is to
turn the drawing of sample
points on and off. A ,,.

* Drawing borelines (vertical
well holes through each data
point) can help visualize
which data points belong to
the same well log. .
You can also show only data :W••--
points within certain ranges
and even synchronize these
ranges with the Isolevel.

* Turn off the Draw option and
click Update Plot.

* Click on ChairCutlShells S A .)

SpAd 1Pa ••=D ea-l = /ki

SConvnh 200.7 UnierW, ofT't• •,, . All R•ghts Roeso[l. 5/11/2W/7.

3d Viewer: Chair Cuts

" Some of the shell options
we've seen before are
repeated here.

" The most common reason
for visiting this tab is to
perform chair cuts or box
cuts.

1/ , 1 1 1 1 Ji l

r.~ ~~

A box cut slices through
regions of the volume and
gets its name from the box-
like removal produced.

* Specify the start of your chair cut
along each axis and how far down
the axis the chair (box) will extend.

* It takes some practice becoming
familiar with this tool. Orientation in
space is the hardest aspect of this
tool for new users. C- .•

0 Conmvlo• 20/07. Ut/,ooolyV o''t•nfsmn e All Riahts ResOr1d. 1/1/2407
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3d Viewer: Chair Cuts

" Under Box Cut Properties, Choose,
X Min with value 700.

" Choose Y Min with value 980

" Choose Z Min with value 14.

" Press the Update Button z r.- r

Box Cut

SADA.
- 1.111, 1.11 I'll. 1. -- 111- - ý -. 1-- - --. ' - - 11 ý 11-111 1

3d Viewer: Saving Views

" Click on the Views Tab. Here, you can save and recall specific view
setups, such as the one we just created. Later, you can recall this
view without having to repeat all these. steps.

" Press Save Current View and enter name My View. Press Save
View.

ý U DA.
Spadi AnAyds -d Dedim A"
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3d Viewer: Block Views

" Anytime the 3d options window
disappears, simply repress the
options button. [

" To remove the options window, press

this button again.

* Save your ThreeDimensional.sda file.

" You can also see a block view of your
model results: This view is typically
slower and is not often used. To see
the raw block values, click on the
Block view option.

S4ad.] A.Ayd, -d4 Dee A

17Coh,,,hl20017. Uut-yoffp~tmn-sm All Rihls Rcvd. 5II1/11OW7

3d Viewer: Block Views

" As with the isosurface view, you can
specify a range of values for which to
plot the blocks.

" Use Max = 1.04727 and Min= .1
" One feature of the block view is the

transparency option.
" The transparency option will makes

the opaque quality of the block
proportional to the concentration value
of the block.

" For example, high values appear solid
and low values appear vapor like.

" This allows you to "see through" the
low areas of contamination to the
higher values.

" Click this value on.

Sp.d.1 Adyd, -d Dda- A.Ai--.
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Questions?

.Comments?

m
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Spatial Analysis and Decision
Assistance (SADA) Version 4

Human Health Risk

Environmental Assessment Methods Using SADA

University of Tennessee, Knoxville

SptilAysad ai N
17 Co- 211117. Unt--,W11v fT~macss All Rilahus R-'cvl7 51I1/20017

Human Health Risk

" SADA implements EPA methods for conducting human health risk
assessments

" Calculation of site-specific preliminary remediation goals
.Exposure modeling for humans for five different land use scenarios

* Contains IRIS/HEAST toxicity databases for calculating risk from
exposure

.Contains EPA default exposure parameters for the risk models
* Tabular screening and risk results

" Point screens

* Risk and dose mapping

ADA
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Risk Assessment- Exposure Assessment

0Cnnvdlh 218)7. tIn~m,I-c toTmn~m . All Fnghls, ResW.c 5/111/2007
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Risk Assessment- Exposure Assessment

Conceptual Site Model
Site Conceptual .M 4odel For site A

Pnimary Primasy Release Secondary Secondrky
Soirce Mecdhamni So:ree Release

Mec"anis "

~~s~J~ ~PVolatilzton
Plant &Aqutaic

Uptake
Impi~ion

*E~xpo sure Potential Receptors and
Media ExpTosure Routes & Pathways

07 Co,,,,hi 200(7. Uunv,-ty of Tmn-ese All Rtht, kc,-A. 511 1/21)H)7I

Residential Land Use.

- Residents are expected to be in frequent, repeated contact with
contaminated media

- Provides a conservative assessment of risk, a residential land use scenario
is assumed as one of the potential receptors for all EPA baseline risk
assessments

* Exposure is calculated for a lifetime, which includes exposures for the
receptor as both child and adult

" Exposure routes considered:
- ingestion of ground or surface water,
- inhalation of vapors from ground or surface water during water use in the home;
- dermal contact with ground or surface water while showering,
- incidental ingestion of soil or sediment,
- inhalation of particulates and/or vapors emitted from soil or sediment,
- dermal contact with contaminated soil or sediment, and
- external exposure to ionizing radiation emitted from contaminants in soil or

sediment.

8A Dd- ,
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Recreational Land Use ;I lI[IEI~I

" Recreational scenario addresses exposure to children and adults who spend
a limited amount of time at or near the site while engaging in outdoor
activities such as playing, fishing, hunting, or hiking.

* Recreational land use scenario can also be parameterized to serve as a
"trespasser" or "site visitor" scenario

" Exposure routes considered:

- incidental ingestion of surface water,'

- dermal contact with surface water,
.- incidental ingestion of soil or sediment,

- inhalation of particulates and/or vapors emitted from soil or sediment,

- dermal contact with contaminated soil or sediment,

- external exposure to ionizing radiation emitted from contaminants in soil
or sediment, and

- consumption of fish.

Sp~d. Miy&. Ddd -i•Ad--
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Industrial Land Use r•Ift, EI W
• ... . . • .. ... .,: . . . . . . ,

* Under the industrial land use, adult workers are assumed to be routinely
exposed to contaminated media within a commercial area or industrial site.

* Exposures are based on the potential for the use of heavy equipment and
related traffic in and around contaminated soil and sediment in an-
unrestricted industrial scenario

.Exposure routes considered:

- incidental ingestion of ground or surface water,
- incidental ingestion of soil or sediment,

- inhalation of particulates and/or vapors emitted by soil or sediment,

- dermal contact with contaminated soil or sediment, and :
- extemal exposure to ionizing radiation emitted from contaminants in

soil or sediment.

A• •
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Agricultural Land Use ~I~k~IEI~I

" Under agricultural land use, residents are assumed to be exposed to farm
products. in addition to the primary exposure pathways of the residential
scenario.

" Farming practices vary regionally, parameters such as irrigation rates
should be customized to reflect regional practices.

" Exposure routes considered:

- consumption of vegetables,

- consumption of whole milk, and

- consumption of beef.

SatA JD.- d Ad-
U i i T 5111/2 7-11-W-111". -MW11

Excavation Scenario ~i~I~II~I e57
,C r 1

Under excavation land use, individuals are assumed to be exposed to
contaminated soil or sediment infrequently, and for only a short period of
time

frequency is assumed to be one month of the worker year, or approximately
20. days per year. In addition, excavation is assumed to be a rare
occurrence, so the-exposure duration for any one worker is assumed to be
one year.

Due to the short duration, risk calculations use subchronic (where available)
reference doses (RfDs) for all pathways

Exposure routes considered:
- incidental ingestion of soil or sediment,
- inhalation of particulates and/or vapors emitted. by soil or sediment,

- dermal contact with contaminated soil or sediment, and

- extemal exposure to ionizing radiation emitted from contaminants in
soil or sediment.

A d Ad-.
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Risk Assessment- Toxicity Assessment

" Gather toxicological information

* Typically no development of new data

* Relies on EPA approved information

- Identify appropriate toxicity values

" Evaluate chemicals without toxicity values

" Evaluate uncertainties of toxicity information

SADA.,
0 Copvyright 200(7. U,,i- f 1'pIni.-- All R~,ghl. R-W.,~ 5/11120017

Toxicity Assessment

* Toxicity Value Classifications

- Radionuclide - chemical that undergoes nuclear decay and emits radiation(e.g.,
Uranium-238)

- Nonradionuclide - chemical that, does not undergo nuclear decay or emit
radiation (e.g., Iron)

- Organic - chemical or compound that contains a carbon skeleton (e.g.; Acetone)

- Inorganic - chemical or compound that does not contain a carbon skeleton (e.g.,
Mercury)

- Carcinogen - agent that may produce or incite cancer (e.g., Polychlornated
Biphenyls (PCBs), Vinyl Chloride)

- Noncarcinogen - agent that typically does not produce or incite cancer (e.g.,
Antimony, Beryllium)

. ...... -... LM -- lT.,-,..
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IFI
Toxicity Assessment

Exposure Durations

- Chronic - exposure lasting more than 7 years ("lifetime" exposures,
typically low levels)

- Subchronic - exposures lasting from 2 weeks to 7 years ("limited
occupational" or "event" exposures, e.g. remediation worker)

,7 Co-v,,dt 20017. Univmit1 pIT cPme. All Rjahls R-pMvpp 5/11/20017

Risk Characterization

" Risk Characterization

Risk Characterization incorporates the outcomes of the previous activities
(Data Evaluation, Exposure Assessment, and Toxicity Assessment) and
calculates the risk or hazard resulting from potential exposure to
chemicals via the pathways and routes of exposure determined
appropriate for a site.

* Calculate risks by media and land-use
- Quantify risk for each chemical
- Quantify risks from multiple chemicals
- Combine risks across exposure pathways
- Assess uncertainty

* Identify chemicals, media, and land-uses of concern
- Support development of cleanup goals

'7?[
ISC.nvnol 2(9)7. l~~clny tTm,,opopc All RIhW Rc,-vpd. 5/111/2007
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Risk Characterization

Basic Risk and Hazard Equations

CDI
Risk = CDI x SF HQ -fD

RfD

where:
Risk = unitless probability of individual developing cancer

over lifetime
HQ = hazard quotient
CDI = chronic daily intake or dose [mg/kg-day; and risk/pCi]
SF = slope factor, expressed in [(mg/kg-day)-1; pCi/risk]
RfD = chronic refernce dose

Spfd. AlJId- > d( A.-

07 C--v~lht 20017. Uw t of WpTm1,lsm All RuiPls, R-cd,d 5/1 1/20017

Data!

* Risk Assessments are data driven:

-as quality and confidence increases in data, then

.so does the quality and confidence increase in.the
risk estimates.

*SADA offers reliable and effective data storage, visual analysis, and
synthesis that can enhance risk assessments. But ultimately, the
quality of the risk assessment is dependent upon the quality and
quantity of the data.

01 CIofvnlll 211X)7. U--t, n,n~nIIT..-C. All 11,hln Res-e. 511/2007llI
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SADA Human Health Functionality

" Setting Up Human Health
" Viewing Scenario Parameters
* Viewing Toxicological Parameters
" Changing Target Risk/Hazard Index
" Setting Screening and Exposure Statistics
" PRG Tables
" PRG Screen Tables
" Risk Tables
" Spatial PRG Screens
" Point Risk Maps
- Rematching a Single Contaminant

"ADA.
aConvridi12007,11ni- Wo ma- m .- ,d. 511 ( I

Setup Human Health

* After a SADA file is
created

* Imports toxicity and
exposure data to the
SADA file

* Link contaminants in
toxicity file to those in
SADA file

SADIA.
Sp.d.1 A.Jyd-d D,:dz-A.A-.

n - h 21W4). IU. - I,x o jTM-1-~ All Ri s R - d., 5I/211/20
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Setup Human Health

" Select Setup -> Human Health Risk

" Click Yes on Risk Setup Wizard

" Browse for ToxicologicalProfiles.mdb

" Select Open, Then Next (or Reset)

" Browse for ScenarioParameters.mdb

" Select Open, Then Next (or Reset)
" Register Contaminants

" Select Next

Ecj~ogicoJRs
Custom-¾

SrN., A
SpduiA.Any~.~4-Wdd-,AMd

Viewing Scenario Parameters

* Select Human Health on Analysis Drop Down List

* Select Human Health -> Configure Human Health -> Scenario
Parameters

PIRGTable S'vi i ,

PRG Screen Table : :: ::''

Risk Table A.2
* - * Target Pisk

Set Screening Statistics
Set Exposure Statistics
Rematch A Contammnani
Delete Human Health Analysis

Slnterval[ /1i Physral Parameters

Toxicologial Parameters

SADA.
ri Convht 2M17. Uni-s~ity ofTainmse All Riahis Rmimvdi 5/11120017 ----- m---
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Viewing Scenario Parameters

" For each media
Soil, Sediment, Surface .
Water, Groundwater

" Exposure Scenarios
- Residential, Industrial, -

Recreational, Agricultural, :Z:{,- .
Excavation

Exposure Pathways
- Ingestion, Inhalation,

Dermal Contact, Food N-- -

Chain (Beef, Milk, and , '17";
Vegetable Ingestion)

Customizable

WSA DAiy.-dD
C -PJi12OO7.Un-tvo m-s-A a ts
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Viewing Toxicological Parameters

. IPIS and HEAST Toxicity Databases

Sp&Jl Any,- Dd

Viewing Physical Parameters

* Select Human Health on Analysis Drop Down List

* Select Human Health -> Configure Human Health-> Physical
Parameters

- Reorts 5 St atistics Tools -leilp

PRG Table

PRG 5cren Table *----- -

RLsk Table J.. __2:5.. .

-- Target Risk
77~ Set Screerng Rt~i-

Set Ex<posure Sta ticst
Rematch A Contan:nant-Dale Query - Delete Humran Health Analysis

M i P , Scenario Parameters

* Toologicl ParameIt ers

/51 1/2007 0
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Viewing Physical Parameters

* Physical Parameters • ,

- Bioaccumulation Factors
- Volatilization, Particulate

Emission Factors
- Permeability Constants, ,... .

Absorption Factors •

Saturation Coefficients,
Radionuclide Half-Lives .. ...

S11. a] An•yo. 6md D1F)+a F3 A s.

O0 Co-v,,at 2007, U--ver Iof T-11n-seo. All Rl,,lt R-Wc"l. 5/11/2(K)7

Setting Target Risk/Hazard Index

* Default values of 1 E-6 for carcinogenic risk and 1 for Hazard Index

* User can change

* Select Human Health on Analysis Drop Down List. Then, select Human
Health -> Configure Human Health -> Target Risk

SpH1a Aniyd. -d NNnos-na Aiw

n C- 6 i 2007. ofTnn,,s . All RýhlO Roo l. 51111200I7
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Setting Target Risk/Hazard Index

" Select Human Health on Analysis Drop Down List

" Select Human Health -> Configure Human Health -> Target Risk

-IGSre Tkl b

Ke~d TT Cntrkar

Deiete:H-zTn HeaI AnaFY j
SeaPa•r• me

STmo gicc~aic Parxete-

Sp.d.] A..Iy.. -d Dýd- Aý--

C Co-dnil 20l07. IUni,mit o pT~n,nc". All Rih R-,.vý 5/I1112(117

Human Health Statistics

" Default values are maximum detected value for screening calculations and
lesser of the maximum detected value and the UCL95 for exposure
calculations.

" User can change the approach:

- Maximum Value: the maximum concentration, detected or
nondetected, for normal or lognormal distribution

- Maximum Detected Value: the maximum detected concentration for
normal or lognormal distribution

- UCL95: the 95% upper confidence limit on the mean for normal or
lognormal distribution

- Mean: the average concentration over all values for normal or
lognormal distribution

eSýAD A
Spdata A.Ayds 2nd Deddm~ Aa ce

' 0 C-6toh 70117. 1Jtvro 0 Tou/7co All P-1hto Rcsc-W~. 5/11/200I7
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Setting.Statistics
* Select Human Health on Analysis Drop Down List. Then, select Human

Health -> Configure Human Health -> Set Screening Statistics or Set
Exposure Statistics.

. ... :?• +

r m VJ_ tctnUC9

dur eutra U-, d-9~i teup, then theevlusnl ezg
dete•ste d de-ieed da " ,

Preliminary Remediation Goals (PRGs)
" Definition of PRG

Chemical-specific preliminary remediation goals (PRGs) are
concentration goals for individual chemicals in specific medium and
land use combinations which are used by risk managers as targets
during the analysis and selection of remedial alternatives

* Application
-develop during the project scoping phase to facilitate development of
appropriate detection limits and remedial alternatives or to identify
data needs or limitations
-can be used as screening tools to focus concern• on. a specific
medium or COPC, support no further action recommendations, or
support the need for additional study
-can be used as toxicity screens
-Can be used as a risk-based concentration goal and considered a
final remediation level
-identify data needs and limitations (e.g., detection limits are greater
than risk-based PRGs)
-focus future sampling and analysis on chemicals and exposure
pathways of potential concern
-establish appropriate detection limits forsubsequent environmental
sample analysis
-support a No Further Investigation Determination
-quantitatively support the need for additional study

So~d. A.4d#, ,d Ndi- A"-.'
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PRG Tables

* View site-specific Preliminary Remediation Goals for media and pathway(s)
combinations

Carcinogenic risk or noncarcinogenic hazard basis

Select Human Health on Analysis Drop Down List.
Health -> PRG Table

Human Health

ý,,e TtLbl

Then, select Human

S L• -

O7C-erhi 200(7. Univ,tvc opf Tmmesm All Rights R-d.~ 5/1 1/21H(17

PRG Screen Tables

" For a given set of points, SADA finds the maximum value

" Calculates a PRG for the contaminant, exposure scenario, and target risk
level. Returns "Yes" if maximum is equal to or higher, Blank if lower or no
PRG is available

* Select Human Health on Analysis Drop Down List. Then, select Human
.Health -> PRGScreen Table Ene.

-,m H•hm

i --

VC-Wvnh,2017. U~~yfw-m All Ki~hls Rmcd 511112(K)7
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Risk Tables

" For a given set of values, SADA finds the minimum of the UCL95 and the
maximum value

" Using this exposure concentration, calculates risk based on the contaminant
and exposure scenario

" Select Human Health on Analysis Drop Down List. Then, select Human
Health ->'Risk Table .. ..

-'G Ttbl

A APE
Spd.) Anlyd, ,d Ndd- A"-.

Spatial PRG Screens

SADA calculates a PRG for the contaminant,
exposure scenario, andtarget risk level

Compares the concentration at each location 4
*to the PRG 1;4i 7 Ji

Location is boxed if it exceeds PRG i";Reere:: I>

Select Human Health on Analysis Drop Down ",
.List. Then, select Draw a Data Screen Map A.-De•md v ' CoI

from the Interview list

Press Show the Results and select the F

exposure scenario and pathways when F

prompted

2ADA.N

0C-Nvr~f 2(11, Untymi loff.--,s~e All rg1his Rý-ved S/I 11/21H7
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Spatial PRG Screen Results

I R. I fýWC.IdAd (0, -ýZ 3) .1 , I

SADAM
Spd Aniyd, and Dndo AMdanc

SC.-n~hj 20017, . -(yvyny pCfynnsec All irights R yyyed, 5/11/20017

Point Risk Maps

SADA calculates risk for each sampling point
based on contaminant and exposure scenario

Legend scale changes to risk

Select Human Health on Analysis Drop Down : ; •
List. Then, select Draw a Point Risk Map .-- -. CRceabo•<

*from the Interview list

Press Show the Results and select the l DI c.vr, -1,

exposure scenario 'and pathways when
prompted r,,,'-

FQF.1 A"A- Dd-A1

ii .................... S A........•................................

%•,aI Any ,an.

01 C-6v,1I, 2W117 U.-t-nv f T.One.. All Fighi, koonod. 5/I1/112(K7
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Point Risk Map Results

SAIDA..
*d2l AnAýd, -d Ndi. Ad-.

(0Convnh 2007, (Jn-•w T All Rihls R S/I 112007'

Contoured Risk Maps

" SADA displays a modeled map of
concentration to risk based on contaminant
and exposure scenario

" Legend scale changes to risk

" Select Human Health on Analysis Drop Down E- F

List. Then, select Draw a Contoured Risk
Map from the Interview list

" Press Show the Results ahd select the
exposure scenario and pathways when
prompted

F. \

S. AL.y.- d-Ad-
0) Co Atvr,1,h 20(07. U-l-Cl'1 01 TOUOOOOC. All RoIlws Rcsov•. 5/11/200117

0
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Contoured Risk Map Results

S"',ýý"L, , ý
Spd.] Anlyd, ,d Dd4- A.A-a.

07 Conv&d, 2(9107 U-Ivý10 fTonoe All Right, R-Wve 5/1 1/20)07

Rematching a Single Contaminant

" Allows user to change the toxicity information .that a contaminant is
linked to

" Preferable to resetting up the entire file

" Select Human Health on Analysis Drop Down List

" Select Human Health -> Configure Human Health -> Rematch
This Contaminant

22- IF5

0-227.0 :

A : . : : : : :

/010000. : . . . . . .

&otopho :::::ii: on~ . :::::::::.:::i: :::i: ::::•
A a ovI : : ,+ .:::: ::::::....: .:: ::.
,001 ,140 :: :::::::: :::::: :::: :::: ::::::0: :
1,1.010 ,i0A 0 : :i ::::.: ::: :::::: : :::: :::::

_ _lle _. : ., _ , .: ,..::.:. :..: :::. :,: .:
•,' i•=: :: :: : ::.i'~i:::::i:,:,::,:::::i!:::.::7A:oo•" y 4.0oA "o0 0A 0 o

a7 Convochl 20017. Unt-tosv CI T--es All R;,ollI Reovoe 5/1 1/20017
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Human Health Help File

* Extensive documentation of human health methods and parameters
in SADA help file

%2v5 p

O7C.-vnht 2W117. U.no,- otT---,1111 All M.Pht.l1 Res,vcd. 5/11/2(K)17

Future Capabilities for. Human Health Risk

* ProUCL95 (confidence limits, automatic distribution testing)
* Additional tox info, target organs

* RAGS Part D reporting format

* Screening PRGs as benchmarks

* Air, dermal modifications

* Uncertainty analysis

12 Co11rhl 20017. U.-.1v .1 T-,ee.- All Ra11B R csW,v 5/I/11/H1)7
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Questions?

Comments?

rAD,
*.,dad &A.•=ys rd Decd- A"--•

C Cmm&,,h 20017, Un c-WofTo~nen All Mp,jn Res-d S/ 5112(H117
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Spatial Analysis and Decision
Assistance (SADA) Version 4

Ecological Risk

Environmental. Assessment Methods Using SADA

University of Tennessee, Knoxville

SADk.
SpnAI A.Ayia ad NdOa-Aad-n

Z1 Convn),hl 20017. Uni-r~tv offmnn-zsee. All Riahts Rces c,v~ 5111/200)7

Ecological Capabilities in SADA

* SADA implements EPA methods for conducting ecological risk
assessments

* Benchmark database for contaminant effects on ecological receptors

Exposure modeling for over 20 other terrestrial species

* Contains EPA default exposure parameters for the risk models
where available

* Tabular screening and risk results.
* Point screens

" Risk and dose mapping

SADA,,
SpadA. A,,dy. ad DedgAa•a n.

07 Cr-,,nd 2MI./ U- ViT- -~ All %,hd, R--W.n 5111/200A7
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Hazard v. Risk Assessment

* Ecological Hazard Assessment- a comparison of an environmental
concentration to .an estimated toxic threshold for a particular
contaminant

- Most common method for examining effects of chemicals in
environment

- Comparison of environmental exposure concentration to a toxic
threshold (benchmark)

- Iterative (or tiered) implementation
- Number of toxicity data sets for soil, sediment, and surface water

available for screening

* Ecological Risk Assessment- explicitly attempts to estimate the
probability and magnitude of the effects of exposure- to
contamination

SAU A.

Limitations of Hazard Assessment

- Lack of consensus

- Conservative benchmarks

* Inappropriate receptors

. Combined exposures

* No probability

* No magnitude

Sp,. A . ua A4
O~ConvrA, 20{)7 Ijn-rv ofTmnm= A]ll R~,hI Rý-vd. 5/I11/2007
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Ecological Functionality

" Setting Up Ecological Risk

" Ecological Risk Assessment Procedure

" Setting Physical Parameters

" Description of Ecological Benchmark Database
" Histograms of Benchmark Values

" Tables of Benchmark Values

" Setting Screening and Exposure, Statistics

" Area Result Tables (Screens, Ratios)

" Map Result Values (Screens, Ratios)
" Rematching a Single Contaminant

" Checking Ecological Version
" Terrestrial Dose Modeling

Spai Ay5, -d N&i- AO-.

4 Cor-112hi 20.07. Ljr--R-ITumýnm All Riýtns Rcýý-dý 511112007

Setup Ecological Risk

" Identify source benchmarks
database

" Match contaminants in data to
benchmark contaminants

* Adds ecological information to
SADA file

Sek 4De teth tsnyordtemiA.lor

01 Cov-ht 20017. Univmzcrolon"Fonow,r All Rmohs Rune-nd. 51 I 1/2W17.
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Ecological Risk Steps

Step 1 - Eco Hazard Identification

" First step, done primarily by comparing
measurements to benchmarks

" Benchmarks are environmental effects
derived from toxicity testing

SoComparison process is called "screening"

environmental

concentrations

* Benchmarks can be tailored to the site a bit- function of
environmental variables where appropriate

A%,

SWO A..1", .d Ddi- A.9-

0 C.,,-hi 20017. Uuv,,vo ~,ooAll Rights Re~ml. 5/1 1/2007

0
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Benchmark Screening

* SW/SD/SO concentration benchmarks

* Choice of statistics (max, percentile, UCL95, etc.)

* Hierarchy of media-specific benchmarks for screening

* Spatial and tabular display of ratios

Derivation of Benchmarks:
- Toxicity testing (acute or chronic)

-regression of concentration-response data
• -hypothesis. testing

- Extrapolation from another benchmark
- Simulation of an assessment endpoint

SADA.
47Cop,,rwd 2YAP. tUn emv 04Tm-nsce, All Riahts R-al0c. 5/111/20H)7

Ecological Benchmarks Databases

* Surface Water (15 Benchmarks)

Sediment (17 Benchmarks)

Soil (11 Benchmarks)

" Biota (8 Benchmarks)

" Suitable for performing benchmark screening

" Benchmarks are function of environmental variables, where
appropriate (pH, Hardness, Organic Carbon, etc.)

SADA1.
47 Cp- - -ht 2007. Univ-0nofTmnese Al I Rights Re-oed )/I12(11207
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Surface Water Screening Benchmarks

" Canadian Water Quality Guidelines

" Test EC20s and estimated test EC20s

" Population Ec20s

" EPA Region 4 (Acute and Chronic)

" EPA Region 5 EDQLs

" Lowest CVs in the literature

" Great Lakes Tier II Values

SADA.
• -y and oA

,l Conwpbt 2107, UlIVsW) offmammsse All Rlhis RýOd 5/11/2X)07

Sediment Screening Benchmarks

EPA Great Lakes Assessment and Remediation of Contaminated
Sediment (ARCS-NEC, TEC, PEC)

* Canadian ISQL

* Canadian PEL

* Consensus TEC PEC

* EPA Region 4
- EPA Region 5 EDQL

- Florida Department of Environmental Protection (TEL, PEL)

- National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (ER-L, ER-M)
- Ontario Ministry of the Environment (LEL, SEL)

* OSWER Ecotox Thresholds.

• Washington State Apparent Effects Threshold (NEL, MAEL)

SADA.
9ýd A.Jyg. n4 Dido Ad-c

U Co~,nmeb 2(HII. U11,v~rl, offan m~,cs All Rights R-scad 5111/20107
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Soil Screening Benchmarks

" Dutch (Target, Intervention)

- Eco-SSL (Avian, Inverts, Mammalian, Plants)

* EPA Region 4

* EPA.Region 5 EDQL

* ORNL (Invertebrates, Microbes, Plants)

SADký
0f Cps-~hl 2Wf7. fUn 1v .1 oT-,,csc- All R~its R-yvc. 5/1l1/2W147

Tissue Residue Benchmarks

" ECW (Avian, Mammalian)

" British Columbia MELP (Piscivorous wildlife)

" Commission of European Communities (Fish)

" Canadian Council of Ministers of the Envi ronment (Fish, Aquatic
organisms)

" Environment Ontario (Piscivorous wildlife)

" Niagara River Biota Contamination Project (Piscivorous wildlife)

S•DA.
a U.-htf 21fH 7. UU-r4 ~TlSeAll R,ýhf s R d 5/111f20017
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0
Browse Benchmark -Histogram

* Can be used to browse benchmarks
in master benchmark file or any i

SADA file

* Shows all available benchmarks in.... ....

histogram view

Based on physical properties saved
in file when appropriate (hardness, : .

p pH, etc.)

Sp o,.Myad ad DddmA,9A -~c

O7 Coynhi 2197. Untvor-rT -ofTaunessc. All Ritlhs R-.oW. 5/f/211007

Browse Benchmark Tables

E~og~00

.

Con/goa ~an~nalR~ak 'I

BabctmaA sIoqremF~om.

* Can be used to browse
benchmarks in master

benchmark file or in
any SADA file

" Shows available
benchmarks, in table
view, select which
benchmarks to see

Will update based on
changed physical

, properties (hardness,
pH, etc.)

Spada An~yd, nýd NddmoAm-no

2 Co- ht 2007 fT--. All Rý,W., R-vd. 5/I 1/2112007
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Setting Physical Parameters

" Allows users to set site-specific
parameters for organic carbon,
hardness, pH, and water analysis type

" Benchmarks that are a function of these
parameters will be updated

" Parameters primarily affect bioavailability

FO 1

':'DA.
Sp4; A,i -d aNAdi- A-~n

0 on b 2X7. Univ, l fTmmsm All Il, Is R-od .5/11/2(M)17

Setting. Statistics

- Default values are maximum detected value
calculations and lesser of the maximum detected
UCL95 for exposure calculations.

for screening
value and the

* User can change the approach:
- Maximum Value: the maximum concentration, detected or
* nondetected, for normal or lognormal distribution

- Maximum Detected Value: the maximum detected concentration for
normal or lognormal distribution

- UCL95: the 95% upper confidence limit on the mean for normal or
lognormal distribution

. Mean: the average concentration over all values for normal or
lognormal distribution

ASCISSSIhI2()7, 1Inivms~lyfT,,,ess All Rgshts R-W~,c. 51ll/20(Y7
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0
Setting Statistics

Select Ecological on Analysis Drop Down List

Select Ecological -> Configure Ecological Risk -> Set Screening
Statistics or Set Exposure Statistics.

5e Ph-64 P-mrtr~

SRem-t& TI-, -s-
SDl E,.Oltn1 ROI~

SADAAn
0C-ar~hl 2(X17. Ui lvmtv ofTm-csm, All Rights R-~ed, 5/1112(91)7

Setting Statistics

Sefeta statrstla appro~ach for caicutat~in
-epocure concentratta

9, ,Fr

-IIir i -in mum jli

I~muD f, hc bdah

PUC In-~. IýC -[

-. cY ' ii~

SAD.A.
47 C-61~ih 200(7, Un-ae~,v .1 T.--c1S All Ri~hts R -. ,d. S/112112(M7
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Exposure Area Result Ratios

" Provides a concentration to benchmark ratio based on the min (UCL95, max)
for the selected area

" User selects the benchmarks to be screened

Select Ecological on Analysis Drop Down List. Then, select Ecological ->

Benchmark Ratio

4 kdi Piyd-ý D ddnAM-

11, Con vn1 ht 2(1 )7. Univ erity oftT t -mnsc t, A ll Rights Re .1ov ed. 5/1 1/20(07

Map Result Screens

* Screens concentration against
benchmarks at each sample location

* Places a box around locations that
exceed benchmark

* Can use one benchmark source or.
establish a site-specific hierarchy -

" Select Ecological on Analysis Drop Down
List. Then, select Draw a Data Screen ----- ' -**-

Map from the Interview list

" Press Show the Results and select the i b -- •
ecological benchmarks for screening

Fp7.) A7,'> d d- M

i0 C-a10zht 2(1W7. Univ-ilV off -TOnOse. All Rloht s R.osmed. /I 11/20(17
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0
Map Result Screens

SadAI A.Ayd,-ad DNdd-AW

10Convnn i 20017. lnv,,vfan~c.AlRnt eva / /(

Map Result Ratios

Provides a concentration to benchmark
ratio at each sample location

* Legend changes accordingly

* Can use one benchmark source or
establish a site-specific hierarchy

Select Ecological on Analysis. Drop
Down List. Then, select Draw a Point.
Risk Map from the Interview list

* Press Show the Results and select the
ecological benchmarks for screening

Sa An~e d dmA W
ýD-Cool-k! 2W17. Ur. , ý-w, ol Týýnv-. All R-his -- od. 5 1 1,C UZ

0
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Map Results Ratios

Sp7da AnysadDdm d

(0 Con'n-ht 200)7. Univ-Nr ofTmu-se All Ri~ils R-0.ve 5111/20017

Contoured Risk

" Displays a modeled map of
concentration to benchmark

" Legend changes accordingly

" Can use one benchmark source or
establish a site-specific hierarchy

" Select Ecological' on Analysis Drop
Down List. Then, select Draw a
Contoured Risk Map from the
Interview list

" Press Show the Results and select the
ecological benchmarks for screening

Sp.did A.9yd. -d D,.iA- Am.-

02 Co-N)rb 200(7. U.- loT--eic All Ri'bt, R-d,v~ 5/11/20027
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Contoured Risk Results

Sp.d.1 A..Iyd, zidNdO-Am-

-CCopjitvrhl 1117 U itvcriofTaim-es~ All Pbphis RcscrdS 5/11200(7

Rematch a Contaminant

" Allows user to change the
benchmark information
that a contaminant is
linked to

" Preferable to resetting up
the entire file

! E at li

To chunge the bnalyle double clwln the nppropriete
§che m icJ ýine.e

Arsenic

T•riflurolin - 1582098
MTBE - 1634044

*>Chloride - 1688 '7006
Bromoynil - 1689845
Fluoride 16984488
2,3.7.8-TCDJ:- .1 746016
Sulfide.- 18496258
Chromium 'O -. :.18540299
Hexachloropropene - 1888717
Chlorothelonil .-.: 1897456
Atrazine -:1912249
Benzo(ghi)perylene - 191242
Drliambin 1918888
Picloram 1918821
Indenorl.2,3-cdc morene -•193385

SSelect~Cancel

Spatial Anilyt a DedA ~oA"-~n
a1 Cpi-rii, 20017. U--tv M~, oT---esce All Mehtl, Rmc,(ot. 5/i1/112007
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Check Ecological Version

Di& E'.doi P~

" Allows user to see if
ecological benchmark
information has been updated
since the file was initially
created

" Version and date stamp

" Web address to get latest
version

Sp~id Anlyd . , .d Ndd A

Step 2 - Dose-Response Evaluation

Human health- EPA has a constantly maintained
database of reference doses and carcinogenic slope
factors for determining dose responses

Ecological- do it yourself, can be pulled out of same data
used .to generate screening benchmarks, no central
vetted database approved for use

SADA.
0Corngnb( 2MT) tln.veit ofTlma,.-. All R~ohI. Rcovd, 5/1 1//207
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Step 3 - Exposure Assessment

• Decide ecological receptors and pathways to model

• Estimates of daily intake

* Can take into account bioavailability, behavior, growth,
spatial distribution

" Easier for a theoretical individual
distribution for a population

" Can also be directly measured via
body burdens or tissue residues

then to build a

measurements of

SADA
/(7 C-6t~nh 21W/1. Ui-tv oflv/T,,,Se, All Ridihs I/~R-al. 5/11/20017

Conceptual Site Model

" Describe environment

" Obtain source term information
" Suitable habitat determination
" Endpoint definition

Socially relevant
Biologically relevant

Clear operational definition

Accessibility to prediction and
measurement

Susceptibility to the hazardous
agent

" Representative Endpoint Species
selection

" Exposure Pathway delineation

" Representative diagram

4-1 Co-vri1, 20Il7. UnivmlýI of Tw~nu-m All Mi/sI Rosmed 5/111/21H)7

0
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Ecological Risk Characterization

SAY
17 Copmdith 21)(17, Un- at Twn-se All R~nhts Rc-ed. 5/1 1/2W17

SADA Terrestrial Dose Modeling

* SADA calculates dose
(mglkg BW d) from food
ingestion, soil ingestion,
dermal contact, and
inhalation for terrestrial
exposures as well as total
dose summed over all
pathways selected.

" SSL, Female, Male, or

Juvenile

" Number of different species

$plAId dDd-A -

,7 C-61~h 20017. Unrcrl ll6lw ,e All R..hls RcsW, 511S 1/2(11/7
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Ingestion Pathway

Model for dose to wildlife receptor from ingestion of contaminated food:

.Dose food = FI W"K ,,X ", [,- "PA-
Dose = FIRn, x [(.,, x.Pt1 ,,, ) +(C,.•,, xJ ~ )) + (C py x P )xAFxAUF

where FIR BW o Dry food Ingestion rate as a function of body weight (kg dry fo6d/kg BW/d)
C plant a Chemical concentration in plant (mg/kg dry weight). Estimated from regression equation, or

estimated as C plant = C soil x BAF plant

BAFplant a soil to plant bloaccumulation factor (mg/kg dry plant per mg/kg dry soil).
P plant = Plant ingestion as a percentage of diet (unitless)

C Inoert a Chemical concentration In In-rtabsatn (mg/kg dry omightl. Estimated from regression equation, or
estimated as C Invert = C soil a BAF invert

BAFinvert = soil to invertebrate bloaccumulation factor (mg/kg dry Invertebrate per mg/kg dry soil)
P invert " = Soil Invertebrate Ingestion as a percentage of diet (unitless)
Cmamm prey o Chemical concentration In vertnbrate, primarily small mammalian. prey (mglkg dry .weight).

Estimated from regression equation, estimated as Cmamm pray - Csoil a BAFsoll4o-mamm , or, If
transfer factor Is diet-to-tssue, as Cmamm pray = Cdiet o BAFdIst-to-mramm.

BAFsoil-to-mamm = soil to mammal b/oaccumulation factor (mglkg dry-plant per mg/kg dry soil)
Cdist = Chemical concentration in diet of mammalian prey (mg/kg dry weight), measured or estimated as

Cdint = (Cplant x Pplant) + (Cinvert x Pinvert) + (Csoil a Psoil) with Cplant, Cinvett, Pplant, Pinvert,
and Psoil refearing to mammalian prey parameters rather than the focal receptor.

BAFdiat-to-mamto = food to mammal bloaccumulation factor (mglkg dry mammal par mg/kg dry food)

Pmamm . Proportion of vertebrate prey In the diet (unitless)

AF = Absorbed fraction of chemical from ingested food. Assumed = 1. (unigess)

AUF = Ara use factor v ratio of animal's home range to area of site. Maximum Is 1. which assumes
animal Is on-site 100% of the time. Default Is 1. (unitless)

AF"A
' Spal Aroiydm ao D1)aw~ Aalssce

0Conrnol, 20)07+ - fJtc'r oT.--~o, All Mahlr Roo-,,ro 5/1 1/20017

0
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Soil -> Plant

Kow-based soil-to-plant BAFs were generated using the following equation
from EPA (2000):

BAF = 10 1.31-0.3851ogK0 *
plant I.

where BAFplant = soil to plant foliage bioaccumulation factor( gk g1 dxy pa,,
Kow = octanol-water partitioning coefficient. mg kg dry mil

Soil-to-plant tissue regression relationships are of the form:

Cti. = estope x 1n( Can +nec

where Ctissue = Chemical concentration in plant tissue (mg/kg, d ry weight)
C soil = Chemical concentration in dry soil (mg/kg)

rSlope = coefficient for slope of the regression model
Intercept = value for the y-intercept of the regression model.

Spatal Anayd and Ildam Asia

0Cniat2(W). Univtn offmn-v . All Riai R~-nd. 5111/2007

Soil -> Invertebrates

Kow-based soil-to-invertebrate BAFs were generated using the following equation

from EPA (2000):

BAFworm = - 1 0 e=.983logKo+0.M02

~.g lkg dJy
where BAFworm = soil to earthworm bioaccumulation factor (gkg,)

foc = fraction organic carbon in soil. Default is set to 1%.

Kow octanol-water partitioning coefficient.

Soil-to-invertebrate tissue regression relationships are of the form:

Slope x ln(C ., )+intercept

where Ctissue = Chemical concentration in invertebrate tissue (mg/kg, dry weight)
C soil = Chemical concentration in dry soil (mg/kg)

Slope = coefficient for slope of the regression model
Intercept = value for the y-intercept of the regression model.

b laa Aayn adDdoAsnn

02 Convnnh)2M07. 1jnivcan) ofT-an Me All Rignhit Rc-nvd. 9)1 /200
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Soil/Diet -> Vertebrates

Soil-to-vertebrate tissue regression relationships are of the form:

Ctissue = eslope x ln(C_,, )+intercept

where Ctissue = Chemical concentration in vertebrate tissue (mg/kg, dry weight)

C soil = Chemical concentration in dry soil (mg/kg)
Slope = coefficient for slope of the regression model
Intercept = value for the y-intercept of the regression model.

No Diet-to-Tissue regression relationships have been included in SADA, but users who
have developed their own relationships may enter the slope and intercept values under
Diet-to-Small Mammal Concentration, Tissue Regression if the Diet-to-vertebrate
.tissue regression relationship is of the form:

Caissue = eslope x ln(Cdl,: )+intercept

where Ctissue Chemical concentration in vertebrate tissue (mg/kg. dry weight)
Cdiet Chemical concentration in diet (mg/kg. dry weight)
Slope coefficient for slope of the regression model
Intercept = value for the y-intercept of the regression model.

Spatial Analyd,= -d Deal4- Aai-~no

0 Q,-nN 2(9)7, UHj-Tm!Yuf _-mg- , AR 5,11,200,

Ingestion of Contaminated Soil

Model for dose to wildlife receptor from ingestion of contaminated soil:

Doses0  l FtIRW X C,,,1 x Pi, xAF t x AUF

where FIR BW = Dry food ingestion rate as a function of body weight (kg dry food/kg BW/d)

C soil = Chemical concentration in dry soil (mg/kg)
P soil = Soil ingestion as a percentage of diet (unitless)
AF soil = Absorbed fraction of chemical from soil. Assumed = 1. (unitless)
AUF = Area use factor = ratio of animal's home range to area of site. Maximum is 1, which

assumes animal is on-site 100% of the time. Default is 1. (unitless)

SAD:I
Spatial Analyi, wld Ded•=amAmi-n

2007 i i I T R /I"11=11W., U- tyý -- A Rizhlý 1/2007
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Dermal Contact with Soil

Model for estimation of dose to terrestrial. receptors
from dermal contact:

Dder,.,,a _ Csoii x SA x AdF x AbF

BW

where C soil = Chemical concentration in dry soil (mg/kg)

SA = Receptor's surface area (cm2/d)
AdF = Adherence Factor, a measure of tendency of soil to adhere to skin.
AbF = Absorption Fraction, a measure of the fraction of chemical in contact with

skin that is actually absorbed into the body. (unitless)
BW = Receptor's body weight (kg)

OADAl
(.~0 C.O 2007. In.,iw fT.--,ne All R, On R,,-d 5/11/20017

Inhalation Dose

Model for estimation of dose to terrestrial receptors from inhalation:

Sinhalation R air - B air

where IRair = Receptor's inhalation rate (m3/d)
Cair = Concentration of chemical in air, calculated as Csoil x PEF for nonvolatile

chemicals or as Csoil x 1NF for volatile chemicals (mg/m3)
C soil = Chemical concentration in dry soil (mg/kg)
PEF = Particulate Emissions Factor, estimate of concentration of dust particles in

the air (kg/m3)
VF = Volatilization Factor, a chemical-specific soil-to-air volatilization factor

(m3/kg)

BW =.Receptor's body weight (kg)

SADAr
0 ConoloR 2(11/ Ulmn'v nls nnnn All Rnnnl Ren-don. Sit11/2(M17
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SADA Terrestrial Dose Modeling

" SADA calculates dose (mg/kg BW d) from. food ingestion, soil
ingestion, dermal contact, and inhalation for terrestrial exposures as
well as total dose summed over all pathways selected.

" SSL, Female, Male, or Juvenile

" Number of different species

Spd] ,A , Ay d Nd -Amgo

* 1 C-61r~l~ 2(917. Unovc,,t' 0fmnosm0le All ROhlo Rcr-oo. 5/l1(211207

Set Species Exposure Parameters

* Customize
model
parameters

* 21 species.
available
for version
4

SADA.
17 Copmahti 200(7. Unwm0011 0) ffm--oco All Ri~hlo R-sod. 5/I112(117
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Set Contaminant Uptake Parameters

* Set chemical
constants for
contaminants

* Choose bio-
accumulation
model type and
values

V)/ C. h 200(7. U~,vcily .oT-m~,-e All Pglhts R-W,- 5/1/1/20017

Calculate Exposure for Home Range

* Use a polygon to identify home range
" Select species/sex

" Click exposure pathways
t Returns dose in mg/kg/day for each exposure pathway

ngs1~ 1781M 0564( KA/~/ I 4 I

SADAW.
0 Co-,ht 2(X7. JnRr•,Y m .t n m All RP hI| Rýr , 5/1i1/2(1X7
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Point Dose Maps

Provides dose calculation at each point
based on species and exposure ;,
assumptions

Legend changes accordingly

Select Ecological on Analysis Drop oFt4o epa,utob

Down List. Then, select Draw an Eco , ., •
Point Dose Map from the Interview list F- ... ,,

Press Show the Results and select the F O ,O•d: ,.:
species and exposure assumptions

Z- 5>~

____ ___ d A.yd -dN -A -

C C-6nlht 2007, Univcsl'v Qo"mn All Riphls Res-vtd. 5/11/200)7

Point Dose Maps

SADA:
0 - h 20)7./ U r,,, ffmT - AM. M Reýd 5 (1(207
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Contoured Eco Dose Maps

" Provides a modeled map of dose based •,
on species and exposure assumptions •

" Legend changes accordingly ,

Select Ecological on Analysis Drop •- 7 : ?

Down List. Then, select Draw a
Contoured Eco Dose Map from the E

Interview list

* Press Show the Results and select the
species and exposure assumptions

Spo0l d -d odOo Ad-o

02 Co,,lroht 2(0)7. Unvc-oaly odf Tol-o. All Rilahs R ccved. 5/l 1/20(17

Contoured ECo Dose Maps
I~1.

I 1

SpiolA Ayd DedA- A.Aeo

0 Co-sshl 2(K)7. UJoNveevlv oflTernocsee. All Rights Resenol, 5/11 (/2(X)7
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Ecological Risk

" Additional benchmarks
" Radionuclide benchmarks and dose assessment methods

" Terrestrial movement and habitat models

" Eco PRG tables/calculations
- Aquatic dose models

* Uncertainty for dose assessment

SDA M -

Spatially Explicit Ecological RA

" Use spatial distribution of contamination with dynamic movement
models that also incorporate:

- Habitat quality
- Foraging behavior -

- Ecological interactions

" Number of movement models available in the literature

SAD.A.
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Questions?

Comments?

S-ADA.
*.. A.Ayd. Wa Ddi-s A-ass

0. C.-gnht 2(X)7. Univýrsty ot Tm- All Ridgs R-d 511If2(K437
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Practice Session
Human Health and Ecological Risk Assessment

The objective of this lesson is to be able to add human health and
ecological risk functionality to a SADA file, then generate risk
assessment results both in a tabular form and using the spatial
interpolation capabilities of SADA..

Sp dA and Ddda A n-.
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Practice Session: Human Health and Ecological
Risk Assessment

1 Open the file you created earlier called lesson2.sda.

2. Setup human health risk assessment capabilities using the setup
wizard. Accept all partial matches, find matching names for
contaminants with no match. Save the file.

3. Configure Target risk to carcinogenic risk of 0.00001 and
noncarcinogenic hazard of 0.1.

4. Select Pooled Data and View PRG table. Select Arsenic and the
ingestion, dermal contact, and inhalation pathways. For the
residential scenario, what are the:
Noncarcinogenic PRG
Carcinogenic PRG _.

Spd• Ar~y'-d N dd • A"-.n

0 Go~nmght 21Wl. Uni-tv of T-nse. All Righ;,s Re~cmcd. S11 1/21)(17

Practice Session: Human Health and Ecological
Risk Assessment

4. Draw a polygon around the sinkhole, then perform a tabular PRG screen,
which set of contaminants are a problem for the recreational scenario (with
ingestion, dermal contact, and in alation selected)?

5. Generate tabular risk results for ooled data, what is. the total agricultural
risk and noncarcinogenic hazard?
Risk
Hazard .

6. Draw a point risk map for pooled data and the recreational scenario (select
ingestion, dermal contact, and inhalation).

7. Select. Arsenic and choose an interpolation method (inverse distance,
search radii = 50, min data 1, max data = 20, power =2), then draw a
contoured risk map for carcinogenic residential ingestion;

8. Change the adult residential soil ingestion rate from 100 mg/day to 40
mg/day and regenerate the arsenic map.

Sp, .1 •A.y ,• -d .dA , k" -

0 Con-nhi MR41. fUnivi of T,t,~,,- All Righ4S 5/1vd I1/2111)7
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Practice Session: Human Health and Ecological
Risk Assessment

9. Setup ecological risk with this same database. Be sure to match
up Aroclor-12xx to PCB-12xx and DDE to 4,4-DDE, etc. Save the
file.

10. Select pooled data and view benchmark tables and screen tables.

11. For the sinkhole area polygon, select view benchmark ratio tables,
what is the ratio for lead versus the EPA Region 4 benchmark?

12. With lead selected, select view benchmark histogram, what is the
most conservative benchmark. value for lead (you may have to
show the benchmarks. on the log scale)?

I - ý M

12 Co-fi~hi 20017. U,,-, fT..-.. All Rilfl Rý,mW.c~ 5/1 1/200(7

Practice Session: Human Health and Ecological
Risk Assessment

13. View the terrestrial exposure parameters for the long-tailed weasel. Change the
food ingestion rate for the male long-tailed weasel to 0.12. Calculate the total dose
from food and soil ingestion for the male long-tailed weasel for lead and enter it
here.

14. Select Lead and choose an interpolation method (inverse distance, search radii
50, min data - 1, max data = 20, power =2), draw a contoured eco dose map for the
male long-tailed weasel's exposure to lead from food and soil ingestion.

15. Select Mercury and choose an interpolation method (inverse distance, search radii
= 50, min data = 1, max data = 20, power =2), Draw a contoured risk map for the
ratio of mercury concentration to the, benchmark, use a benchmark hierarchy of
1. Eco-SSL Mammalian
2. Eco-SSL Avian
3. Dutch Target
4. EPA R4
What source and value was used as the benchmark?

S AD
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Spatial Analysis and Decision
Assistance (SADA) Version 4.1

Custom Analysis

Environmental Assessment Methods in SADA
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Spadal PAhnyd, and N €d- A.m•,n n

0/ Conn-hl 2007. U.-Nfl .1 T---1oc All Rwhl'/ ROIVC1. 5/11/20117

Custom Analysis

* What is intended for Custom Analysis
- Setting Up A Custom Analysis
* Viewing Custom Values Table
* Setting Screening Statistics
* Custom Value Screen Table
* Spatial Custom Value Screen
- Rematching a Single Contaminant

SADA.
Co-h 200(7. U1~,n-vofis Allc (Rnieh Rn d .5/1 1/21W/
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Role Of Custom Analysis

- Custom analysis refers to any outside values that can be imported
into SADA.

- Once imported into SADA, these values can be used to screen data,
determine area of concern, and support sample design.

- Custom analyses are imported into SADA the same fashion as
ecological and human health.

* One can have an unlimited number of custom analyses.

•74

- 111111-1 -11 Univcril of Tmnomoe All Riohis Ros-ved 511 1/2(1(7

Setting Up a Custom Analysis

- From the main menu, select Setup and then Custom.

" Choose Next.

" Select the file with the custom values you need. In this example,
choose browse, select Microsoft Access Database as the file type
and choose CustomCriteria.mdb.

" When you select a database, you are presented with the available
recordset from that database. In this example, select Custom
Analysis.

" Next, choose the column from the recordset associated with
contaminant names and CAS numbers.

" Accept or modify the contaminant matches and you're finished.

SADA.
IJo.o~roOo olTnoe~e~ All Roho Roo~,~ed S/I 112(1(17

0 C, - NOU--ý41'- Im All Rwhl, R--Qd 5/11/7007
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Viewing Custom Values

* In the analysis list box, choose custom analysis.

• You will now see the name of your custom analysis appear as a
menu table.

* Under this menu, choose Custom Analysis Table.

* The custom decision values for the currently selected contaminant
are presented in a table.

Sjd. al ld -nd L'dnO Ain -

0~ Ccovnhf 20017. U7n~e,-milvoff n- All Rtubts Roonvdo 5/11/2007

Setting Screening Statistics

" Select Custom Analysis on Analysis Drop Down List.

" Select Custom Analysis -> Configure Custom Analysis-> Set
Screening Statistics.

=--ertbecrn~g -1-~e

* Default value is maximum detected value.

• User can change value. 1)n otnc a4 1C

Maximum Value: the maximum concentration, detected or
nondetected, for normal or l6gnormal distribution 1* ID

- Maximum Detected Value: the maximum detected ýh- -1- 2

concentration for normal or lognormal distribution cdtedd. &.i: <

-uc•L95: the 95% upper confidence limit on the mean for
normal or lognormal distribution

- Mean: the average concentration over all values for
normal or lognormal distribution

SpdAl A.AyO. -d Ndd-~o AA--no
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Screening Custom Values (Tabular)

" In the analysis list box, choose custom analysis.

" You will now see the name of. your custom, analysis appear as a
menu table.

* Under this menu, choose Custom Screen Table or press the Screen
Button. [I

* If a data value exceeds the custom, criteria value, a Yes will appear
in the corresponding box.

(M co-~nhi 20017. UnlveMNt off -~esm. All Riabts R-es~ d. 5/11/20017

Screening Custom Values (Spatial)

" In the analysis list box, choose custom analysis.

" Under Decision Basis on the Decision tab of the control panel, make
sure that the current custom analysis option is selected.

" Press the Data Screen Button. []

" You will be presented with all the possible screening criteria in your
custom analysis. Choose one.

* SADA responds with the result. If your choice
has no value or has a non-numeric value, SADA
will prompt you to use zero or just quit.

Sp~ada Andyd, anW Nzdm Ad-n •
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Spatial Analysis and Decision
Assistance (SADA) Version 4.

Decision Analysis

Environmental Assessment Methods in SADA

University of Tennessee, Knoxville

ADA.L~
(0 Co,,iht 2007. Uu-erO f lcoeoo All Right, Rmo-ood 5/l11/2007

Part 8: Decision Analysis

" Probability Maps

" Area of Concern Maps
- Block Framework

- Site Framework

" Cost Benefit Analysis
" Cost Lines

Cost Line Query

Sdaflo Aoodyt, ad DeddmA.wo

VOCnoootl AM.1 ljU-oiwo lTeoosco All R,,hll R ýooo. 5/11/2007
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0
Probability Maps

" A probability map spatially delineates the probability of exceeding a
specified threshold.

" The probability of the center of each block exceeding the threshold value is
calculated.

" Probability maps can only be created Probability > 3.0 pCi/G
• w ith o rd in a ry o r ind ica to r krig ing . .. ....... . ............... . .............................................. .......

SADA '-TM
Sp.d.lA.Jyd,-dNda-A.ý-.

C o00,hb 2007. UiJ~iv-/l - All Rhl Rnmed 5/11/2(K)7

Percentile Maps vs Probablity Maps

" In a percentile, we fix the probability and determine what concentration is
associated with that probability in each block. So you get a map, of
concentrations.

" In a probability map, 'we fix the concentration and calculate the probability
associated with that concentration.

Probability > 3.0 pCi/G

'1 0 nC'i /or Spda An~yd,. NddmA ssi

0Co-blU 2007. U -1, fl'-,f ocoo. All 0000A R-or.' 5/11/2(K)7
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Creating Probability Maps

Select the analysis, data type and data name of interest

Select Draw a Probability Map from the Interview list.

Define a grid by selecting Set Grid Specs.
Press Interpolation methods and then select Ordinary or Indicator Kriging.

Select Correlation Modeling and then set variography and correlation models.

Select Search Neighborhood and define the search neighborhood parameters.
Press Show The Results.

SADA will ask for the applicable decision criteria, .depending on the analysis type, and
then present the results in the Results Window.

...,,

oA 'Al
0 Co,ý,~b 2(X)7. UnIvIMIW If I' -~c~ All Rieht., R-ed~~ 5/I l/2(YJ7

Area of Concern Maps

* Draws the area of concern based on the modeled values, a threshold value,
and a decision framework.

* Can be drawn with any of the five available interpolants.

* Threshold values can come from user-defined concentrations, human health
risk, ecological risk, or custom analysis.

* Three decision frameworks are available
- Block Scale (Nearest Neighbor, Natural Neighbor, Inverse Distance)

The decision criteria is applied to individual blocks.
- Confidence Based Block Scale (Ordinary and Indicator Kriging)

The decision criteria[ which now includes a remedial confidence parameter, is
applied to individual blocks.

- Site Scale (All Five Interpolants)
The .decision criteria is applied to the site. Individual blocks are "remediated"
until the site-wide model average satisfies the specified threshold.

* Density and Post Remediation Parameters

S~al iyd=dD iA

SC C-hi( 2W117 1U-,im o[Te(1,e. AU Ri1(,,1 R~sc,,d, 5/1/1111207
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Decision Scales

- Block Scale
- If the estimated block value is above the threshold value, it must be remediated.

For ordinary and indicator kriging, set the confidence parameter equal to .5.

" Block Scale (Confidence)

-Given a threshold value, if ,the 95th
percentile is greater than the threshold
value, then remediation is required.
Otherwise, there is at least a 95%
chance the true value falls below the
threshold.

" Site Scale

- If the site-wide model average is above
the threshold value, "remediate" the -
individual blocks from worst to least T 95th
contaminated until the average, including
post remedial concentrations, drops
below the threshold value.

Z A
Sp.Ug A"",• W N decd-nAWs-

- I'll 11 '-ý ý_ 1. I'll. - 1- - 1 - 1- ".. - .111 - 11 - 11 1 . 1 -1 1 . .

Decision Framework Results
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Creating Area Of Concern Maps

* Select the analysis, data type and data name of interest

* Select Draw an Area of Concern Map from the Interview list.

• Define a grid by selecting Set Grid Specs.

* Press Interpolation methods and then select the method from the list of
available interpolants.

* Select Correlation Modeling (for Ordinary and Indicator Kriging) and then
set variography and correlation models.

* Select Search Neighborhood and define the search neighborhood
parameters.

* Select Specify Decision Criteria. Choose a Site or Block scale.

* Press Show The Results.

* SADA will ask for the applicable decision criteria, depending on the analysis
type, and then present the results in the Results Window.

S .pad A T h( A

Cost Benefit Analysis

" The decision framework (block, block confidence, site) determines the
associated cost for a range of cleanup goals.

" Cost is calculated by determining the area of concern (or volume for 3d) for
a threshold value, then multiplying the number of blocks in this area by the
remedial cost per block.

" After the threshold value range is calculated, cost is calculated for each
incremental value in this range.

- T . . . .. . . .. .. .. .

i ' = ' ::: : ::::::::::::: :: ::::: :::::i :: ::) " • . :•i:: :: - ••-• • •

1ýC.-ihl 2007. U--~,v off--.c~c. All Rmobl Ro-,~d. 5/1)/2007
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Performing A Cost Benefit Analysis

" Select the analysis, data type and data name of interest
" Select Calculate Cost versus Cleanup from the Interview list.
" Define a grid by selecting Set Grid Specs.
" Press Interpolation methods and then select the method from the list of

available interpolants.
" Select Correlation Modeling (for Ordinary and Indicator Kriging) and then

set variography and correlation models.
* Select Search Neighborhood and define the search neighborhood

parameters.
* Select Specify Decision Criteria. Choose a Site or Block scale.
* Set the cost information by selecting Set Cost Information.

Press Show The Results.
* SADA will ask for the applicable decision criteria, depending on the analysis

type, and then present the results in the Results Window.

SpadA Analyd."•D~d •AA-

Co ,oht 2007. Uvnsov of Ton,- -o All ftoO1 R-oood. 5/111/2007

Cost Lines

Click the Line Pointer button and you will now
see two blue lines which will help guide you as
you interpret the graph. On the bottom Status
bar, the actual XY's are displayed.

,Line Pointer

A122 -: " .. Bk ::::::::::::::: ::::: Ak S=k H.1kdhdk"'w oo _ :ii•i:: .(11.:: i

il = i::: • i:• i ::i : :,oiii i:: ii~ ::ii % ::: :

so*o • i
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Cost Line Query

Click the Line Query button and the following window appears. Type a specific cleanup
concentration into one of the top boxes and leave the corresponding cost box below it
empty. Press the Calculate button. SADA reads the cost value from the graph.
Conversely, by leaving the concentration box empty and entering a cost value, SADA
will report the cleanup concentration.

S,2Line Query

SADrk
Spd.t Anlyd, Wn Dedoo Ad-.oo

V Co'n,00 201/1L U.-vnI t01T-- All 0000l R-cvd. 5n 1/2007

Questions?

Comments?
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Practice Session
Decision Analysis

The objective of this lesson is to combine the skills learned for risk
assessment and spatial analysis in a number of decision making
frameworks, including area of concern and cost benefit analysis.

63aDA
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Practice Session: Decision Analysis

1. Open up "Lesson6.sda". Choose the "Draw a Data Screen map"
interview and turn on the polygon "Boundary".

2. Produce a data screen map for Arsenic, Inorganic using a
screening value of 100 mg/kg. Notice where the data points are
exceeding this value.

3. We want to screen the Arsenic data for values that are too high for
a child living on the site who might incidentally ingest the soil. We
are interested in noncarcinogenic effects at a target health index of
1. In other words, we want to produce a data screen map for this
human health scenario; nonrad, noncarcinogenic, residential,
ingestion, child. What is the PRG? Notice where the data points
are exceeding this value.

SAIDA-.
0 C7 h 2(007. U- -v IT- . All R, I 11/()
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Practice Session: Decision Analysis

1. Now, we want to evaluate, in a spatial context, the probability
of exceeding certain important values where we have not yet
sampled. Switch to the "Draw a probability map" interview. Choose
Ordinary kriging for your interpolant. Switch the analysis to Human
Health. The ordinary kriging model has been parameterized from
the previous lesson. Note the areas that are green in the large
unsampled areas in the north. Does this make sense?.

"

0Ct2(H)7. Univmt ,lof Taumcsy All Rihls R- 5/1 1/211917

Practice Session: Decision Analysis

6. Given the samples we now have and the ordinary kriging model
we've parameterized, where should we clean up? We want to
clean up any portion of the site that is too high for our human
health scenario.

7. Switch to the "draw an area of concern map" interview. Under the
decision criteria, we need to choose block scale to clean up any
portion that is too high for our scenario. Set the confidence level to
.5. Set the density parameter to 1. What area do we clean up at a
confidence of .5? What is the number of blocks? The total .volume?

8. What about.7? .9?

SpdIA y.• .n dl~s r Deci-ia .dAiW -.

07 Cpv.-ht 2(91)7. U- of All Rmohl 5oovd11/1/20017
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Practice Session: Decision Analysis

9. Now, *suppose the regulator only states that the average site
concentration be acceptable for the human health scenario. We
would want to just clean the worst areas so that the site-wide
model average is below the threshold value for the residential child
scenario. So, we're going to clean up those areas and backfill them
with "clean" soil. However, the "clean" soil contains some naturally
occurring arsenic. The background value in the soil is 2 mg/kg.
Using site scale, determine what areas require remediation.

1O.We want to quantify the impact of slightly lowering or raising the
health index on the overall cost of the project. If we raised it only
slightly, could we still make the site safe while lowering costs?
Switch to the "cost vs cleanup" interview. Let's calculate for a block
scale framework at a confidence of .5. For the cost of cleanup,
enter $1 per block. This will allow us to see how many blocks we'll
need. to clean. (In a real scenario, you would enter Q, 'AN
the actual cost of cleaning up a block of this size.) C01 I

*.p. PA.Ayd, - d "ed d-c AW-.n

' 0 Cw=),, M(117.I c~vInn~e l R,11 MW R-y,1rn 5/11/20017

.Practice Session: Decision Analysis

11.Press the Show the results button and choose the usual human
health scenario. How much does it cost to clean up for a health
index.result equal to one?
Hint: Use the cost line query tool, found by right mouse clicking over the
picture. It should be around $393.

12. What if we raised the index to 1.1 (slightly more dangerous)? What
if we lowered it to .9 (slightly safer)?

07 CoplýWill 2M7,). Ulni-ty~ of T,,onmm All Rihis Res-ned 5/I121)1207
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Spatial Analysis and Decision
Assistance (SADA) Version 4

Secondary Sample Design

Environmental Assessment Methods in SADA
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

SpAAiy.- NO ,-4
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Part 12: Secondary Sample Designs

" Threshold Radial.

* Adaptive Fill

. High Value

" Extreme Value

" Area of Concern Boundary

* Minimize/Maximize Area of Concern

" Ripley's K

" Moran's I

* Geary's C

Spatia ,.•n , -d Dede A"--
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Simulated vs Unsimulated Sample Designs

Simulated Sampling
Simulated sampling finds each successive new sample. That sample is
placed and the estimated value is added to the conditioning data as if they
were real values. Since real values are not used, error rates are incurred in
the process, which increase with each new additional sample location.

Unsimulated Sampling
Unsimulated sampling simply locates all new samples off the same
geospatial map without attempting to update the map after each point is
found. The method is quick but does not always reflect the type of behavior
the model will exhibit after each new sample is found, particularly for those
methods that depend on measures of geospatial uncertainty.

SpatialL a.Iy,-d = Nd D g-A•,ta

0 co-n~ht 21W.7 Unin-wtVorTfnisc. All Rhii~ R-ed~ 5i/I11/2007

Threshold Radial
Threshold Radial is a straightforward secondary sample design places samples in a
radial pattern around existing data points that exceed a decision threshold. The user hs
control over the pattern of the surrounding new sample points. They can be circular or
rectangular.

00

0
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Threshold Radial

Select Threshold Radial from the drop down list
under Sample Design. Then select the radial type
and enter the radial distance.

"" " o te "" , ...
4 : : : : :
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Secondary Sample Des

Adaptive Fill

Adaptive Fill is a secondary sample design that
spatially fills data gaps, independent of geospatial M
interpolation.

Select Adaptive Fill from the drop down list under --- -

Sample Design. Then select the number of samples. riz
Enter a value for Separate By At Least in order to
use the secondary minimum distance constraint. -*

P s~fj~~~-- - - -

Press Show the Results and SADA. will
randomly select your new sample locations.

Spatil~ Aayd-d DdAA~doai

;ign3
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Secondary Minimum Distance Constraint

This constraint prevents clustering by setting the minimum distance a new sample point
can exist from an existing new or actual sample point through a limiting sphere. All
nodes within the sphere are eliminated from consideration as a new sample candidate.

Limiting Spheres

.SA"A

...... 13•= Ell•y i nd • .~im

High Value

* Places new samples where modeled values are highest

• Good for confirming hot spots

Contour Map High Value Design

5•,d al.A al.[ an - ed~ m,• a

" Copvý,hb 200(7 i,vc~l All RwhI R W 51111(K27 11
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High Value
High Value is a secondary sample design that generates
new samples in locations with high interpolation
estimates. This design may be useful for verifying the
extent of hot spot regions.

Select High Value from the drop down list under Sample
Design. Then select the number of samples. Enter a
value for Separate By At Least in order to use the
secondary minimum distance constraint.

r Y

...o ,o ...... ,o .

Press Show the Results and SADA will select
your new sample locations.

Spatial Ana l Dodan AdmimccM

.Area of Concern Boundary Design
Area of Concern Boundary is a secondary sample design that places new samples in
locations along the decision boundary.

o0
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Area of Concern Boundary

Select Area of, Concern Boundary from the drop down
list under Sam ple Design. Then select the num ber of 5-.. ... ............ .

samples. Enter a value for Separate By At Least in order
to use the secondary minimum distance constraint.

D.-.s 5 , T- . . • @ i;•:

T1 B- 0- .S~

Press Show the Results. SAIDA will ask for a
decision goal and remedial confidence and then

K ~ display your new sample locations.

..... . ..... mid ... .A -

ii: :i :!U::II!I: i•
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Questions?

Comments?
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Practice Session
Secondary Sample Design

The objective of this lesson is to use two secondary sample design
strategies to better delineate the extent of contamination across the
site.

• ,d . 77s4a D

SCCv,-,,hi 20(17 LJrmi-6. f T-,oe . All R~ghl1 Rcs-oo. 5/11/20071

Practice Session: Secondary Sample Design

1. Open "Lesson7.sda". Choose the "Develop a sample design"
interview and turn on the polygon "Boundary".

2. Suppose we have cause to believe that. the extreme value, points
found in the southeast portion of the site are probably disjoint. We
want to find out the extent of the local hot spots. Use the Threshold
Radial -sample design to encircle the hot sample. locations and
"chase" the extent of'the local hot spot. Since the hot values were
discovered at the edge of the boundary, we need to extend ours ite
boundary so that the sample design can extend beyond the current
site boundary. We'll also need to remove the boundary polygon.

SADbA

71 C-,v~hu 2007. Uoloeofl OCT-muoo AJI RiOO(1 Rell'c- S/ 51121007
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Practice Session: Secondary Sample Design

3. We want. the samples to be 25 feet apart and in a circle (use
corners and neighbors). Using the. human health scenario we have
been working with in previous lessons (nonrad, noncarcinogenic,
residential, ingestion, child scenario) for arsenic, apply the
threshold radial design.
Hint: Click on the zoom out button.

4. Suppose we do not know if there are disjoint discoveries. We want
to find out if they are part of a larger contamination zone. Use the
High value sample design to place new samples where the model
believes a highly contaminated zone exists. This should confirm or
isprove the presence of a larger zone of contamination. You can

only afford 10 new samples. We want to space them apart for
better coverage, so separate them by at least 25 feet. Keep the

polygon turned off and press Show the Results.
What do you get as a secondary sample design?

0 C.-,,,hi 200I7. Uv -M fT.--~o All ;Mhls RimW.~ 5/1112(H)7

Practice Session: Secondary Sample Design

5. Suppose we know that the extreme value points found in the
southeast portion of the site are in fact part of a larger.
contaminated zone. At this point, we want to better refine the
boundary area between the contaminated and uncontaminated
zones. To do this, we'll use the Area Of Concern boundary sample
design. Again, we can only afford ten new samples, and we want
them to be spaced• apart by about 25 feet. Since the Area of
Concern boundary design is based on the same principles as area
of concern, specify a scenario *(use the same human health
scenario). Turn the Boundary polygon on and press Show The
Results. Notice how the new sample design differs from the
previous two.

SAIDA.
07 Co,,vr 0 20017. [lniet, off-mm.se All Ria,0( R~A 5/1 1/200(7
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Practice Session: Secondary Sample'Design

6. Auto-document the result. In practice, you may want to submit part
or all of this report to the sampling team.

7. Now import the results of this second round of sampling into SADA. The file
is called "AOCBoundaryLesson7.csv' (match. SADADepthl to Depth when
the SADA asks)

8. Check your correlation structure. Is the sill now lower than in the first
round? Adjust accordingly (sill.- 2400) and generate the probability map.
Notice the reduction in previous areas of uncertainty.

AAIM
1 0 C-2,hi 2007. liv lofTfncsc. All Rinhts Rm-d,-l 5l/21112(97
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Spatial Analysis and Decision
Assistance (SADA) Version 4

MARSSIM

Environmental Assessment Methods Using SADA
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Spad al Aniysmd e~ddm Ad-~
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Part 10: MARSSIM Functionality in SADA 4

" Calculate sample size based on Sign Test and WRS
Test; incorporating DCGLs, decision variables, area
factors, instrument sensitivity

" Develop initial sample design (MARSSIM grid or simple
random)

" Post sampling analysis (A site passes or fails)

" Detecting and Defining Elevated Areas

Spd•l A.•i~yio -d• r dn A"--
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I want to create a MARSSIM sample design
(1) Identify the survey area
(2) Set Class I, II, or Ill based on extent of contamination suspected/known
(3) Set WRS or Sign (background or not)
(4). View/edit DCGL and associated values (DCGLw, LBGR, alpha, beta, sigma)
(5) Show power curve, return N, alpha, beta
(6) Get grid area (survey area/N)
(7) Get grid area-area factor curve
(8) Update AF for new grid area, calculate DCGLemc, get MDC
(9) Instrument sensitivity check

(1) If pass
(1) Show 2D Elipgrid results for circular hot spot of size grid area

(2) If fail
(1) Query for area factor based on updated grid area of (needed scan

factor/DCGL)
(2) Recalculate N based on updated grid area and survey area

.(3) Show elipgrid probabilities for both Ns and update grid area
(4) Accept original N and higher risk of missing circular hotspot or

new N and lower risk of missing same hotspot size
(10) Show MARSSIM grid or simple random sample design based on Class type

Spdl An -=d Dn Am-

11 It M. R 07OCoD1Ught2OO7.UP- tvo al-sm. 0.1-1 - 01 2WIWO

Determining Number of Samples
Sign Test

Use if contamination is not
present in background and
measurements are radionuclide-
specific or use if background
levels are a small fraction of the
DCGL

Evaluates whether the median of
the data is above or below the
DCGLw

Survey reference area is not
necessary

Compare contaminant levels
with DCGL values

Each measurement below the
DCGL contributes evidence that
the survey unit is clean and the
null hypothesis should be
rejected
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Determining Number of Samples
Wilcoxon Rank Sum

Use if contamination is present in
background

Evaluates whether the difference between .
the median of the data in the the survey : - -
unit and the median in the reference area •" !A A o ".
.is above or below the DCGLw .................... ...............

Compare survey unit concentration data .
with reference area data adjusted by
adding the DCGL 0.

Each survey unit measurement below an 0.

adjusted reference area measurement
contributes evidence that the survey unit
is clean and the null hypothesis should be .
rejected - ,..s..,., t*-.O. ". r. '

C.ýWl M, U- tý fT,. -Al PM77,. _W51 IOI

t Area Factor-Grid Area Curves
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MARSSIM- Instrument Check (Scan MDC)

. Check of DCGLemc versus
Detectable Concentration

Minimum

SpdAAiyd-ndDdsmAsu-

0 I-t20.U - 1 rT p m All Ri 0 I~j 51200
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MARSSIM- Instrument Check Fail

Sample Size Needed to Detect Elevated Areas

If scan MDC > DCGLEMo

(1) Find the area factor that satisfies

Area Factor = scan MDC / DCGLw

(2) Find the Grid Area corresponding to that Area Factor

(3) Calculate the number of sample points needed to produce
that Grid Area,

nEA = (Survey Unit Area) / (Grid Area)

(4) Compare elipgrid hit probabilities for two different Ns and
select one

S V~ T..hi i dDcinA~c
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Calculate Probability ot Missing Hotspot for
Grid

With Hot Spot: Calculate Probability, the user defines the . .=
grid and.the hot spot size, shape and orientation..

Select Hot Spot: Calculate Probability from the drop 1; . .....
down list under Sample Design. Select a square, _!_____. .. ..
triangle, or rectangle grid style and enter the applicable .i 4:....
parameters. '

Press Show the, Results ! o---
,C Ro .. :" .

and SADA will calculate the
probability of missing a

..- , hotspot of the specified _.... .
size with N samples in the o,,snw __.___

MARSSIM grid. ..• nf.5F nI.

Sp~ad Anal~s 2nd DaIm A.•d-ce
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Class I or II- MARSSIM Grid
MARSSIM grid is a 2d initial sample design for empty
sada files that relies on a grid style to generate locations
for new samples. Can be based on square or triangular
gdds.

..- ,... -Class 1: areas that have, or
had, a potential for
contamination or known
contamination above the
DCGLW
-Class 2: areas that have, or

0 , had, a potential for

contamination or known
-. contamination but that

contamination is not expected
* 'o .•. ,o ~ to exceed the DCGLw

,ISS,0 &
2
,annDnaO.
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Class III- Simple Random

Description

- Samples are distributed across the
site based on the generation of
coordinate values to create the new
samples.

Class III • -.

- Areas not expected to contain
residual contamination or expected
to contain levels that are a small
fraction of the DCGLw

SADA ,
,50ýdil An.4yd. -d Ndi-•Ad-r~n
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I want to perform a MARSSIM data analysis
(no background)

(1) Identify the survey area
(2) Set ClassýI, II, or III based on extent of contamination

suspected/known
(3) Set Sign (no background)
(4) View/edit DCGL and associated values (DCGLw, LBGR, alpha,

beta, sigma).
(5) Compare all measurements versus DCGLw
(6) Compare survey average versus DCGLw
(7) Conduct Sign test versus DCGLw

Spadal \•yd~. w De.ddmPa
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I want to perform a MARSSIM data analysis
(with background)

(1) Identify the survey area
(2) Set Class I, I1, or III based on extent of contamination

suspected/known
(3) Set WRS (background)
(4) Import/identify background data source
(5) View/edit DCGL and associated values (DCGLw, LBGR, alpha,

beta, sigma)
(6) Compare site measurements (Max Survey - Min reference) versus

DCGLw
(7) Compare average difference of survey area and reference data versus

DCGLw
(8) Conduct WRS test for data (Reference Area + DCGLw versus

Survey Area)

VCrmvrWl AK117. Uui=ýY of "lenm-e All Ri dut Rt-•vd. 5Y1112007
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Detect Elevated Areas- WRS-Test (Class
changes)

" Compares all measurements to
DCGLw

' Compares area mean to DCGLw

* Performs WRS Test if necessary

•7,,<':7• • ]]!r~
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MARSSIM- If check for elevated areas fails

" If fail, then SADA can .be used to
with the Area of Concern tool

" Also, extent of the elevated area
the threshold radial sample design

* 0

define elevated areas

can be sampled with

. *I {ai Ao0 y is Dd4mAsa-e
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I want to define a MARSSIM elevated area

(1) Identify the survey area
(2) Set Class I, II, or III based on extent of contamination

suspected/known
(3) Import/identify background data source
(4) View/edit DCGL and associated values (DCGLw, LBGR, alpha,

beta, sigma)
(5) All measurements versus DCGLw or DCGLemc depending on Class
(6) If fail:

(1) Define elevated area using a DCGL, interpolant, and
AOC tool

(2) Perform radial or judgmental sampling
(3) Import additional data
(4) Elevated area averages versus DCGLea (user inputs

F actual)
(7) Conduct Quantile test (version 5)

0 C- 1200. Ui-wor-m AllRids Rýcd.5/112OI

MARSSIM- Define Elevated Area with
AOC Tool

Use the area of concern tool with an interpolant to
estimate the size of the elevated area(s)
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MARSSIM Functionality in SADA 4

" Calculate sample size based on Sign Test and WRS
Test; incorporating DCGLs, decision variables, area.
factors, instrument sensitivity

- Develop initial sample design (MARSSIM grid or simple
random)

" Post sampling analysis (A site passes or fails)

" Detecting and Defining Elevated Areas

Sed.1 Aiyd. -nd !NananA~ann
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